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GRADE 459

CONCEPTS

GRADE FOUR

Interactions
DR 1.6
II 1.3
II 2.5
Relationships
PA 1.2
PA 2.5
Conformity
PA 2.1
PA 2.2
Culture
II 2.5
Customs/Traditions
II 2.3
Diversity
II 1.3
II 2.5
Ethnicity
DR 1.7
DR 2.2
DR 2.3
Identity
II 1.1
II 1.2
Prejudice
II 2.3
Authority
PA 2.5
Beliefs
DR 2.2
DR 2.3
Conflict
DR 2.4
II 2.4
Decision-Making
PA 1.1
PA 1.2
PA 2.7
PA 3.1 PA 3.2
PA 3.3
Democracy
PA 1.1
PA 3.3
Governance
PA 1.1
PA 1.2
PA 1.3
PA 1.4 PA 2.5
PA 2.6 PA 2.7
PA 3.1
PA 3.2
Rights
PA 2.4
Responsibilities
PA 2.4
PA 3.3
Rules
PA 2.1
2.3
Laws
PA 2.2
2.3
Leadership
II 1.1
PA 1.1
PA 1.3
PA 2.5 PA 3.3
Goods and Services
PA 1.4
Production
RW 2.1
RW 2.2
RW 2.3
RW 2.4 RW 2.6
Resources
DR 1.3
RW 3.1
RW 3.2
RW 3.3 RW 3.4
Continuity
DR 1.7
Scarcity
RW 2.5
Place
DR 1.1
DR 1.2
DR 1.4
DR 1.5 DR 1.6
DR 2.1 II 2.1
II 2.2
II 2.6
Region
DR 1.1
DR 1.2
DR 1.4
DR 1.5 DR 1.6
DR 2.1 RW 1.1
Environment
DR 2.4
RW 1.2
RW 1.3
RW 1.4 RW 2.5 RW 3.4 RW 3.5
Note: Teachers will see that these concepts are covered over the course of the year, but greater emphasis/explanation/examination of a
concept is taken up in certain strands. These strands are in bolded font in the chart to make clear where teachers may focus their
attention when teaching these concepts
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Grade 4 Theme: Guyana’s Regions
Strand: Interactions and Interdependence
Essential Learning Outcomes: To examine the local, indigenous, and global interactions and interdependence of individuals, societies,
cultures, and nations
Grade 4 Level Expectations: 1. Analyse how various ethnic groups (including Indigenous peoples such as Amerindians) have shaped and
continue to shape Guyana.
Overarching Question: How have the ethnic groups shaped and continue to shape Guyana?
Specific Curriculum
Inclusive Assessment Strategies
Inclusive Learning Strategies
Outcomes
II 1.1
Product:
Anchor – Strategic Questioning
Create biographic profiles of a Biography Poster
Ask learners if they know what a biography is.
selection of leaders, in specific Individually, learners prepare a biography
Explain that a biography is the story of a person’s life written
regions of Guyana, drawn from poster of any leader, drawn from any ethnic
by someone else.
various ethnic and/or racialized group, from their region, which they would
groups (including Indigenous
like to represent.
Tell them that they will be researching leaders from their
leaders) in the time period
Each learner orally shares their poster with
region that lived about 60 years ago to find out what they did
prior to Guyana becoming a
the class.
that made them important and famous and how they
nation.
Each learner fills in a chart (teacher may
contributed to the region as we know it today. Information in
provide chart) as they listen to the groups
biographic profiles must be based on facts and not debatable.
present their biographic profile of leaders.
Suggested template for biography poster.
Inform learners that they would not be writing a full
biography, but instead, they will be writing a biographic
profile. A biographic profile is a short article about the
person, telling about his important life’s events.
Ask learners to list what a biographic profile should include.
Accept all responses then review them at the end to
determine if any can be deleted. Some of the items that
should be on this list are:
- The name of the person
- Where he/she lived
- What this person did
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-

Why this person is remembered as being important
and famous

Interview among classmates
Pair learners to interview each other to gather information to
write a biographic profile of each other. Guide learners to
prepare a biographic profile
Learners can ask the following questions. They can add
questions if necessary.
Biographic Profile of ______
v When is your birthday?
Product:
Round Robin Charts
Place learners in groups of three to prepare
biographic profiles of leaders, drawn from
various ethnic groups, from their region.
Each group prepares a biographic profile of a
selected leader.
Once the groups are finished with the chart,
they pass it on to the next groups.
Groups may modify the chart as necessary.
When every group has worked on every chart,
responses are shared as a class.

v How many persons are in your
family?
v What is your favourite food?
v What do you like to do when
there is no school?
v What was the best
outing/trip/vacation you can
remember?
v What is one important event in
Analyse life?
Pairs of learners orally share findings with the class.
Learners display biographic profile in social studies corner.
Whole-Class Activity
Select any leader from the region of the school to prepare a
4

Write 3 facts
about this
person's early life

List 2 important
things this
person has
done?

Name of Person

biographic profile. Locate information on leader selected.
Read the information with the learners and guide them to
select the information needed to write the biographic profile.
Write the information in note form on the flip chart.
Guide the learners to write a first draft of the biographic
profile. Learners revise and edit the profile to produce a
refined copy.
Sample of a biographic profile.
Name of
Leader

Early life
(-date of
birth
-early
education
- early job)

Hubert
Nathaniel
Critchlow

Born in
Georgetown
, 18th
December,
1884.

(if possible
picture)
List 3 interesting
facts of this
person

Why should
children learn
about this
person?

Assessment Criteria:
1. Identifies the leaders from the region
who had a leading role in the time
period prior to Guyana becoming a
nation.
2. Provides reasons why the leaders are
important and well known in the
region.
3. Identifies several of the life events of
the leaders
Note: If possible, the teacher can have
students collect information about the local

He attended
Bedford
Wesleyan
Primary
School.
At school,
he excelled
in sports.
His first
main job
was a dock

Major
accomplish
ments
(Most
important
aspect for
learners to
know)
He fought
for the
rights of
workers –
he secured
higher
wages and
improved
working
conditions
for them.

Interesting
fact(s)

A statue in
his honour
stands on
the grounds
of
Parliament
Building,
Georgetown
.
Critchlow
Labour
College was
named after
him.
He is called
the father of
5

leader (from time period identified in the
outcome) by conducting an interview.

worker.

Trade
Unionism.

Why should children learn about this person?
Hubert Nathaniel Critchlow devoted his life to changing
the harsh conditions under which men were forced to
work in those days.
As children (individuals), we need to stand up for what
we believe in and work towards building a better world
than what we are living in presently.
Learning Stations
Place learners into groups of three.
Provide each group with reading material on leaders, drawn
from various ethnic groups, in the time period prior to
Guyana becoming a nation.
In their groups, learners use the information provided and
prepare a biographic profile for each of the leader given.
Each group orally shares the prepared biographic profile of a
leader.
Prepare graphic organisers to record learners’ responses.
Name of
Leader

Early life
(-date of
birth
-early
education
- early job)

Major
accomplish
ments
(Most
important
aspect for
learners to
know)

Interesting
Facts (3)
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Why should children learn about this leader?

(Refer to Content - Resource #1 for a suggested sample of
information on leaders from the region.)
Additional teacher research required related to finding
content from the local region.
11 1.2
Create an inventory of the
contributions of individuals
drawn from various ethnic
and/or racialized groups to
government, business, and
professional life in Guyana
(e.g., architecture, education,
medicine, law, sports).
Note: The individuals studied
must be from the specific
region of Guyana where the
students reside and attend
school.

Product:
Photo Album
Individually, learners create a photo album of
the contributions of individuals drawn from
various ethnic groups from the region to the
areas of government, business and
professional life.
All learners display their photo album in the
social studies corner for class viewing.
Suggested template for the photo album

Anchor – Strategic Questioning
Ask learners if they know what an inventory is.
Explain that at the end of each term/school year, each class
and the school have to do an inventory of everything they
have remaining. This is done so that they would know what
items are needed for the new term/school year.
An inventory is a count of items – a complete list of all the
textbooks, furniture, equipment etc. in the classroom/school.
Whole-Class Activity
Pair learners to take an inventory of items in the classroom –
their furniture, the books on the shelves, the number pencils
on the desks, learning materials on the wall, etc.
Learners will report their findings to the class.
Station Work using Images and Texts
Teacher locates pictures or uses names of individuals drawn
from various ethnic groups, from their region who have
contributed to government, business and professional life.
Display images/names around the classroom.
Learners move from station to station, in pairs, recording on
a chart (graphic organiser) name of the individual, area of
contribution,
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Name of Individual:
Date of Birth:
Ethnic Group:
Area of Contribution:

Following the station work, the teacher brings learners
together to talk about their own findings from their charts.
Following the discussion, the teacher then shares additional
information that learners did not identify.
Note: Teacher displays images/names of individuals who
are/were involved in government, business or professional
life in the region of the school.
Station # 1 - Government
Sir Shridath Ramphal
Elisabeth Harper

Name of Individual:
Date of Birth:
Ethnic Group:
Area of Contribution:

Product:
Wall of Fame
In groups of three, learners create a wall of
fame to reflect contributions of individuals
drawn from various ethnic groups, from the
region, to the areas of government, business,
education, architecture, medicine, law, sports,
etc.
Suggested template for the wall of fame.

Station # 2 - Law
Desiree Bernard

Sir Lionel Luckhoo

Station # 3 - Sports
Shivnarine Chanderpaul

Aliann Pompey
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Station # 4 - Business
Lyla Kissoon

John Fernandes

Station # 5 - Education
Dr. Desrey Fox

Sister Mary Menezes

Product:
Graphic Organiser
Individually, learners complete graphic
organiser of individuals from the various
ethnic groups, in the region, who have made
contributions to the areas of government,
business and professional life.
Name
of
Individ
ual

Gender

Date of
Birth

Ethnic
Group

Area of
Contri
bution

Assessment Criteria:
1. Provides a list of individuals from the
region who have made contributions
2. Identifies the type of contribution of

Station # 6 - Medicine
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each of the leaders
3. Identifies the ethnic group for each of
the leaders
4. Identifies biographical information
about each of the leaders

Dr Leslie Chin

Name of
Individuals
Sir Shridath
Ramphal

Enid Denbow

Ethnic Groups
East Indian

Areas of
Contributions
Government

Follow up activity
Tell learners to ask their parents to help them compile a list
of the contributions of individuals drawn from various ethnic
groups to government, business and professional life, e.g.
architecture, education, medicine, law, sports
When learners return to class with the lists, compile a class
list that you can post in the classroom.
Learning Centres
Place learners into groups of three.
Provide groups with reading materials on the contributions
of individuals in the various fields - government, business,
architecture, education, medicine, law, sports, etc.
In their groups, learners complete graphic organiser on the
contributions of individuals.
Each group orally share information collected with class.
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Prepare graphic organizer to record learners’ responses.
Refer to Content – Resource # 2 for a suggested sample of
information on contributions of individuals from the
region of the school.
Additional teacher research required related to finding
content from the local region.

11 1.3
Investigate the contributions of
peoples, in specific regions of
Guyana, drawn from various
ethnic and/or racialized groups
within Guyana as related to art,
music, dance, writing,
storytelling to Guyanese
culture.
Note: The individuals studied
must be from the specific
region of Guyana where the
students reside and attend
school.

Product:
Write it Down
In pairs, learners select an area of contribution
of two individual drawn from any ethnic
group as related to Guyanese culture – art,
music, dance, writing, and storytelling.
They write about the contribution, its
significance, and how it influences our
Guyanese culture.
Learners orally share their work with the
class.
Individually, learner make notes (with
teacher’s guidance) as they listen to the pairs
present their work.
Note: Teacher can have students collect
information about a local leader by
conducting an interview.
Product:
Cinematograph
In pairs, learners create a cinematograph to
show the contributions of individuals drawn
from various ethnic groups as related to
Guyanese culture – art, music, dance, writing,
and storytelling. They add pictures and write

Anchor – Storytelling
Teacher selects an appropriate story to read aloud to learners
- Aniéké and Enskiran: A Tale of Two Hunters.
33_amerindian_tales_low.pdf – page 47.
Note: Teacher can use any other contribution as the anchor,
but it must be the contribution from an individual(s) who
lives in the region of the school.
Round Table
Use round table technique for learners to share their
understanding of the story and how the story influences our
Guyanese culture.
Provide learners with self-stick notes to write
phrases/sentences to show their understanding of the story
and how it influences our Guyanese culture.
Learners post their completed self-stick notes on the
chalkboard.
Class discussion builds on learners’ responses.
Create a graphic organiser to record learners’ responses.
Suggested Questions:
1. What is this story teaching us about the heritage of
the Amerindians?
2. How does the story influence our Guyanese culture?
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sections of text to show the evidence of the
contributions to our Guyanese culture and
how we are continuing to preserve the culture
of our people.
Product:
Talk it Out
Divide the class into small groups.
Assign an area of contribution to each group:
- Art
- Music
- Dance
- Writing
- Storytelling
Learners prepare a talk show on the
contributions of individuals as drawn from
various ethnic groups as related to art, music,
dance, writing and storytelling. They explain
the significance of the contribution and say
how it influences our Guyanese culture.
Learners write their own questions and
answers, and can even play characters of their
own creation.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Provides a list of contributions from
various individuals
2. Identifies the ethnic group of the
individual(s) who have made the
contributions
3. Identifies the significance of the
contributions
4. Identifies the evidence of the
contributions in today’s society

Name of
Individual
And Ethnicity

Contribution

Significance

Grace
Albert
Amerindian

Story telling Show
appreciation
for each
other.

Evidence in
today’s
society

We live and
work
alongside
each other
as one
people.
Intermarriag
es among
ethnic
groups.

Numbered Heads Together
Use numbered heads together technique for learners to
investigate the contributions of peoples, drawn from various
ethnic groups within Guyana as related to art, music, dance,
writing, storytelling to Guyanese culture.
Divide the class into groups.
Pair learners in each group to explore one area of
contribution – art, music, dance, writing, storytelling and to
say how the area influences our Guyanese culture
Provide learners with reading materials on the contributions
of individuals.
Pairs of learners share their findings with group members
and then as a group; they share their findings with the class.
Create a graphic organiser to record findings.
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Name of
Individual
and Ethnicity

Contribution

Significance

Evidence in
today’s society

Teacher can also invite storytellers, dancers, musicians,
artists and writers that live in the region of the school to
come to the class to speak to the learners about how their
contributions have influenced our Guyanese culture.
Refer to Content – Resource # 3 for suggested sample of
information on contributions of individuals and its
impact on Guyanese culture.
Additional teacher research required related to finding
content from the local region.
Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome: (Connected back to the Principles of Assessment)
II 1.1 Resource #1
Name

Websites

Action

https://prabook.com/web/hubert_nathaniel.critchlow/134
5770
http://www.guyana.org/features/guyanastory/chapter96.h
tml
Hubert Nathaniel
Critchlow
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https://www.guyaneseachievers.com/dr-jung-bahadursingh/

Dr Jung Bahadur
Singh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jane_Phillips-Gay

Jane Phillips- Gay

Jane Phillips-Gay was a minister who joined the African
Development Association, a Guyanese organization
formed in 1938 to empower and improve the lives of
Afro-Guyanese. She also joined Women's Political and
Economic Organization (WPEO), Guiana Industrial
Workers Union, and the People’s Progressive Party
(PPP). Through this she was an active participant in the
Enmore strike and ran for a seat in the House of
Assembly. She won her seat and, along with 2 other
women, were the first women elected to parliament. PPP
split in 1955 and Jane joined the People’s National
Congress but didn’t keep her seat in the next election.
She continued community service until her death. In
1975, she was awarded Guyana's second highest national
honor, the Cacique Crown of Honor (CCH).
https://www.encyclopedia.com/history/encyclopediasalmanacs-transcripts-and-maps/phillips-gay-jane
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https://www.thefamouspeople.com/profiles/cheddijagan-5681.php
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cheddi_Jagan

Dr Cheddi Jagan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eusi_Kwayana

Eusi Kwayana

Eusi Kwayana, formerly Sydney King (born 4 April
1925), is a Guyanese politician. Kwayana became
Minister of Communication and Works in the People's
Progressive Party (PPP) government of 1953. After the
British government suspended the constitution and threw
the PPP out of office he was detained by the British
Army. Later he left the PPP to co-found
ASCRIA (African Society for Cultural Relations with
Independent Africa), a Pan-Africanist grassroots
political group that, after a brief flirtation with
the People's National Congress (PNC), fused into
the Working People's Alliance (WPA). He is the author
of several books and also wrote the lyrics of the party
songs of Guyana's three leading political parties, the
PPP, PNC and WPA.
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https://www.encyclopedia.com/history/encyclopediasalmanacs-transcripts-and-maps/chase-ashton

Ashton Chase
https://www.encyclopedia.com/humanities/encyclopediasalmanacs-transcripts-and-maps/jagan-janet-1920

Janet Jagan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forbes_Burnham

Forbes Burnham

Linden Forbes Sampson Burnham (20 February 1923
– 6 August 1985) was a Guyanese political leader and
leader of Guyana from 1964 until his death, Burnham
was one of the founding leaders of the People's
Progressive Party (PPP) In the short-lived PPP
government of1953, Burnham served as Minister of
Education. In 1955, there was a split in the PPP and
Burnham formed the PNC. US and Britain supported
Burnham during the election because they believed him
to be a proponent of moderatism (unaware of his
communist leanings). He was the first Prime
Minister from 1964 to 1980 and as
second President from 1980 to 1985. He fought for
nationalism and encouraged Guyanese to manufacture
16

and export more local produce.
https://www.encyclopedia.com/people/history/guyanahistory-biographies/forbes-burnham

https://www.encyclopedia.com/history/encyclopediasalmanacs-transcripts-and-maps/gaskin-winifred
https://www.stabroeknews.com/2009/features/12/10/winifr
ed-gaskin-an-early-guyanese-politician-2/

Winifred Gaskin

II 1.2 Resource #2
Name of Individuals

Ethnic Groups
East Indian

Areas of Contributions
Government

Bullet points of information

Sir Shridath Ramphal
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Elisabeth Harper

Desiree Bernard

Sir Lionel Luckhoo

Shivnarine Chanderpaul
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Aliann Pompey

Lyla Kissoon

John Fernandes

Dr Desiree Fox
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Sister Mary Menezes

Leslie Chin

Enid Denbow
https://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/samerica/guyana/gyfamous.htm
http://countrylicious.com/guyana/famous-people
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II 1.3 Resource # 3
Name of individuals Contribution
Michael Khan
Storytelling
https://youtu.be/EpQ9d6u8IIE
Teacher selects the first 4
minutes for learners to view.
Art
Dave Martin
Music – The Tradewinds
“Cricket in the Jungle”
Linda Griffith
Mahadai Das

Significance

Evidence in today’s society

Dance
Writing

Inclusive Resources and Materials (texts, family &community knowledge and resources, web resources)

1. 33 Amerindian Tales from the North Rupununi, Guyana by Grace Albert | Abigail Buckley | Janissa Roberts Kenneth Butler
Lakeram Haynes

|

2. Social Studies For Our Children, Book 4.
3. Teachers are reminded to also select resources such as radios, CDs, USBs, and mp4 players in the classroom to support student learning of
content.
Integration:
Language Arts: Speaking and Listening – listening to story, presentation individually and as a group.
Reading and viewing- reading articles on the contributions of individuals
Writing and Representing- complete graphic organisers, brainstorming, image analysis, responding to written exercises.
Creative Arts- Photo album, jingle/song/poem,
IT- Digital booklet
TVET- Creating posters/wall portrait, photo album.
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Strand: Interactions and Interdependence
Essential Learning Outcomes: To examine the local, indigenous, and global interactions and interdependence of individuals, societies,
cultures, and nations
Grade 4 Level Expectations: 2. Describe the origins of cultural diversity in Guyanese regions
Overarching Question: What is the origin of cultural diversity in Guyanese regions?
Specific Curriculum
Inclusive Assessment Strategies
Inclusive Learning Strategies
Outcomes
Product:
Anchor – Physical Map of Administrative Region
II 2.1
Finding “My Ancestors on the Map”
Whole-Class Activity
Identify the traditional
In pairs, learners prepare questions with answers
Display a wall size physical map of Administrative
based on traditional locations of ethnic groups
Region on the chalkboard.
locations of ethnic and/or
racialized groups (including found in the region of the school.
Learners observe map. Guide learners to describe the
Teacher approves questions and answers.
topography of the area.
Indigenous groups) in
Pairs of learners take a turn to quiz the pair of
Then display a political map of the Administrative region
regions in Guyana.
learners on their left.
for learners to identify the names of places.
After learners provide correct responses to
Guide learners to identify the names of places on the
questions, they refer to a political map of the region map.
to identify the traditional locations of ethnic
Note: Maps must be of the Administrative Region of the
groups.
school.
They spend time going through incorrect responses
with each other.
Ask learners to pretend that they are early settlers about
to travel to the region.
Product:
Then learners think of a place where would they like to
Anchor Chart
settle.
Individually, learners complete an anchor chart to
show the traditional locations of ethnic groups
Talking Chip
found in the region of the school. (Ethnic group for Use Talking chip technique to engage learners in a
the individual study will be assigned by the
discussion on reason(s) for settling at the identified
teacher)
location.
Learners use a political map of the region to locate
the traditional locations of the ethnic group.
Suggested Questions:
Learners orally share completed chart with the
1. At which location would you like to settle?
class. For presentations, learners use a wall-size
Learners can use thumb pins to mark locations on the
political map of the region to locate the traditional
wall map where they have chosen to settle.
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location of the ethnic group.
2. Why would you like to settle at that location?

Each learner fills in a chart (teacher may provide
chart) and locates the traditional locations on their
map as they listen to the groups present their
findings on the various ethnic groups in the region.

Ethnic Group:

AMERINDIANS
Locations:

Product:
ABC Book of Traditional Locations of Ethnic
Groups
In groups of three, learners create an alphabet book
to reflect traditional locations of ethnic groups
found in the region of the school.
Each learner in their groups uses a political map of
the region to locate the traditional locations of
ethnic groups. Learners compare their work. When
all members have completed their work, their maps
are placed together to make a larger ABC Book of
Traditional Locations of Ethnic Groups.
Books are displayed in the Social Studies corner.

3. Do you think these are the locations where our
ancestors might have settled when they first
arrived in the region?
Jig Saw
Places learners into small groups. (The number of
learners in each group can be based on the number of
ethnic groups who have traditionally settled in the region
of the school)
Each learner is assigned one ethnic group to research.
Provide groups with reading materials to research the
traditional locations of ethnic groups in the region and a
copy of a political map of the region for them to identify
the traditional locations of the ethnic group.
Based on their findings, that is, where the various ethnic
groups lived, learners, identify some of the language(s)
spoken in the region. Learners can provide examples of
some important words and phrases in use.
Learners share their findings with their group members.
Then all groups orally share their findings with the class.
Create a graphic organiser to record information.
For presentation, display wall size political map for
learners to identify traditional locations of ethnic groups.
Learners use thumb pins to mark the locations.
Create a graphic organiser to record learners’ findings.
Ethnic Groups

Traditional
Locations

Chinese

Windsor Forest
La Jalousie
Pouderoyen

Languages
(Examples of
words and
phrases)
Mandarin

Assessment Criteria:
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1. Provides a list of the traditional
locations of the ethnic groups found in
the region
2. Identifies the traditional locations of
ethnic groups on a map of the region
3. Identifies the languages of the ethnic
groups

Whole-Class Activity
After class presentations, have learners orally respond to
the following questions:
- What did you learn about the traditional
locations of the ethnic groups?
- Why do you think it is important to know
this?
- How do you think this knowledge might help
you as you get older?
- What can you say about our region based on
what you learned from the map activity?
Refer to Content – Resource # 1 for suggested sample
of information on traditional locations of ethnic groups
in the region.
Additional teacher research required related to finding
content from the local region.

II 2.2
Create a timeline of the
history of immigration to a
specific region of Guyana
with attention to the
economic and religious
reasons (**this would be
that the teacher would help
students create a timeline
for the region where the
students are from)

Product:
Game – Timeline I Have, Who Has Game
Place learners into groups of three.
Provide each group with a pack of at least eight
cards.
Each card has information on the history of
immigration to the region of the school.
The learner, who has the card signalling the
beginning of the game, reads the card, and the
game begins.
Learners listen to the information being read to
know when to sequence their cards.
The learner with the last card concludes the game.
Learners review the information, which is now

Anchor: Image Analysis
Teacher shows images of the various ethnic groups who
lived in the region and places the images around the
room at different stations.
Learners travel to all stations and record information
about each image on a graphic organiser in their books
(using these headings: station #, ethnic group, country of
origin, the order of arrival).
Community Circle
Use the community circle technique to engage learners in
a discussion on the history of immigration to the region.
Suggested Questions:
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presented in sequential order, to show the history of
immigration to the region.

1. Whom do you see in the pictures? (Expected
response - individuals from the different ethnic
groups or names of ethnic groups)
Show learners pictures of the first ethnic group in their
region.
Early Amerindians.

Product:
Timeline Display Cards
Individually, learners create a timeline display card
to show the history of immigration to the region.
They design large cards, with appropriate
representation, text, for each ethnic group, to show
the history of immigration.
(Suggested representation – nomadic life of the
Amerindians)
Learners orally share their work with the class.

Amerindians

Europeans

Africans

Ask learners what the Amerindians view of their
environment was.
Explain that the Amerindians learned how to use
everything in the environment for their basic needs.
They respected all aspects of nature.
2. Where their ancestors came from to settle in this
region?
3. How were they able to reach here?
Show learners pictures of the Europeans.
Explain that when the First Europeans arrived, they had
different values and views of the Amerindians.
Ask the learners what they think the Europeans did to
remain in the new land.

Product:
T Chart
Individually, learners complete a T Chart to show
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the history of immigration to the region.
Learners orally share their chart with the class.
History of Immigration
Name of Ethnic Group Time (order) of Arrival

Assessment Criteria:
1. Provides the names of the ethnic groups
who arrived in the region
2. Identifies the time (order) of the arrival of
the ethnic groups in the region
3. Identifies specific events with the arrival of
each ethnic group

4. Where their ancestors came from to settle in this
region?
5. How were they able to reach here?
Number Heads Together
Place learners into groups of six. Each learner from each
group is assigned an ethnic group to research. Provide
each learner in each group with information to research
facts related to the history of immigration to the region.
Learners share their findings with their group members,
and then all groups share their findings with the class.
Create a graphic organiser to record information.
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Ethnic Group
Where they
came from

Time of
Arrival

Ethnic Group
Where they
came from

Time of
Arrival

Ethnic Group
Where they
came from

Time of
Arrival

(Sample of suggested reading material.
Teacher will refer to and make a summary of relevant
information from Social Studies For Our Children Bk
5, Chapter 1page 1-2, 7, 10-11, 12)
Additional teacher research required related to finding
content from the local region.
II 2.3
Identify the reasons that
positioned various ethnic
groups to depart from their
homelands to come to
Guyana (with particular
attention to a specific
region in Guyana)

Product:
Graphic Organiser
Individually, learners complete a graphic organiser
to reflect the reasons that positioned various ethnic
groups to depart from their homeland to come to
the region (Guyana).
Assign any one ethnic group for individual study.
Learners orally present their findings to the class.
As class listen to each presentation, they complete
their chart (teacher may provide chart) to reflect the
reasons that positioned various ethnic groups to

Anchor – Image Analysis
Provide each pair of learners with a pair of images to
observe.
Note: Images must reflect ethnic groups who departed
from their homelands to come to the region of the
school.
Land of Birth

Destination
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departure from their homeland to come to the
region.
Suggested template for the chart.

Amerindians

Followed
herds of
animals

Reasons for
Amerindians
leaving
Homeland

Europeans

Africans
Product:
Wall Poster – People of Guyana
Place learners into groups of three.
Provide learners with materials to create a wall
poster to show where the people of Guyana came
from and reasons for coming.
Materials needed:
- wall size world map
- representation of each ethnic group
- cardboards
- markers
Learners identify the homelands of the ethnic

Indentured Immigrants – East Indians
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groups and create a “pop up” to display the reasons
the ethnic groups departed from their homeland to
come to Guyana.
Each group takes a turn to share their findings with
the class.
Presentations take a form of questioning and
answering.
For example, the group presenting would ask the
class the following questions:
Suggested questions
- Which ethnic group came from this
location? (presenter points to any one of
the locations which the ethnic groups
came from)
- What are the reasons for their departure
from their homeland?
- How were they able to travel to the
region (Guyana)?
- What work they did when they arrived?
The group reveals their “pop up” at the end of the
presentation.
Maps are displayed in the classroom.
Product:
Round Robin Charts
Pair learners to design a chart to reflect the
following on any one ethnic group
(Ethnic group for pair study is assigned by the
teacher)
- Name of the ethnic group
- Homeland
- Reasons for departure from their
homeland
- How they travel
- What work they did

Provide learners with sheets of a self- stick note to record
their observation.
Provide suggested questions to guide their thoughts.
-

Which ethnic group is represented in the
picture?
- What do you see and can you describe your
observations when looking at the pictures?
- Why do you think that they left their
homelands?
- What work they did when they arrive in the
new land?
Learners post their completed self-stick notes along with
the images studied around the classroom.
Whole-Class Activity – Gallery Walk
Learners conduct a walk where they read and talk about
the information supplied by their peers concerning each
set of posters. When they are finished with the walk, they
return to their seats and share what they have learned.
Follow up Activity – Resource Person
Invite a resource person (or a local history teacher fom
the school who has this knowledge) from the region to
share with the class, the reasons that positioned various
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Once the pairs are finished with their charts, they
pass it on to the next group. When every pair has
worked on every chart, responses are discussed as a
class.
Suggested template for the chart.

Homeland

Reasons for
departure from
homeland

Name of Ethnic
Group

How they
travelled

What work they
did

Assessment Criteria:
1. Identifies the ethnic groups that came to the
region
2. Identifies where the ethnic groups came
from
3. Provides reasons why the ethnic groups
came
4. Know how the ethnic groups travelled to
the region
5. Stated the work of the ethnic groups upon

ethnic groups’ departure from their homeland to come to
the region (Guyana).
Guide and support learners to generate questions to ask
the resource person.
Learners can also interview their family members to find
out why their ancestors came to the region.
Provide wall size world map for resource person to
identify the places from where the ethnic groups came.
Interview Sheet

1. Where did the ancestors of the people of this
region come from?
2. Why did they leave their homeland?
3. How did they travel to Guyana?
4. Were there other family members with them?
5. What did they work at when they arrived?
Jig Saw
Places learners into small groups. (The number of
learners in each group can be based on the number of
ethnic groups who have departed from their homelands
to come to the region - Guyana) Each learner is assigned
one ethnic group to research.
Provide groups with information to research the reasons
that positioned the ethnic groups to depart from their
homeland to come to the region (Guyana).
In their groups, all learners share their findings with each
other and present their findings on the anchor chart.
Then, groups share their findings with the class.
Names of
Ethnic
Groups

Homeland

Reasons
for
Departure

Work they
did
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arrival

After all presentations, have learners orally respond to
the following question:
1. How does the experiences of the ethnic groups
compare with your family’s story?
Refer to Content – Resource # 3 for a suggested sample
of information on the history of immigration in the
region.

II 2.4
Communicate through
speaking, drama, poetry,
puppetry, writing, or other
forms of representation
challenges that various
ethnic groups (including
indigenous groups) have
experienced within a
specific region of Guyana.

Product:
Poem
Individually, learners compose a two stanzas poem
to reflect the challenges faced by ethnic groups
who settled in the region.
Learners orally share the poem with the class.
Puppets
In pairs, learners use puppetry to demonstrate a
typical day in the life of immigrants in the region.
Each pair of learners is assigned one ethnic group
for the study.
Pairs of learners are allowed to demonstrate the use
of their puppets to the class.
Artistic Representation
In groups of three, learners make a diorama of an
early immigrant home/dwelling.

Additional teacher research required related to finding
content from the local region.
Anchor –Video
Learners view video from 1:00 – 4:10.
https://youtu.be/H4CIHXULdxw
Note: Anchor must be related to challenges experienced
by immigrants who settled in the region of the school.
Talking Chip
Use the talking chip strategy for learners to comment on
what they have seen in the video relating to the life and
challenges experienced by the individual (ethnic group).
Whole-Class Activity
Draw a KWL chart on chart paper for learners to
organise their learning on challenges that various ethnic
have experienced in the region.
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Each group of learners is assigned one ethnic group
for the study.
Learners orally share their creation with class.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Identifies the challenges experienced by the
ethnic groups
2. Demonstrates a true reflection of the
challenges faced by the ethnic groups

What we
know (K)

What we
want to know
(W)

What we have
learned (L)

Suggested Questions:
1. What were some of the problems/challenges
experienced by this immigrant and her
ancestors?
Record this question and what was discussed in the K
column.
2. What are some of the challenges that the
other ethnic groups have experienced?
3. How were they treated?
4. How were they promised or expected to be
treated?
Record these questions in the W column?
Learners will record what they learned on the completion
of the exercise in the L column.
Note: If the teacher feels that students do not have
enough content to complete the KWL activity, the
teacher may need to provide students with additional
information/resources to read aloud on this topic (which
is referenced at the end of the section).
Follow up Activity – Interview
Learners conduct an interview for a follow-up lesson.
Learners interview family members to learn stories about
the challenges their ancestors who settled in the region
experienced.
Guide and support learners to generate questions to ask
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family members.
Interview Sheet.

1. What are some of the challenges my
ancestors experienced?
2. Why were they treated in this way?
3. How were they promised or expected to
be treated?
Learning Station
When learners return to class with information from the
interview, they select any ethnic group they would like to
represent.
Place learners into groups based on their selection.
In their groups, learners talk about the challenges
experienced by the ethnic group when they settled in the
region.
(Content can be found in the books listed below.)
Provide learners with information to read about the
challenges immigrants faced.
Learners share information and then record their
findings.
Responses are discussed as a class, and the L column in
the KWL is completed
(Sample of suggested reading material.
Teacher will refer to and make a summary of relevant
information from Social Studies For Our Children Bk
4, Chapter 1 and other reading materials listed.
II 2.5
Investigate ways in which

Product:
Cultural and Unity Album
Individually, learners collect pictures/photographs

Anchor – Strategic Questioning
Ask learners how they think communities cooperate with
each other.
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diverse ethnic groups have
learned to work together
towards cultural
understanding and unity in
specific regions of Guyana
(e.g., community
celebrations, community
buildings, arts groups,
service organisations)

to compose an album to show instances of cultural
understanding and unity among the various ethnic
groups in their region.
Product:
Cinematograph
In pairs, learners create a cinematograph to show
ways in which various ethnic groups have learned
to work together towards cultural understanding
and unity in their region.
Journalling
Individually, learners write an essay of about 100
words to show ways of cultural understanding and
unity among the various ethnic groups in the
region.
The essay is entitled “Cultural Unity in My
Region.”
Assessment Criteria:
1. Identifies instances of cultural
understanding and unity among diverse
ethnic groups
2. Ability to research information
effectively
3. Ability to group and organise
information

Also, how they think communities co-operated in the
past when travel and communication were very difficult.
Record learners responses on graphic organiser.
Ways
communities
cooperate

Today

Past

Station Work using Images and Texts
Teacher locates pictures of community celebrations,
community buildings, arts groups, service organisations.
Label images to reflect those found in their own region
and ones that are not. Images can be hand-drawn or
printed from a computer. Learners move from station to
station, in groups of three, recording on a chart (graphic
organiser) whether the celebrations, buildings, arts
groups, service organisation are found in their region.
Following the station work, the teacher brings learners
together to discuss their own findings from their charts
and asks each group of students to justify their answers
(using a large group discussion strategy). Teacher writes
ideas on the chalkboard. Following the discussion,
teacher then shares additional information that students
did not identify.
Name of
community
Celebration,
Buildings,
Arts group,
Service
organisation

Located in
the region
or not
located in
the region.

Evidence of
its location
in the
region

How does
the
Celebration,
Building,
Arts group,
Service
Organisation
influence
unity
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Community Celebration
Gymkhana and Horse Racing

Rodeo

Village Day

Music & Arts Festival

Arts Group
Dance Troupe

Drama Group
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Community Building
Tipperary Hall

Recreational Park

Pavilion and sports ground

Community Ground
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Service Organizations
Women Business Expo

Mahaica Women’ s Group

Farmers Associations
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Whole-Class Activity
After all the presentations, ask learners to orally respond
to the following question:
1. Why are community members proud when there
is a celebration or new building or recreational
park in the region?
II 2.6
Identify the significant
historical buildings and
places associated with
cultural diversity in a
specific region of Guyana

Product:
Artistic Representations - Cinematograph
Place learners into small groups of three or four
persons.
Each group prepares a cinematograph to depict the
significant historical buildings and places
associated with cultural diversity in the region.
Learners use cut-outs from old magazines,
calendars, or photographs that were taken on the
field trip. Learners could be encouraged to take
pictures of buildings (with their parents after
school) and create a virtual artistic representation
with their images if the technology is available.
Learners narrate their creation to the class.

Anchor: Slide share of historic buildings and places
Note: Images must be from the region of the school.
Pair learners to observe slide share. As a pair, learners
name the buildings and places.
#1
St George’s
Cathedral

Providence Hindu
Temple

Queenstown
Masjid
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Postcard/brochure (digital)
Individually, learners design a postcard/brochure,
(using pictures or drawings), to show significant
historical buildings and places associated with
cultural diversity in the region.
Write a brief significance of the buildings and
places.
Learners exchange postcards/brochures with peers.
Learners read postcards/brochures received and
then orally present them to the class.

#2
State House

Grade 4 Calendar of Historic Buildings and
Places
In pairs, learners design a calendar for each class
using pictures or drawings of significant historical
buildings and places associated with cultural
diversity in the region.
They write a brief significance of each building/
place.
At general assemble, learners display their
calendars. At the end of the presentation, each class
is presented with a calendar.
#3
Suggested template for calendar

National Cultural
Centre

City Hall

The National
Library

The High Court

The Guyana
National Museum
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Stabroek Market

National Gallery
of Art

Freemason’s Hall

#4
Queen’s College

The Bishops High St. Stanislaus College

#5
Demerara Mutual
Georgetown club
Assurance Society Ltd

Sharples House

Assessment Criteria:
1. Identifies historical buildings and places
2. Explain the significance of the buildings
and places to the cultural diversity of
the region (Guyana)
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#6
Pegasus Hotel

Cara Lodge

#7
The National Park The Botanical Garden Independence Park
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#8
Bourda Cricket
Ground

Providence Cricket
Stadium

Talking Chip
Use talking chip technique for learners to identify the
significant historical buildings and places associated with
cultural diversity in their region.
Learners view slide share again, and any pair of learner
can shout the name of a building or place.
Field Trip
Prepare learners for a field trip to identify significant
historic buildings and places in the region.
In pairs, learners (same pairs who worked earlier)
compile a list of significant historical buildings and
places to look for on field trip.
While on a field trip, pairs of learners point out and name
buildings and places to with each other.
Think – Pair – Share - Square
After the field trip, learners in their pairs are provided
with information to research the significance of the
buildings and places.
Learners record their responses.
As a pair, learners compare their results with pairs of
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learners to their left and right. They make corrections
where necessary.
Responses are discussed as a class.
Compile information on graphic organizer.
Name of
Building/
Place

Location

Brief
Significance
Description of the
building/place

Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome: (Connected back to the Principles of Assessment)
II 2.1 Traditional locations of Ethnic Groups
Ethnic Groups
Amerindians

Traditional Locations
http://www.guyana.org/features/guyanastory/chapter2.html

Language(s)

II 2.2 History of Immigration
Ethnic Group
Amerindians

Where they came from

Order of arrival
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The Amerindians were the ethnic group to arrive in this land – during the fourth ice age.
The Europeans came as explorers – 1492.
They soon discovered the land was fertile for cultivation.
Europeans never forgot God; they really believed in the need to spread their religion, Christianity. They viewed anyone who does not share
their religious beliefs as a heathen. Hence, they impose their religious beliefs on the people with whom they came into contact.
The Africans were brought as slaves to provide labour for the plantations – 1530*
The Indentured Immigrants came after slavery was abolished
- Portuguese – 1835
- East Indians – 1838
- Chinese – 1853
II 2.3 Reasons that positioned various ethnic groups departure from their homelands to come to Guyana.
Ethnic Groups

Reasons for Departure from Homeland

The Amerindians were the first people who lived in this land, now called Guyana. They came thousands of years ago, during the Ice Age.
The Europeans came as explorers and were searching for new land for their countries. They heard the story of El Dorado which means the
“Golden Man”. They were very anxious to find gold; however, they were not successful in their search. Some of them decided to remain.
The Europeans needed to establish contact with the Amerindians for the purpose of trading with them, so they set up trading posts from
which parties could go out in search of trade with the Indians and to which the Amerindians could come with their products. Trading with the
Amerindians was done by the barter system.
The Europeans found that the soil and climate were suitable for cultivation of products such as tobacco. This lessened their dependence on
the Amerindians and made it easier for them to meet the growing demand for tobacco in Europe. After a while, they also planted cotton and
sugar.
The cultivation of such valuable crops demanded large labour forces and the Europeans obtained these by:
- Using Africans as slaves
- Indenturing the Portuguese, East Indians and Chinese after slavery was abolished.
Inclusive Resources and Materials (texts, family &community knowledge and resources, web resources)
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II 2.1 Social Studies for Our Children, Book 5 – Chapter 1.
Social Studies Guyana Our Country Our Home – Unit 5.
https://www.guyanatimesinternational.com/amerindian-settlements/
http://guyanachronicle.com/2014/05/05/east-indian-immigration-1838-1917

For over three-quarters of a century (1838-1917), Indian indentured labourers were imported from the sub-continent of India to the
West Indian colonies, ostensibly to fill the void created as a result of the mass departure of ex-slaves from plantation labour following
the abolition of the despicable system of slavery, and moreso the premature end of the apprenticeship scheme in 1838. This new
system of indentureship was very difficult for the Indian immigrants. The system was very closely linked with slavery and has been
called “new system of slavery”.
http://www.guyana.org/features/guyanastory/chapter1.html For Teachers Only (Early settlements of the Ethnic Groups)
Physical and Political Map of each Administrative Region of Guyana - Wall size - 2’ x 2.’
Physical and Political Map of each Administrative Region of Guyana - Letter size - 8”x 11”

II 2.2 -2.3 World Map
The Making of Guyana Vere T Daly – Chapters: 1, 2, 3, 5, 15. (Teachers use only or extracts can be made for learners to read)
http://www.guyana.org/features/guyanastory/chapter1.html (Teachers use only or extracts can be made for learners to read)
Social Studies for Our Children, Book 4 – Chapter 1.
Social Studies for Our Children, Book 5 – Chapter 1.
Guyana: Our Country Our Home – Chapter 5.
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II 2.4 Challenges that various ethnic groups (including indigenous groups) have experienced.
The Making of Guyana Vere T Daly – Chapters: 1, 14, 15. (Teachers use only or extracts can be made for learners to read)
http://www.guyana.org/features/guyanastory/chapter1.html (Teachers use only or extracts can be made for learners to read)
Social Studies for Our Children, Book 4 – Chapter 1.
Social Studies for Our Children, Book 5 – Chapter 1.
Guyana: Our Country Our Home – Chapter 5.
II 2.5 https://guyanatimesgy.com/mahaica-womens-group-women-supporting-women/
II 2.6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._George%27s_Cathedral,_Georgetown
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parliament_Building,_Guyana

The Parliament Building is an excellent example of 19th-century Renaissance architecture and is one of two domed buildings
in Georgetown. It was designed by Joseph Hadfield, was built on a foundation of greenheart logs. The foundation stone was laid in
1829 and, in April 1834, the structure was completed.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_House,_Guyana

Places of Interest Guyana (National Trust of Guyana)
Suggested Rubric: Roleplay II 2.5

cultural understanding and unity

Rating: 4-Excellent 3- Very Good 2-Good 1-Fair
Criteria
The speech was clear with appropriate volume and
modulation
Learners demonstrated cultural understanding and unity
Learners depicted the role of each human resource.

4

3

2

1

Role-play captured and maintained learners’ interest
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Integration:
Integration:
HFLE: Self and Interpersonal Relationship
Language Arts: Language Arts: Speaking and Listening – listening to videos, presentation individually and as a group, communicating in
small and large groups
Reading and viewing- viewing video
Writing and Representing- complete graphic organisers, brainstorming, image analysis, responding to written exercises.
Creative Arts- Poem, Puppets, Painting,
IT- Cinematograph, digital postcards/brochure
TVET- Graphic organisers, charts, wall posters, Collage, Timeline Display Card, ABC Booklet, Diorama, Album,
Science: Function and Information Processing
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STRAND: Dynamic Relationships
Essential Learning Outcomes: To analyse the dynamic relationships of people with land, environments, events, and ideas as they have affected
the past, shape the present, and influence the future.
Grade 4 Level Expectations 1: Correlate the impact of the land on the lifestyles and settlement patterns of the people of Guyana
Overarching Question: How does geography influences the lifestyles and settlement patterns of the people of Guyana?
Specific Curriculum Outcomes

Inclusive Assessment Strategies

Inclusive Learning Strategies

DR 1.1
Locate a specific region of
Guyana on a Map of Guyana,
South America and the World

Product: My Mini Atlas/ Map Booklet

Anchor: Map Reading
Whole class activity
Display wall-size map showing Administrative
Regions of Guyana on the chalkboard.
Learners observe map.

In pairs, learners prepare a booklet which contains
maps that shows the following:
-A Map of Guyana showing the Administrative
Region in which they live
- A Map of South America showing the location of
Guyana and the Administrative Region in which
they live
- A Map of the World showing the location of South
America, Guyana and the Administrative Region
in which they live.
Learners can create a digital booklet or use any
creative way of completing their booklet

Me in the World
In groups of three, learners
Unscramble a puzzle of Guyana to show the
Administrative Region in which they live.
Map of Guyana showing the Administrative
Regions
Suggested Questions:
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1.

What is the name of the Administrative
Region in which you live? Locate your
Administrative Region on the map. (using
pushpins)
2. Which other Administrative Regions border
the Administrative Region in which you
live?
3. How would you describe where your
Administrative Region is located in Guyana?
(Use cardinal direction, e.g. To the east of
Region 10 is Region 6)
(Provide learners with a cut-out shape of their
Administrative Region for them to examine the
shape.)
Present learners with an outline Map of South
America and have them identify Guyana and colour it.

Numbered Heads Together
Provide learners with a blank Map of Guyana
showing the outline of the Administrative Regions.
Learners colour the Administrative Region in
which they live and talk about their observations.
Example
Map of Guyana showing Administrative Region 7
(Cuyuni – Mazaruni )
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Map of South America

Provide an outline Map of South America, and ask
learners to locate Guyana and then colour our
country.

Given an outline of a World Map, learners identify
South America and mark X on the continent. They
will then identify Guyana within the continent and
colour Guyana.
Map of the World
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Suggested Questions:
1. Can you locate Guyana on the map?
2. In which continent is Guyana located?
3. How many countries are on this continent?
Map Analysis
Presents learners with an outline Map of the World
for them to locate South America and then Guyana
and the Administrative Region in which they live

Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners locate their region on an outline Map of
Guyana?
2. Learners locate Guyana on a Map of South
America?
3. Did learners locate Guyana on a Map of the world?

Present learners with an outline Map of the World
for them to locate South America and then locate
Guyana and colour it.
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Think-Pair-Write
Provide learners with Atlas (Guyana Junior
Atlas)
In pairs, learners use the Atlas to find and describe
the location of the region in which they
live
Suggested Questions:
1. Which Administrative Regions border
Cuyuni- Mazaruni?
2. How would you describe where Cuyuni –
Mazaruni is located in:
Guyana?
South America?
the world?
Teacher guides learners to use cardinal direction.
E.g. Cuyuni –Mazaruni is located in the northern
part of Guyana)
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DR 1.2
Locate the Administrative Centre
of a specific region of Guyana on
a map

Product: Map Work
In pair, learners draw a sketch map of Administrative
Region in which they live and insert the
Administrative Centre.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners locate the Administrative Centre of a
specific region
2. Learners describe the location of the Administrative
Centre in the region
OR
Individually learners use a blank Map of the
Administrative Region in which they live and insert
the Administrative Centre.
OR
Product: Map Work
In pairs learners use the compass rose on a map of
Upper Demerara- Berbice (Region 10) and describe
the location of Linden (Administrative Centre) in
relation to their own community.

Anchor: Video Presentation
The Governorate Song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dntf1q6-VSo
Or the lyric of the song (Refer in content)
Teacher uses part of video or song relevant to their
region. (NB teacher should not teach all the
regions)
Whole-Class Activity
Teacher pauses video to discuss any unfamiliar
term ‘governorate.’
After video presentation teacher engages learners in
carousel brainstorming
Suggested Questions:
1. What is the name of the region in which you
live?
2. What is the name of the Administrative Centre of
of your region?
3. Why do think you think there is an
Administrative Centre in your region?
Think-Pair-Share
Map Work
Provide an outline Map of Region 10 and ask
learners to locate the Administrative Centre by the
number and colour it.
Example
Map of Upper Demerara- Berbice (Region10)
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Teacher reproduces and provides learners with a
blank Map of Region 10 and asks them to insert the
Administrative Centre. Learners compare maps
with other pairs to their right and to their left.
NB: Use the region where the school is located.
DR 1.3
Make inferences about why
people, in a specific region of
Guyana, settled in various towns
and villages (or cities) using a
variety of maps (e.g. map with
natural resources, water ways,
roads, population density)

Product: Portfolio
In groups of three, learners create a digital portfolio on
towns /villages in their Administrative Region using a
variety of maps and pictures to show why people
choose to live in towns/villages.
Sketch maps showing:
• natural resources
• water ways

Anchor: Strategic Questioning
Ask learners:
1. Why did their families decide to live where they
are today?
2. What do you like about the village in which
you live?
Learners compile a list of reasons for settlement in
the region. They share their responses, and the
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• roadways
• population density
Write sentences to explain illustrations

teacher creates a class list on chart paper.

Assessment Criteria:
1. Villages / towns clearly stated
2. Various maps are used
3. Map elements are used for each map
4. Write a brief explanatory statement for pictures
Product: Graphic Organizer
In pairs, learners complete a graphic organiser on
reasons people settle in towns/villages in their region.

Think-Pair-Share
Provide learners with a map- Population and Land
Settlement Scheme (page 26 of Atlas)
In pairs, learners make a list of places that are near
rivers and give reasons why people choose to settle
in these places.
Anchor: Map Work
Map 1
Distributes letter-size copies of maps to learners in
small groups

resouces

Reasons for
settlement in
towns/villages

waterways
(rivers)

Assessment Criteria:
1. Identify land features that led to settlement in
towns/villages

Suggested Questions:
1. What is the title of this map?
2. Which legend tells about rivers?
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2. Identify resources that influence people to settle
in towns/villages
OR
Product: Paper and Pencil
Independently learner complete the Human Settlement
Worksheet
1. What are the basic things people need in order to
Survive/live?
…………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………..
2. How do people decide where to settle?
……………………………………………….
………………………………………………..
………………………………………………….
3. Name two towns/villages in your region that is
mostly populated.
………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………
4. Give reasons why these towns/villages you choose
are mostly populated.
. ..………………………………………………..
………………………………………………..
……………………………………………….

3. Can you identify ways in which rivers are being
used
4. What connection can you see between the
Population Density Map and the location of
Rivers?
Map showing Population Density by region
Suggested Questions:
1. What is the title of the map?
2. Which legend (colour) on the map tells you
which region is most populated? (Read
population from the highest to lowest)
3. What information does the key give?
4. Can you suggest reasons why certain areas are
more populated than others?
Teacher explains what is population density
Map of Guyana showing roadways
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Suggested Questions:
1. Can you identify places that have major roads?
2. What are some of the benefits of having road
ways?
3. Do you think places which do not have
roads will encourage human settlement?
Why or why not?
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Suggested Questions:
1. What are Guyana’s resources shown on this
Map?
2. Can you name the places where these resources
are concentrated? Agriculture/Minerals/Fish
Group Work
In groups of three, learners use maps,
understanding from discussion and their own
background knowledge as evidence to compile a
list of reasons why people settle in towns and
villages.
Learners present their list to other groups to
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to get feedback about whether their inferences
match the work from the other groups.
Interview
Learners carry out a community interview. They
use a bar graph to show how many people settled
because of jobs, marriage, education etc. after the
information has been collected.
DR 1.4
Classify the unique characteristics
of geographical formation within
a specific region of Guyana.

Product: Pictorial/Digital Scrapbook
In groups of three, learners create a pictorial/digital
scrapbook on examples of geographical formations
within their region.
Write a phrase/sentence to describe each illustration.
In their groups, learners orally share work with the
class.

Anchor: Image Analysis, Slide share of scenes
from Region 9
Picture A

OR
Anchor Chart
Individually, learners complete an anchor chart by
classifying geographic formation in their region.
Geographic
formations

Names

Kanuku
Mountain
Range

Picture B

Characteristics

Mountains
have significant
heights

Picture C
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Learners orally present their chart to the class.
OR
Product: Brochure
In groups of three, learners create a travel brochure
advertising their region. Include features and
descriptions that will promote (for example mountains
for climbing, waterfalls, flora and fauna)
Present brochure to the class
Assessment Criteria:
1. Identify geographical formation within the region
they live
2. Provide examples of geographical formation
unique to the region
3. Describe the characteristics of each geographic
formation.
4. Classify the unique characteristics of geographical
formation within the region they live.

Picture D

Using print or electronic resources, learners view
images of geographical features. Additional images
of geographical features can be used.
Note: Slide share must consist of images of
geographical features from the region of the school.
Think – Pair - Share
Use think – pair share technique for learners to talk
about the geographical features seen.
Provide learners with sheets of self-stick note.
In pairs, learners share their ideas – they name the
features seen, give names of features, and they
make a note of their questions and possible
responses.
When learners are finished, they post their notes
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next to images, which correspond with their
responses.

.

Talking Chip
Use talking chip technique to engage learners in a
discussion on the unique characteristics of
geographical formations.
Learners can share their ideas before the teacher
asks the prepared questions.
Suggested Questions:
1. What do you see in the pictures?
2. How would you describe these features?
3. What other features do we have in our
region?
4. What are the names of these features?
5. Where are these features located?
Create a graphic organiser to record geographical
formations found in the region.
rivers
mountains

waterfalls

Georaphical
Formation

Learning Centres
Use peer reading strategy for learners to read the
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information on the geographical formations of their
region.
Provide each pair of learners with reading
materials.
In their groups, learners complete graphic
organiser.
Each pair orally share information collected.
Geographical
Formations

Names of
Features

Characteristics

Refer to content for a suggested sample of
information on geographical formation in their
region
NB: Teacher can reproduce the information card of
the region in which the school is located to teach
the lesson. (Guyana Our Country, Our Home
Levels 5 and 6 –Unit 3 Physical Features )
Information Card
Teacher reads information card on Region 8.(Refer
to useful content section for sample)
Use Popsicle Method Strategy to answer the
questions after reading the Information Card.
Suggested Questions:
1. Why do you think there is a low population in
this region?
2. How would you describe the land features of
this region?
3. Do you think it would be difficult to farm in
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region? Why or why not?
4. What is the climate like in this region?
5. Why do you think mining can do well in this
region?
DR 1.5
Select examples of the impact of
geography on the architecture
within a specific area of Guyana.
Note: Student should consider
how the materials (resources) and
cultural traditions have influenced
the structures built.

Product: Model
In groups of three, learners make a model of a
structure found in the region created by any ethnic
group to show how geography affects architecture.
Learners present model and make an oral presentation
explaining the reason for the structure built.
Following the sharing of presentations, learners
respond on a paper to the question: Name examples of
architecture in your region that have been influenced
by geography and the cultural tradition in the area.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Knowledgeable on the impact geography has on
the architecture on the building
2. Can identify from what materials structure was
made from
3. Explanation of ways geography has influenced
the architecture was provided.
4. Explanation of the connection of the structure to
cultural tradition

Anchor: Images Analysis
Homes through the years – Pomeroon River
Picture A – Eta palm and wattle home

Picture B - Wooden Home

OR
Research
In pairs, learners select at least three examples of
architectural structures in their region and find out
more about their history, significance and ways they
have been influenced by geography or culture.
Learners share their work with the class
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OR
My Architecture Booklet
Picture C - Concrete Home
Individually, learners prepare a booklet with images/
drawings of examples of the impact of geography on
the architecture within the region they live. For each
image/ drawing a narrative should explain how the
materials (resources) and cultural traditions have
influenced the structures built.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Name of structure/building
2. Identify the location of the structure
3. Identify the materials used in constructing the
structure
4. Research the history and significance of the
structure
5. Explanation of the connection of the structure to
cultural tradition

Learners view images.
Think – Pair – Share
Provide each pair of learners with a copy of an
image. Each pair discusses what they see in the
photograph assigned.
Suggested Questions:
1. What details do you notice about the building?
2. What materials were used to make the home?
3. Where were the materials obtained from?
4. What can you tell about the environment?
5. What does the home and surrounding
environment tells you about the people who live
there?
Pairs of learners share their answers with the class.
News Paper Article: The First Amerindian Home
(Refer to the article in content)
http://guyanachronicle.com/2010/09/17/lifestyles64

of-the-first-amerindians

DR 1.6

Analyse how the influence of the
geography within a specific
region of Guyana has impacted
the lifestyle of the people
(e.g. vegetation, animals,
transportation, food, employment,
health care and education)

Product: Poster
In pairs, learners create a poster to show the influence
of geography on the impact on lifestyle in their region.
Write a caption or sentence for the illustrations.
Learners can draw or use cut out pictures on the
poster.

Talking Chip
After view pictures and reading article use the
Talking Chip Technique to engage learners in a
discussion on the advantages and disadvantage of
each type of home.
.
Anchor: Gallery Walk
Images from Potaro-Siparuni–Region #8
Observe pictures and record clues from pictures for
class discussion
Example of Images:
Vegetation/landform

OR
Product: Journaling
Individually learners select one geographical feature
and write two benefits and two challenges as related to
lifestyle in their region.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Identify the aspect of the geography of the region
2. Show lifestyle in terms of food, employment,
transportation etc.
3. Illustrate the negative and positive impacted of
geography within the region

Means of Transportation

OR
Poem/Jingle
In groups of three, learners write a poem or jingle
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about the impact the geography of the region has on
the lifestyle of the people within the region.
(e.g. vegetation, animals, transportation, food,
employment, health care and education)
Assessment Criteria:
1. Identify the aspect of the geographical feature of
the region
2. State reasons how the factor influence lifestyle
3. Show the negative and positive impact of the
geographical feature

Jobs /economic activities

-

)
Small Group Discussions During Gallery Walk
of Images
After the images have been placed on the walls in
the classroom, teacher creates small groups. All
groups will be asked to have discussions about the
images as they visit each station. Learners will need
to think about making a connection between
lifestyle of the people in the photos and how this
has been influenced by geography. They will be
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given these questions (which the teacher has
already written on the board or on a larger sheet of
paper that they can see as they circulate around the
classroom):
1. How would you describe the landform?
2. Do you think this landform is suitable to do
farming or rearing animals? Give reason (s) for
your response
3. What animals are found in this region?
4. What animals are hunted for food?
5. What types of jobs are carried out in this region?
6. Why do you think these means of transportation
are used in the region?
Following the gallery walk activity, all learners will
compare their notes from the gallery walk with the
whole class by having a discussion (based on the
questions they previously discussed).
Read Aloud Strategy
Teacher summarises article and uses the Listen and
Read Aloud Strategy to get the contents of the
article over to the learners.
https://www.kaieteurnewsonline.com/2017/09/07/th
e-life-of-the-patamona-people-in-region-8-is-hardand-an-arduous-one/
(Summarized article in content)
Suggested Questions:
1. What are some of the difficulties encountered
in obtaining food in this region? (e.g. fish)
2. How would the family moving to another part in
the seasonal fish poising (for food) affect a
child’s attendance at school?
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3. How does the location affect persons’ health?
Example: bitten by snakes
After observing pictures and class discussion
teacher explains when we talk about places (land)
and the relationships between people and the land
we are talking about geography.
Geography influences where people live and how
they live in a region. The way we live is called
lifestyle.
In groups of three learners complete the pair of
Bubble Maps with words or drawings to show the
aspects of lifestyle and geography.
Aspects of Physical Geography was done in Grade
3 DR 2.4)

food

Aspects of
lifestyle
clothing
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climate

Aspects of
Geography
landform

Each group uses the information on their Bubble
Maps to share aloud their understanding of the
aspects of lifestyle and geography.
Community Circle
Asks learners why their families decided to live
where they are today.
Teacher creates a list of class reasons
DR 1.7
Select one ethnic group within a
specific region of Guyana and
investigate its history in the
region.

Product: Portfolio
In groups of three, learners select any ethnic group of
choice in the region in which they live and compile a
Portfolio on the history of the ethnic group
Use pictures to bring out ideas. Write sentences to
describe where necessary or do an oral presentation to
explain aspects of Portfolio.
OR

Anchor: Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJrvxTIEMRs

Suggested reading material on ethnic groups
(Social Studies For Our Children –Chapter 1
People in the Communities)
Learners view video as a whole class activity.
Teacher pauses video give additional information.
Suggested Questions:
1. How many ethnic groups were mentioned?
2. Can you name the different ethnic groups found
in the Administrative Region in which you live?

Product: Journaling
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Product: Paper and Pencil
Individually learners write a nonfiction story about the
history of an ethnic group of their choice found in the
administrative region in which they live.

Image Analysis
NB Teacher can use images of any ethnic group
that is in the region of the school

Assessment Criteria:
1. Identifies the name of the region they settle in
2. Name of the ethnic group
3. Give reasons why the ethnic group settled in the
region
4. Ability to research information effectively
5. Provide information on the history of the ethnic
group in the region
OR
Product: Cinematograph
In groups of three, learners create a cinematograph on
the history of any ethnic group in their region.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Identify the ethnic group
2. Research presented shows an understanding of the
concept
3. Pictures/drawings were relevant to the history
of the ethnic group
Round Table
Use Round Table technique to brainstorm learners
on pictures.
Suggested Questions:
1.Which ethnic group is shown in the
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picture?
2. From which continent did the group come?
3. Where did they settle when they first arrived in
arrived in Guyana?
4. Why do you think this ethnic group moved to
live the Interiors of Guyana?
NB: Teacher can modify the questions based on the
ethnic group that is studied
Read Aloud
http://www.guyana.org/features/guyanastory/chapte
r1.html -The Early Amerindian Settlement.
Teacher summarises the first three pages and reads
aloud to learners to make a connection on the
history of the Amerindians.
Resource Person
Invite an elderly person to talk about the history of
the people in the region.
Prepare learners to ask the Resource Person
questions
Suggested Questions:
1. Which was the first ethnic group to live in this
region?
2. Why did they choose to settle in this region?
(state name based on location)
3. What were the ways of living of the selected
ethnic group?
Talking Circle
Learners share what they have learnt about the
history of the selected ethnic group after listening
to the Resource Person.
Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome: (Connected back to the Principles of Assessment)
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DR 1.1A region is an area that has marked boundaries. Guyana is divided into ten Administrative Regions.
DR 1.2 Governorate is an administrative division of a country. It is headed by a governor. The word governorate is not in usage. The term
Administrative Region is used instead. Each Administrative Region has an Administrative Centre/Geographical Centre. The Administrative
Region is headed by a Regional Chairman
Table showing Administrative Regions and Geographical Centre
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Administrative Region
Barima -Waini
Pomeroon- Supenaam
Essequibo Islands- West
Demerara
Demerara-Mahaica
Mahaica- Berbice
East Berbice -Corentyne
Cuyuni -Mazaruni
Potaro -Siparuni
Upper Takutu-Upper Essequibo
Upper Demerara-Upper Berbice

Geographical Centre
Mabaruma
Anna Regina
Vreed-en-Hoop
Triumph*
Forth Wellington
New Amsterdam
Bartica
Mahdia
Lethem
Linden
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Map of Guyana showing Administrative Centres

Map showing Region and Administrative Centre

Song- Guyana Governorate Song
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We make up Guyana
And we know that you wanna
Learn our 10 Governorate names
You can see we’re well drawn
We make up Guyana
And we know that you wanna
Also, learn our locations
Ready to learn. Then come on!
Barima-Waini
That is who I am
I touch Venezuela In the North I span
I do have a capital
It’s named Mabaruma
It is where that star has spun
I just showed ya
Cuyuni-Mazaruni
Is the Governorate you see now
I border Venezuela and Brazil
Of the west I am proud
Here’s my capital Named Bartica
In the East, It was nice to meet ya
Demerara-Mahaica
You can find me in the east
I touch the Atlantic Ocean
And hold Georgetown in me
My capital is shown here
It’s named Triumph
If you ever come to visit
You will find it’s really nice
East Berbice-Corentyne
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That is my name
I span down the east coast
I border Brazil and Suriname
I claim New Amsterdam
That is my capital you see
Onto the next Governorate
That’s enough about me
Essequibo Islands-West Demerara
Is the mouth of the Essequibo River
I share with ya
Vreed en Hoop is my Capital’s name
Right across from Georgetown
To teach you is my aim
We make up Guyana
And we know that you wanna
Learn our 10 Governorate names
You can see we’re well drawn
We make up Guyana
And we know that you wanna
Also, learn our locations
Ready to learn.
Then come on!
Mahaica-Berbice
Say my name if you please
I touch the Atlantic Ocean
All the way in the east
You see this star spinning
It is my capital
Its name is Fort Wellington
Say its name In full
Pomeroon-Supenaam
I’m in the upper east
The Atlantic Ocean I touch
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As you can plainly see
Anna Regina Is the star that’s spinning here
It is my capital Say it with no despair
Potaro-Siparuni
Is the name you see here
I do touch Brazil
Ya, it just appeared
I have a capital
Its name is Mahdia
Maybe someday you can visit
Till then I’ll see ya
Upper Demerara-Berbice
I’m in the middle
but to the east
That’s my Governorate name
Your eyes on me do feast
I do have a capital
Its name is Linden
If you learn all our names
As far as I’m concerned you win
Upper Takutu-Upper Essequibo
I’m in the south touching Brazil
No, you should know
This is my capital
It’s named Lethem you see
Here comes Guyana
It is a beautiful country
I am Guyana In the north of South America
Georgetown is my capital
It was nice to teach ya
Number 2 is Linden on the Map of Region 10
NB:* Region 4 Geographic Centre has changed from Paradise to Triumph.
DR 1.3 Population refers to the total number of persons living in a specific region or country at a particular time. (New Horizons in Social
Studies Bk.3 page 67). Population density is the number of persons per unit of an area usually per square kilometre or square mile.
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DR 1.3 Map showing Population Density by region

DR 1.4
Administrative Region, Potaro-Siparuni has natural borders. The region got its name from the Potaro and Siparuni Rivers. To the north is the
Kuribrong River, to the south, is the Ireng and Echilabar Rivers, to the east is the Essequibo River. More than half of the region is covered with
forest. The soil is rocky. Many rapids, valleys (Morawa Valley) and waterfalls. Waterfalls include the Kaieteur and Orinduik. Mountains-Mount
Roraima and the Pakaraimas.
The geographical formation of Potaro- Siparuni consists of: Rivers, Valleys, Rapids, Creeks, Waterfalls, Hills, Mountains, Forest, Thin rocky
soil, thick forest. (Guyana Our Country Our Home Levels 5 and 6 page 97)
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All other regions in Guyana have their own natural features.

DR 1.4
Information Card
Region 8: Potaro-Siparuni
This region gets its name from the Potaro and Siparuni Rivers.
More than half of this region is covered with forest.
People choose not to occupy region because the forest is thick and many
rivers and rapids and waterfalls make the movement of people very
dangerous and difficult.
The heavy rainfall of the region creates large swamps. This region is one
of the very wet areas of Guyana.
The soil is made of rocks and it is very thin
The main economic activity is gold and diamond mining. Logging is also
done in this region.
However, despite the dangers there is lot of scenic beauty such as our
waterfalls. People come from different parts of the world to enjoy the
scenic beauty of our spectacular waterfalls.
The canopy walkway, at Iwokrama which is built in such a way that
people
can observe the flora and fauna of the forest.

DR 1.5 Summarized Article
The first Amerindian home was made with bamboos as the structure and dry leaves on the roof. Their first homes were round and measured about
12 feet across. The roofs were supported by a strong central post about 25ft high. This great height was necessary to make their roofs of thatch
waterproof, for rainwater was able to run off fast with so steep a roof. Balanced atop the house within the extensions of the roof poles was a large
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rock. This was supposed to bring luck to the inhabitants of the house.
DR 1.6 Aspects of lifestyle: food, clothing, shelter, transportation, education, employment, recreation. Lifestyle is a reflection of culture,
attitudes, and values expressed through the way we live.
Climate, location, resources, landform are aspect of geography that affect lifestyles.
DR 1.6 Summarized articlehttps://www.kaieteurnewsonline.com/2017/09/07/the-life-of-the-patamona-people-in-region-8-is-hard-and-anarduous-one/
Patamona people of Region 8
The lives of the Patamona are wonderful but yet a hard one. With no access to effective communication and accessibility into the area, it is a very
costly place to live. I have had the opportunity to be in Paramakatoi doing research and taking part in their tradition of fishing. The area is
landlocked, located in a mountainous area with no proper roads. For the Patamona people of Paramakatoi and other villages in Region 8, fish is
very difficult to obtain. One would have to travel along Asanda (trails) through mountains to the Siparuni River.
The journey takes 2 to 3 days from Paramakatoi. For one to take the journey, he or she has to walk with enough supplies to last the journey. The
average weight that a person carries is about 40-60 lbs. This includes their hammocks, cooking pot, sugar, farine, cassava bread, and whatever
supplies they need for the journey. In most cases, entire families take the trip to catch fishes (the fish is poisoned with Hairi). Each family
member would have his own load to carry, from the smallest child to the eldest person.
The journey is not for the faint-hearted. Any coastlander will definitely give up after the first climb up a mountain, and there are many mountains
to climb on the way to Siparuni River. Along the trails, you will be able to see jaguar markings; if you are unlucky, a snake may be in your
pathway. If you slip, climbing up or down the mountain, you can easily sprain your ankle or even break it. If you got bitten by a snake, persons
would have to carry you out to the nearest airstrip to be flown to Georgetown. If you fall to your death, no one will know instantly about it since
communication is non -existent. These are the journey that all Patamona go on a daily basis. It is a dangerous way to live but it is their way of life
and must be respected.
DR 1.7
When the Amerindians first came to Guyana, they settled along the coastlands and near river banks. After the Europeans came to Guyana, the
Amerindians were forced to move further away into the interior parts of Guyana. The Amerindians did this because of their fear of the
Europeans. They were also afraid of being enslaved. This is how the Amerindians came to be called the “children of the forest.” (Social Studies
For Our Children Book 5 page 2)
The Amerindians were the first people who lived in British Guiana now called Guyana. They came thousands of years ago, during the Ice Age.
(The Ice Age was a period of time long ago when large parts of the earth were covered with ice and much of the water of oceans, seas lakes and
rivers were frozen). The Amerindians left their homeland in Asia. They walked across the Bering Strait, which is a narrow body of water. At that
time it was frozen, thus forming an ice bridge. After they crossed the Bering Strait, they arrived in North America. Since they were a moving
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people, they kept on their journey. They eventually reached Central America, then South America. In South America, they spread out in different
directions and this is how they reached Guyana.
There are four main Amerindian tribes in Guyana:
- Arawaks
-Caribs
-Wapishana
-Waraus
These other tribes are sub-tribes of the Caribs
-Arecunas
-Akawaios
-Macusi
-Patamonas
-WaiWai (Social Studies Guyana Our Country Our Home Levels 5 and 6)
Inclusive Resources and Materials (texts, family &community knowledge and resources, web resources)
1. Guyana Our Country Our Home Levels 5 & 6
2. Social –Studies For Our Children Books 4and 5
3. Macmillan Guyana Junior Atlas
4. Wall Maps
5. Map Puzzles (Administrative Regions,/ Map of the World)
Integration:
HFLE:
Math:
Science:
Language Arts:
IT:
TVET:

Man and the Physical Environment(Our Towns and Cities)
Reading and comparing decimal on Population Density Map
Earth’s Systems: Processes that Shape the Earth
Speaking and Listening. Listening to newspapers article, complete cloze passage/bubble map
Collage, Pictorial Scrap Book, Brochure, Portfolio
Model of community. cinematograph
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Strand: Dynamic Relationships
Essential Learning Outcomes: To analyse the dynamic relationships of people with land, environments, events, and ideas as they have affected
the past, shape the present, and influence the future.
Grade 4 Level Expectations: 2. Explain the relationships of Amerindians (indigenous peoples) with the land.
Overarching Question: How does the indigenous people connected with the land?
Specific Curriculum Outcomes
DR 2.1
Identify and locate on a map the
indigenous communities located in a
specific region of Guyana

Inclusive Assessment Strategies
Product: Map Work
In groups of three, learners sketch a map of a
region in which they live and locate the
indigenous communities found in that region

Inclusive Learning Strategies
Anchor:
Map showing Barima–Waini (Region 1)
(Use the map for the activity below)

Assessment Criteria:
1. Sketch the outline of the map of
the region
2. Correctly name indigenous communities
3. Identify the location of the Indigenous
communities
4. Can give an appropriate Map Title
5. Use Map Key to identify the indigenous
communities
OR
Product: Collage /Model Map
In groups of three, learners create a collage or
a model map of the Administrative Region in
which they live and show the location of at
least three indigenous communities.
OR

Round Table
Distributes cut out maps, of the region in which the
learner lives, for learners to observe. Use Round Table
strategy to engage learners about indigenous
communities.
Suggested Questions:
1. Which Administrative Region is shown by the
map?
2. Which ethnic group mostly inhabited this
Administrative Region?
3. What is an indigenous community?
4. Can you name the indigenous communities
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Map Work
In pairs learners use a detailed map of the
region in which they live, find the name of
indigenous communities for each letter in the
name of the region
Example:
B - Baramita
A- Arakaka
R
I
M
A
W
A
I
N
I
NB: Another region can be used if there are
no indigenous communities in the region.

located in this region?
Anchor: Excerpt on an Amerindian Village
Teacher reads aloud excerpt below:
It is one of the oldest Amerindian communities in
Barima-Waini. Residents said it got its name from the
late Matthew Young who traversed the area in earlier
years of development. The many ridges around the area
give the second part of its name. Manganese mines
were being developed there in the 1960s.
Think-Pair-Share
Learners complete an activity sheet after listening to
the passage
Suggested Questions:
1. What is the name of this indigenous community
located in Barima-Waini?
2. On a sketch map of Barima-Waini, locate the
community described.
3. List the names of some other indigenous
communities located in this region.
In pairs, learners present work to the class.

DR 2.2
Research the history of indigenous
peoples and their relationship with the
land.

Product: Pictorial/Digital Scrapbook
In groups of three, learners make a
pictorial/digital scrapbook on the history of
the indigenous peoples and their relationship
with the land.
Write a caption or a sentence to describe
illustrations.
Oral Presentation
In their groups, learners orally share their
work with the class.

Anchor: Extract from a Report
How Indigenous knowledge contributes to Mother
Earth’ (Refer to the content section for the extract to
share with learners)
Teacher uses a read-aloud visualise strategy to read the
extract.
Teachers should pause to explain new terms:
communal farming, conservationist, deforestation,
over-harvesting.
Learners can create their own glossary as they learn
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Assessment Criteria:
1. Can show the relationships of the
indigenous peoples with the land
2. Relevant pictures used to show the
relationship with the land.
3. Relevant caption/ sentences are written to
show the relationship with the land
4. Evidence of research can be seen in work
OR
Product: Journaling
Individually, use information from class
discussion and talk by Resource Person to
write a summary on the history of the
indigenous people and their relationship with
the land.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Can show the relationships of the
indigenous peoples with the land
2. Evidence of research can be seen in work
3. Identifies several examples of the
relationships of the indigenous peoples
with the land
OR
Product: Cinematograph
In groups of three, learners prepare a
cinematograph to depict the relationship of
the indigenous people with land
Learners use cutout pictures from printed
media, or magazines

new terms.
Engage learners in a discussion on ways the
indigenous demonstrate a connection as it relates to the
environment.
Suggested Questions:
1. Do you care for land? Give some ways
2. Why do you think you should care about the land?
3. What are the ways the indigenous people benefit
from the forest?
4. What are some of the ways the indigenous people
show a connection with the land?
4. Why do you think they keep this close connection/
practice their ‘old age attitude’?
Teacher explains the ‘old age attitude ‘ means the
Indigenous people did not view land as being own by
anyone because it provides them with everything they
need. As such, they only take what is needed from the
land.
Group Work – Oral Presentation
Follow-up activity- In groups of three, after listening
and discussion on the reading of the extract learners
Compile a list to show how the indigenous people
connect with the land in terms of how they use the land
Farming:
-do communal farming
-avoid deforestation
- clear only the land needed for
farming
-over farming (rest/fallowing is
done
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Learners present their creation to the class
Assessment Criteria:
1. Demonstrates knowledge of the concept
2. Relevant pictures used to show the
relationship with land
3 Relevant caption/ sentences are written to
show a relationship with the land

Fishing
-protect spawning ground
- have selected season for fishing
- practice selective fishing (arrow
and bow

Hunting:
-selective animals
-meat is shared with other
families to prevent wastage.

Each group makes an oral presentation to the class
based on the discussions the group had on the topic.
Teacher creates a class list with learners’ responses.
Resource Person
Invites resource persons from an indigenous
community to speak about the history of indigenous
peoples and their relationship with the land.
Guides learners to prepare questions to ask the resource
person.
Suggested Questions:
1. What is the name of the community you represent?
2. How indigenous people use the land?
3. Why is land important to indigenous people?
4. Can you tell us the way(s) by which the indigenous
people view land?
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DR 2.3
Select examples drawn from one
region of Guyana of the ways
indigenous peoples demonstrate a
connection to the environment.
.

Product: Booklet
In groups of three, learners create a booklet
on a region show the ways the
Indigenous peoples demonstrate a connection
with the environment in terms:
- how they use the environment for their
livelihood –hunting, fishing and farming
- materials used for making their homes,
crafts, tools
-plants use for medicine

Anchor: Video
As a whole class activity, learners view videos on the
indigenous people of Rewa in Region 9
(Upper Takatu- Upper Essequibo)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyAMLCh5FjY

Assessment Criteria:
1. Can show various ways how the
Indigenous people connect with their
environment in the region you live in
2. Write a relevant caption or sentences to
show a connection with the environment

Suggested Questions:
1. Which Administrative Region the video is based
on?
2. Where is the farmland located?
3.. How does the land provide for the survival of
the indigenous people?
4. Why did the toshao refuse the money of the
Oil Company? State the reasons
5. What are the reasons for having patrol in the
Rainforest of Guyana?

OR
Product: Poster
Individually create a poster to depict ways in
which the indigenous peoples demonstrate a
connection to the environment
OR
Product: Poem/Song
In groups of three, learners write a song or
poem to describe how the indigenous people
connect to the environment.

Community Circle
Use the community circle to discuss the information
shown on the videos.
Teacher should use relevant parts of the video.

After viewing the video, learners role-play different
aspects of the video.
Example: Protecting the land from mining companies.
Two learners pretend to be the owners of the Oil
Company took large sums of money to a toshao to give
them drilling rights in that area.
Popsicle Method
Use Popsicle Method for learners to answer questions
Suggested Questions:
1. What was the role play about?
2. Why do you think the toshao refused the miner
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the Drilling Rights?
3. What can you say about the view of land as
held by the indigenous people of Region 9?
DR 2.4
Investigate an example of land claim
issue (e.g. ownership, conservation,
land use, displacement that has
impacted indigenous peoples in a
specific region of Guyana.

Product: Role Play/Dramatization
In groups of three, learners re-enact story or
experience of an issue that occurred in a
region.
Examples :
1.The Omai Gold Mine Cyanide Spill
2. Hydroelectric Dam Project at Turtruba in
Upper Mazaruni
OR
Product: Paper and Pencil
Individually, learners write an essay of 100 –
120 words on land claim issue that occurred
in a region and give at least three
consequences it had on the people.
Learners orally share their essay with class.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Identify the land claim issue
2. Identify who caused the issue
3. State ways the issue affect the people in
the region
4. Explain the position taken on the issue
OR
Product: Poster
In groups of three, learners choose a position

Anchor: Scenario
Teacher reads aloud scenario to learners.
Isseneru villagers yesterday staged a protest outside the
Office of the President as they continued to voice their
dissatisfaction over a recent court ruling that upheld a
miner’s right to progress with operations on lands
within the village.
We want our land! The court has ruled in favour of the
miner, and it seems like we don’t have rights! We want
the president to know and recognise us,” another said
while charging that mining operations destroy the lands
and kill their animals. “They kill our fishes and cut
down our trees. How can we plant if they destroy it?
This is our only living.
(A summarised piece of writing from a newspaper
article Refer to content for the link for the entire
article)
Numbered Heads Together
After reading extract use, ‘Numbered Heads Together’
to arrange learners in groups to discuss and answer
questions.
Suggested Questions:
1. Why are the indigenous people protesting?
2. State two messages on their placards.
3. Why was a case filed against the miner?
4. Why did the court rule in favour of the
miner? Give reasons for your answer
5. How do the protestors felt after the case was not
ruled in their favour? Give a reason for our answer
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about a situation where a miner was granted
permission to carry out mining on their
ancestral land. After which they create a
poster to demonstrate their choice.
Each group displays their poster and explains
the position taken on the issue.
Assessment Criteria:
1. State the position taken on the issue
(oppose/defend)
2. The poster depicts or supports the position
taken
3. Give reasons to justify the position taken
on the issue

Other suggested article on Land Claim Issue
Chinese Landing villagers claim sell-out’ of land to
miner https://newsroom.gy/2019/05/10/chinese-landingvillagers-claim-sell-out-of-land-to-miner/

Teacher explains that large mining companies are
destroying the rivers they work in especially the
Essequibo and Konawaruk Rivers which in turn has
severe impact on the people and the region
Poem: Requiem for Konawaruk
In groups of three, learners read and dramatised poem
about the Konawaruk River.
(Refer to Poem in content)
Suggested Questions:
1 What is Konawaruk?
2. What is this poem about?
3. Who is the native that are being affected?
4. What activity is being carried out?
5. What are the impacts of this activity on the
environment and its peoples?
Resource Person
Invites a Toshao /village elder from an indigenous
community to share an experience about a land claim
issue and the impact it had on the indigenous people.

Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome: (Connected back to the Principles of Assessment)
NB: The term “Amerindian” is widely used in Guyana; originally intended to distinguish the indigenous population from the Indo-Guyanese, it
is not considered offensive. (Guyana’s_Indigenous_Peoples_2013_Survey_Final_Report.pdf. Page 11)
DR 2.1 Some indigenous communities in Barima-Waini: Matthew’s Ridge, Port Kaituma, Moruka, Santa Rosa, Mabaruma, Morawhauna,
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DR 2.2
How Indigenous knowledge contributes to Mother Earth
by Jay Mistry | posted in: Events, News | 0
Living with their environment
For millions of Indigenous peoples, forests provide materials for food, shelter, traditional medicine and craft. Indeed, whilst the average citizen
of the world is now coming to learn and appreciate the integral ties people have with the Earth, Indigenous peoples have long been showing their
close relationship with their environment, evidently clear through their way of life. Indigenous villages are usually located in the some of the
most isolated places. While adapting to some modern technologies and conveniences, they have opted to continue to keep many of their
traditional practices. Their traditional practices speak to their inherent abilities to survive off the land and include knowledge of when to (and
when not to) hunt and harvest specific animal and plant species. It includes too their methods of farming, fishing and harvesting.
Conservationists attest to these methods as proven links to sustainable use since they have low impact on disturbances to other species compared
to some modern methods. The age-old attitude of taking only what is needed also continues to contribute towards conservation efforts and
ensures that there is always going to be a supply for future generations.
Indigenous traditional farming techniques show timeless wisdom. By clearing only small sections of forest to do family or communal farming,
they avoid deforestation and keep the forest intact. After using this land, they then allow it to rest so that it might be reused in future years by
village members. This avoids clearing more land than is needed. For some Indigenous peoples, it is the custom to ensure that the land selected
for clearing for farming has minimum medicinal plants and trees. Another practice in some parts of the world is to avoid harvesting completely
all crops in efforts to provide food for wildlife species in the area.
Traditional fishing methods are especially low impact. Firstly, they have knowledge of the feeding, mating and spawning grounds for fish
species. Indigenous villages, therefore, will protect spawning grounds, for example, prohibiting fishing in such locations during certain times of
the year. Their methods also naturally avoid over-harvesting. The use of bow and arrow in shallow creeks, for example, allows for selective
catching – favouring larger fish over several small fish.
And the list goes on, as to the deep connection and respect for the Earth’s natural resources that Indigenous peoples continue to support.
.
DR 2.2
Meaning of terms used in the passage
Communal farming – The various types of agriculture production in which multiple farmers run their holdings as a joint enterprise.
Conservationist – A person who manages natural habitat. This job involves finding ways to utilise land without harming the environment.
Deforestation,- is when the forest is destroyed by cutting trees (logging) and not replanting them/
Overharvesting - the harvesting of plants or animals in an unsustainable manner
Sustainable- is something that can be continued or a practice that maintains a condition without harming the environment.
DR 2.3
The Amerindians in Guyana depend upon their immediate environment for their existence.
They use materials from the environment to build their homes (benabs).
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- vines, leaves from trooolie and manicole palms, tree barks, branches. Tree trunk to make canoe (Social Studies For Our Children BK. 4 page
25)
The indigenous people use sticks, stones and bones to make their weapons.
They use both flora and fauna from their immediate for medicine. Razor grass for prolonged migraine, ginger for arthritis, wild eddoes for a
common cold. For headache, they also use an insect called ‘Uyuk’ where they use the insect to sting themselves around the neck.
Snake bite they develop an antidote- a caiman is killed, and their tooth is taken out. It is then scraped n to the bite. (Taken from A GINA
Feature ‘Herbal Medicine and the Indigenous Peoples, Guyana Chronicle December 14, 2003)
The haiari plant used as a fish poison.
Indigenous people have a close connection with nature because they depend on the environment for sustenance. They believe that the spirits of
their ancestors populate the landscape and that any relocation from their traditional land will bring sickness and misfortune.
DR 2.4 StabroekNews Article Isseneru villagers picked over court rulinghttps://www.stabroeknews.com/2013/01/26/news/guyana/isseneruvillagers-picket-op-over-court-ruling/
Article from Stabroek News on Jan. 26th, 2013 discussing the protest staged by the Isseneru villagers outside the office of the president. This
happen because the court ruled to uphold a miner’s right to progress with operations on lands in the village. The villagers want their land rights
respected. The reason the ruling happened in this way was because the Miner’s land rights were issued prior to the Amerindian Act of 2006
which gave the council control over these lands.

DR 2.4 http://www.guyana.org/features/postindependence/chapter17.html
(Extract from a report to show the connection of the indigenous people to their ancestral land)
Thus, Survivor International warned that despite existing evidence that even minor changes can seriously affect the cultural life of the
Akawaios.
The Government planners did not take into account the "cultural appropriateness" of new housing for the resettled population.
The resettlement concerns were also raised in early 1977 by the captains of the Akawaio villages when they wrote to the Prime Minister, Forbes
Burnham:
"This land is where we belong. It is God's gift to us and has made us as we are. This land is where we are at home, we know its way: and the
things that happen here are known and remembered so that the stories the old people told are still alive here. This land is needed for those who
come after us. . . . This land is the place where we know where to find all that it provides for us - food for hunting and fishing, and farms,
building and tool materials, medicines. Also, the spirits around us know us and are friendly and helpful. This land keeps us together within its
mountains - we come to understand that we are not just a few people or separate villages, but one people belonging to a homeland. If we had to
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move, we would be lost to those who remain in other villages. This would be a sadness to us all, like the sadness of death. Those who moved
would be strangers to the people and spirits and places where they are made to go."
In response to this opposition, the government tried as much as possible to allay the fears of the local residents by explaining the economic
benefits that would become available to them with the construction of the hydro-electric project.
DR 2.4 Poem Requiem for Konawaruk by PetamberPersaud
riva a dry
fish a di
nuff ,nuff fly
seh dis no lie
Riva run dry
Gole is why
Man aintkay
Who goh pay
Man don’t care
Gole pon dem mine
aal de time
mine mine mine
No good incline
No good incline
Cyanide wata
Native a haala
No fish no food
No transport too

Riva a die
Wile life a cry
No food no drink
Bush pon extinction brink

Version of Poem in Standard English
The river is dry
Fish are dying
Lots and lots of flies
This is no lie
River runs dry
Gold is why
Man don’t care
Who will pay?
Gold is on their mind
All the time
Mine! mine! mine!
No good incline
Cyanide water
Native shouting
No fish ! No food!
No transport too

River is dying
Wild life is crying
No food! no drink
Bush on extinction brink
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DR 2.4 A Case on a displacement of land
The increased external pressure, especially from mining and related infrastructure developments, the people of the Upper Mazaruni continue to
struggle for legal recognition and security for their ancestral territory under Guyanese law. Akawaio and Arekuna peoples depend on their
forests, savannahs, mountains, rivers and wetlands for their sustenance and distinct way of life.
. For example, faced with the threat of forced relocation from their lands due to plans to construct a major dam on the Mazaruni the Akawaio
wrote in 1977: This land keeps us together within its mountains – we come to understand that we are not just a few people or separate villages,
but one people belonging to a homeland. If we had to move, we would be lost to those who remain in the other villages. This would be a sadness
to us all, like the sadness of death. Those who moved would be strangers to the people, spirits and places where they are made to go.
DR 2. 4Akawaios and Arekunas will lose livelihood with a hydro project.
https://www.kaieteurnewsonline.com/2010/08/10/akawaios-and-arekunas-will-lose-livelihoods-with-hydro-project-int%E2%80%99l-report-2/
Threat to Dam ‘Lost World’ Exposed
http://www.guyanagraphic.com/guyana/people-culture/threat-dam-%E2%80%98lost-world%E2%80%99-exposed
Summarized article- Article from November 14th, 2013 by News Feed about the hydro electric dam to be built between the lands on the
Akawaio and Arekuna people. This dam was to be built on the Upper Mazaruni River and would have flooded the entire Akawaio people and a
Arekuna community. The Guyanese government went forward with this secret project without the indigenous peoples free, prior and informed
consent. This dam would provide energy for the mining communities in Guyana and Brazil and a Brazilian company would likely build the dam.
This region is also one of the most bio-diverse and climatically sensitive in the world and the dam would destroy that.
Inclusive Resources and Materials (texts, family &community knowledge and resources, web resources)

1. Macmillan Guyana Junior Atlas
2. Social Studies Guyana Our Country Our Home Levels 5 and 6
3. Social Studies For Our Children Book 4
4. Guyana’s Indigenous Peoples 2014 Final Report By:
Elton Bollers
Dilon Clarke
Teneisha Johnny
Mark Wenner
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Integration:
HFLE:
Theme: Managing the Environment – identify health threats in their environment
Language Arts: Speaking Listening, writing an essay, viewing videos, dramatisation
Science:
Earth’s Systems: Processes that Shape the Earth
IT:
Collage, Map Booklet. Pictorial Scrapbook
TVET:

Poster
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Strand: Resources and Wealth
Essential Learning Outcomes: To examine various worldviews about the use and distribution of resources and wealth in relation to the
needs of individuals, communities, nations, and the natural environment and contribute to sustainable development
Grade 4 Level Expectations:
1. Analyse the strategies peoples in each of the different regions (administrative regions and geographical regions) of Guyana have
developed to meet the challenges presented by the natural environment.
Overarching Question:
What are some strategies people in different regions of Guyana have adapted to meet the challenges presented by the natural environment?
Specific Learning Outcome
RW 1.1
List the challenges and
opportunities climate poses for
a specific region of Guyana.

Inclusive Assessment Strategies
Product: T Chart
Individually, complete a T Chart on the challenges
and opportunities that climate poses to specific
regions in Guyana.
Name of Community:
Challenges
Opportunities
(Wet)
(Wet)
Floods
Promotes Plant
Health
Water borne diseases Promotes Soil Health

Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners have a good understanding of the
challenges and opportunities that climate
poses to specific regions of Guyana.
2. Provides several examples of challenges
and opportunities that climate poses to a
specific region of Guyana.

Inclusive Learning Strategies
Anchor: Video - Rain, Rain
https://youtu.be/E5-Zg1SrGII
Play video or read stories on climate to the class. In
the community circle, remind learners that climate is
the condition of the atmosphere of a particular
place/area over a long period of time. Explain that
Guyana has a wet and a dry climate.
Community Circle
In the community circle, develop a rapport with
learners about the challenges and opportunities that
climate poses for a specific region of Guyana.
Suggested Questions:
1. What activities can people in the region do
during the rainy season?
2. What are some activities that people would
like to do during the rainy season but cannot?
3. What activities can persons in the region do
during the sunny season?
4. What are some things that cannot be done
during the sunny season?
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Product: Colourful Brochure
In small groups, learners create a colourful
brochure about the discussions on challenges and
opportunities climate poses. Give them the choice
of choosing either challenges or opportunities.
These can then be part of the growing Social
Studies bulletin board.

Product: Digital Collage
Using a word processor or graphic software
learners create a digital pictorial book or digital
collage to show challenges or opportunities that
climate poses for a specific region in Guyana.
Assessment Criteria
1. Learners understand what challenges
and opportunities climate poses to
specific regions of Guyana.
2. Learners provided several examples of
challenges and opportunities that
climate poses to specific regions of
Guyana.
3. Digital Collage/ digital pictorial book
was creative
Product: Plus Minus Interesting (PMI)
Learners use information from a Think –PairShare activity to write the opportunities (plus) and
challenges (minus) climate poses to a specific

Chart
Create a chart to display learner’s responses. Label
chart as challenges and opportunities.
Challenges
Opportunities
(Wet)
(Wet)
Floods
Promotes Plant Health
Water borne diseases Promotes Soil Health
Challenges
(Dry)
Drought
Excessive Heat: leads
to strokes, high blood
pressure

Opportunities
(Dry)
Plants need sunshine to
grow
Sunshine provides the
body with vitamin B

Resource Person
Invite a suitably qualified person from the region to
speak to the class about the challenges and
opportunities climate may present to the community or
the region.
Guide learners to prepare questions to ask the resource
person.
Suggested Questions:
1. Can you explain some challenges the hot and
dry climate can pose to our region?
2. How does the people/community benefit from
the climate they experience in this region?
Jig Saw
Divide the class into four groups. Two groups will
study and become experts on the opportunities/
positive influence, and the other two groups will
become experts on the challenges/negative influences
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region of Guyana.

of climate in the region. (Refer to Useful Content)

Pairs take turns to present their charts to the class
orally

Community Circle
In the community circle, learners share their learned
parts with the rest of the class.

Plus
Conserve
Water

Minus
Erosion

Provides
the plant
with
moisture

Floods

Interesting
Fills Barrels
with fresh
rain water
Washes Cars

Chart
Create an anchor chart on the chalkboard with
learners’ responses.
Opportunities
Influence
Provides the plant
with moisture

Challenges Influence
Floods

Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners demonstrate an understanding of
the concept climate, the opportunities
(plus) and challenges (minus) specific
regions in Guyana.
2. Provides several examples of opportunities
and challenges climate poses to specific
regions in Guyana.

Product: Research/Survey
In pairs, conduct a survey in the community to
ascertain challenges and opportunities/benefits climate
poses for the region in which they live.
Suggested Questions:
1. What type of climate do you have in this
region?
2. What are some challenges/problems climates
poses for persons in the region?
3. How does the region benefit from the type of
climate the people experiences?
Line Graphs/Bar Graph
Use line graphs/ bar graphs to display data from the
survey.
Take turns to present findings to the class.
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RW 1.2
Select examples of how
communities and individuals in
specific regions of Guyana
protect themselves from the
challenges associated with
climate (e.g., structures of
homes, technology such as air
conditioning, clothing)

Product: Poster/ Montage
In pairs, learners create poster advertising safety
measures or ways persons can protect themselves
during extreme climate in the community. For
example: How persons in Lethem/ Essequibo/
Moruca/ Berbice/ Georgetown protect themselves
from challenges of the climate.
Rubric for Poster/Montage

Anchor: Video/ News Article
Play video or read articles related to the extreme
climate in Guyana.
The Puddle Family
https://youtu.be/Wl5r34jTxz8
News Article
Protect yourself from Flooding
https://dpi.gov.gy/protect-yourself-from-flooding-cdc/

Rating: 5-Excellent 4- Very Good 3-Good 2-Fair
1
2
3

Poster/Montage shows an understanding of
the concept protection from challenges
associated with climate
Several examples of protective methods/
safety measures are shown.
The poster/montage shows input from both
learners
OR

Product: Letter Writing
Write a letter to a Grade 4 learner in another
community
( Aishalton Primary to Bell West Primary).
Explain to learners two ways persons in your
community protect themselves from the severe
climate, for example, floods and drought.
Note: Teacher can arrange as to where the letter
would be sent.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Do learners have an understanding of the

Community Circle
In the community circle, explain to the class that
sometimes either the wet (rainy season) or the dry
(sunny) can be prolonged and in some cases, extremes
causing floods or drought.
Think- Pair- Share
Use Think Pair Share technique to guide class
discussion.
Suggested Questions:
1. How do individuals and your community
protect themselves from floods?
2. How individuals and the community protect
themselves from droughts?
3. Why is it necessary for individuals and
communities to protect themselves from the
challenges of the climate?
Mind Map/ Graphic Organiser
Create a mind map or graphic organiser to display
learners’ responses.
Make a list with the class about safety measures that
everyone should know about Guyana's climate.
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concept of protective measures/ safety
measures to be used during extreme
climates
2. Are learners knowledgeable of examples of
what persons use to protect themselves
during extreme climate?
OR

Have a first
Aid Kit Ready

Elevate all
electrical
Applicances

Product: Video
In small groups, learners use smartphones or
tablets to create a video of examples of protective/
safety measures used by persons in the community
to deal with challenges associated with climate.

Proctection
From Flood

long
Boots

Sand Bags

OR
Product: Digital Collage
Working in pairs, learners use a word processor or
graphic software to create a digital pictorial book
or digital collage
Assessment Criteria:
1. The video/ book depicted learners
understanding of examples of how
individuals and the community protect
themselves against challenges associated
with climate.
2. Several examples of protective measures
were presented and recorded

Use
Water
Pumps

Recycle
Water

Protection
During
Drought

Air
Conditionin
g/Fans

Sun glasses
and
Sunscreen
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Resource Person
Invite a suitably qualified person from the community,
for example, a meteorologist, geography teacher,
farmer or an elder to discuss with the class measures
used by individuals and communities to protect
themselves from challenges associated with climate.
Guide learners to prepare questions to ask the Guest
speaker.
Suggested Questions:
1. What type of structures would you recommend to
persons in the community to build as homes? Please
explain your answer.
2. What type of clothing or protective gears would
you suggest we wear during the rainy and dry
seasons?
3. How can we protect our homes from being
flooded?
4. How do we protect our animals during floods and
drought?
5. How can the farmers protect their crops during
the dry season?
6. Why is it important for farmers to protect their
crops during the dry season?
Puppetry
Use strings or paper bag or any other suitable
materials to make puppets to be used to teach ways to
protect yourself and the community from the
challenges of climate.
Note: Use learners from the class to conduct this
activity
Suggested Dialogue:
Once upon a time, Mr Purple Rain and Mr Golden Sun
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had an argument over who was stronger. They decided
to boast about their powers.
Mr. Purple Rain: I am going to pour so hard that no
one would be able to go to school or work.
Mr Golden Sun: Oh, that is not very nice Purple Rain.
I am going to shine so brightly that I would dry up all
your water and even hurt your eyes. By the time I am
finished, you would have any water to drink. Then
everyone would know that I Mr Golden Sun is
STRONGER.
Mr Purple Rain: Wow! I am so scared. Ok. I am just
kidding. By the time I am finished everywhere would
be covered in water. Flood! Flood! No one would
even think about you Mr. Golden Sun.
Miss Protector: Hold it their guys. What! Who are
you? Said Mr Purple rain. Where did you come from
asked Golden Sun?
I am the mighty Miss Protector, and I am here to let
you Mr. Rain knows that I have sandbags ready for
you. I have secured all my important documents, and I
have elevated my electrical appliances.
Mr Golden Sun: Serves you right, Purple Rain. You’re
the weakest link.
Miss Protector: Not so fast Golden Sun. I am ready for
you too.
Mr. Golden Sun: Excuse me! Little girl, be careful, I
am warning you.
Miss Protector: I have umbrellas of all colours, I have
my Air condition unit, my sunglasses. I bought water
pumps and water tanks for persons in the community
to pump water from the river or reservoir and many
more. Just provoke me.
Mr Golden Sun And Purple Rain: We have met our
match. We are sorry, Miss Mighty Protector.
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RW 1.3
Retell community and
individual’s stories related to
the challenges experienced and
overcome related to climate
(e.g., flooding, storms)

Product: Storybook
From a Think Pair Share and interview activity,
learners retell stories heard from elders through
writings. Arrange learners into groups of four for
this activity. Each group will take a turn to present
their book of stories to the class.
Note: All stories should be compiled in one book
or folder and displayed in the Social Studies
corner.
Product: Video Recording
Once learners have heard these stories, have them
pick one or two and retell and video record the
stories in their own words using smartphones or
tablets.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Leaners demonstrate an understanding of
the concepts of retelling stories.
2. Storybooks reflected sound knowledge of
the stories that were told.
3. Learners provided several examples of
challenges experienced by extreme climate
and how those challenges were overcome.
OR

Anchor: Rainstorm- an Arawak story
By Dmitri Allicock
Outside the hut, the rain was beginning to fall.
Inside, the old Arawak sat with his
grandchildren.
“Ah! Said the old man, Rainstorm is weeping.”
“Who is Rainstorm?” asked the boy. “Why is
Rainstorm weeping?” asked the girls.
This is the story that the old man told…(See useful
content)
Community Circle
Explain to the class that elders often have amazing
stories of weather extremes that they have
experienced. In the community circle, read the story
above aloud with the class.
Suggested Questions:
1. What do you think the story was about?
2. Can you identify any challenges that the
people in Skyland experienced?
3. What did they do to overcome these
challenges?
4. What do you think is happening when
Rainstorm is weeping?
5. Why do you think Rainstorm likes to weep?

Teacher explains to the class that each region at some
point experiences extreme weather conditions.

Product: Art work/ Drawing/ Mural
Individually, learners create a piece of art work to
retell or depict their favourite story of challenges
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experienced and overcome related to climate.

Interviews

Rubric for Art Work/ Drawing or Mural

Teacher asks learners to interview their parents,
grandparents or elders in their community to find out
stories about surviving the extreme climate.
Suggested Questions:

Rating: 5-Excellent 4- Very Good 3-Good 2-Fair
1. Drawing or Mural shows an understanding
of the concept’s challenges experienced
and overcome as it relates to climate.
2. Several examples of challenges that were
experienced are shown.

Have you ever experienced any extreme climate conditions
since living in this community?

1. What was the experience like?
2. When did it happen?
3. Were there any severe damages to crops,
livestock or buildings? Did anyone lose their
lives?
4. How did you and the community overcome
this experience?
5. Do you think it was important for the
community to come together to overcome
these challenges?
Pair Share
When learners are back in the classroom with their
completed interview sheets, use the Pair Share
strategy to present their findings to the class.
Make copies of the stories and place them in a folder
Climate: The challenges endured and overcame. Place
the folder in the Social Studies corner.
Storytelling
Invite at least three elders or senior citizens for
‘Stories From De Past.’ Have the guest retell stories of
their experience with the extreme climate in the
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community.
Guide the elders to focus their stories around the
following stems
1.
2.
3.
4.

What happened……………………….
When did it happen?
Where were you when it happened?
What did you do when it was
happening……………….?
5. How were you able to overcome what had
happened ……………………..?
Learners can record stories on their phones or tablets
or make journal entries.
Role play
In small groups, learners re-enact stories that were told
to them about challenges experienced and overcome
that are related to climate.
Each group takes turns to present their acts to the
class.
Make a list of the challenges experienced and what
methods were used to overcome them.
Challenge
Experienced
Flooding

RW 1.4
Compare traditional methods
of weather forecasting with
current methods employed to

Product: Portfolio
Working in pairs, learners compile a portfolio on
traditions methods and current methods of
forecasting the weather. Use pictures where

How the challenge
was overcome
Stayed indoors for two
days

Anchor: Video
Reference the weather forecasts on the radio and
television and newspapers.
https://youtu.be/kDflKZ40sDc
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forecast weather

possible to reinforce concepts. Use sentences were
necessary to show comparison. Present your
portfolio orally to the class.
Assessment Criteria:
1. The portfolio reflected an understanding of
both traditional and current methods of
weather forecasting.
2. The portfolio presented several examples
of traditional and current methods of
weather forecasting
3. Sentences were written in a manner that
comparison is explicit
Product: T- chart
Individually, learners complete a T- Chart to
compare the traditional methods of forecasting the
weather with the current methods.
Traditional Method of
Weather Forecasting
1. When the grass is
dry in the
morning light,
there would be
rain at night.
2. When the dogs
are barking
throughout the
night, rain is
coming.

Community Circle
In the community circle, develop a rapport with
learners about traditional methods of forecasting and
current methods of weather forecasting.
Suggested Questions:
1. How do you think the weather was forecasted
in the past?
2. Do you know how the weather is forecasted
now?
3. Why do you think the weather is forecasted?
Resource Person
Invite an elder or senior citizen to discuss with the
class some traditional methods of forecasting the
weather in the community.

Current Method
of Weather
Forecasting
Computer Models

Suggested Questions:
1. Traditionally what methods did you or elders
in the community used to forecast the weather?
2. Was the method used accurate?
3. Are the current methods of weather forecasting
similar to traditional methods?

Space Satellite

In Side Our Circle
Use the In Side Out Circle, to discuss the traditional
methods of forecasting the weather that was given by
the resource person. Make a list on chart paper.
Field Trip
Arrange a visit to the meteorological station or a met
office in your community.
Guide learners to prepare questions to ask the
meteorologist.
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Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners demonstrate a good
understanding of the concept of traditional
and current methods of weather
forecasting.
2. Learners were able to identify and list
several examples of traditional and current
weather forecasting methods
3. Learners were able to compare traditional
and current methods of forecasting the
weather.
Product: Research
In pairs, learners interview persons in the
community to find out some of the traditional
methods that were used to forecast the weather in
their community.
Compare the traditional methods of weather
forecasting with current methods of forecasting.
Present your finding orally to the class.

Suggested Questions:
1. What type of job do you do?
2. What methods do you use to forecast the
weather?
3. Do you use any of the traditional methods to
forecast the weather?
4. Are there any similarities between the
traditional method of weather forecasting and
current methods? Yes/No
5. Explain your answer
Talking Chip
Learners share traditional and modern methods of
weather forecasting.

Suggested Questions:
1. What methods did our ancestors use to
forecast the weather?
2. Was it as accurate as the current method of
forecasting weather?
3. What are some current methods of weather
forecasting?
Assessment Criteria:
1. Research presented shows an
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understanding of the concepts.
2. Examples of both traditional and current
method of forecasting the weather were
presented
3. Learners were able to compare traditional
methods of weather forecasting with
current methods.
Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome: (Connected back to the Principles of Assessment)
RW 1.1 Challenges and Opportunities (Benefits) Posed by Climate
What is Climate?
Climate can be explained as the weather conditions prevailing in an area in general or over a long period. In Guyana, we have a ‘wet and dry’
climate. Our agricultural development is constrained by climate.
Challenges
In the community, if one type of climate is prolonged, that could become problematic for persons living and working there. The prolonged
dry season would have implications for:
1) Farmers and Droughts
The most fundamental need farmers have for water is to water crops and irrigation.
Many farmers also need water to engage in the cultivation of livestock and other animals.
On occasion, a bad drought can spell disaster for many aspects of the farmer's livelihood. Crops can dry up and disappear before harvest time.
Droughts can also produce immense dust storms, which threaten the farm's livestock.
Challenges For Human Population
Drought affects our lives in many different ways because water is such an important part of so many of our activities. We need water to live,
and animals and plants do too. We need water to grow the food we eat. We also use water for many different things in our lives, like washing
dishes, cooking, bathing, and swimming. Water is also used to help make the electricity we use to run the lights in our houses and the video
games you may like to play. If we do not have enough water for these activities because of a drought, many people and many different things
will be severely affected.
Health Challenges
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Skin Disease
Due to excess heat, skin disease is common during the hot, dry season because sometimes, the skin reacts to changes in the weather.
Sunburns - Because of the hot, dry season heat, parts of the skin problems that people could experience include sunburns.

Diarrhoea and Vomiting
Because of the increase in temperature, food prepared in advance for gatherings and outings are highly susceptible to contamination. If
consumed, this may cause food poisoning, of which diarrhoea and vomiting are some of the main manifestations.
Sore Eyes
Sore eye or conjunctivitis (red eye), is caused by an inflammation in the conjunctiva – the thin clear tissue over the eyes’ white part and also
a lining inside the eyelid. Some of the common causes of sore eyes include the following: (viruses; bacterial infection, dirt, pollution.
Excessive heat can cause dryness in the eyes; constant itching in the eyes can cause them to be sore.
Cough and Colds
From time to time, there could be vagaries in weather such as sudden thunderstorms. If caught unprepared, exposure to changing weather
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conditions can lead to sicknesses such as cough and colds.
Heat Stroke and Heat Cramps
Heatstroke is caused by the body’s failure to regulate body temperature when exposed to excessively high temperatures. Meanwhile, heat
cramps refer to the painful and involuntary muscle spasms that occur due to exposure to hot environments. Low fluid and electrolyte levels
contribute to these two, so the number one tip to avoid these is to stay properly hydrated.
Challenges of Excessive Rainfall
A good rainstorm nourishes plants, replenishes local water supplies and provides the perfect backdrop for curling up with your favourite
book. Of course, as with anything else, too much rain can lead to a host of problems, many of which can linger long after the storm ends.
In addition to the obvious impact on mood and outdoor activities, excess rain brings negative effects for wildlife, the environment and
even the economy.
Floods
Rain can transform a small stream into a raging sea of water in minutes, leading to dangerous flash floods. A period of rainy weather could
cause rivers or lakes to overflow their banks, spilling water across the ground and damaging homes, cars and businesses. In Guyana, many
businesses would experience damage to their goods and property when there is excessive rainfall. Businesses and homes, especially on the
Coastland of Guyana experience flood frequently.
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Scenes of Flooded Areas of Guyana

Dangerous Roads
Some roads become severely damaged during the raining season. This makes it very difficult for persons to ply their trade, especially in
the interior regions of Guyana.
Dangerous Roads in Guyana https://youtu.be/X2B-H7qMoo0Thttps://youtu.be/X2B-H7qMoo0his video file cannot Code: 102630)
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Soil Erosion
As raindrops splash against the ground, they loosen the soil. When the soil can no longer absorb any more rain, the rain washes across the
ground, carrying loose soil with it. This type of runoff carries fertilisers and other types of pollution to larger bodies of water, which can
harm fish and reduce drinking water quality. Soil carried into the water can also build up in rivers and streams and may eventually cause
them to dry out or flood their banks. Even soil that does not make it to the water can end up as ugly layers of mud on walkways and other
paved surfaces.
Wildlife
Excess rain can prevent butterflies from mating and washed away families of insects. Not only does this affect the insect population itself,
but it also reduces the population of birds and other creatures that feed on these insects.
Agriculture
Farmers depend on rain to nourish crops, but too much rain can harm crop production. Rain floods fields, washing away seeds and
precious topsoil. Wet weather encourages bacteria and fungus growth, which can further damage crops. Unusual amounts of rain affect the
total crop yield as well as the taste and quality of fruits and vegetables.
Benefits of Sunshine ( Humans)
https://yogainternational.com/article/view/5-benefits-of-sunshine
•

1. Sunlight can improve mood.

•

2. Sunshine may prevent us from overeating.

•

3. Sunlight helps stimulate the body's production of vitamin D.

•

4. Sun can help clear up skin conditions like psoriasis.

•

5. Sunshine may help maintain the efficiency of the human eye.

•
•

Benefits of Sunshine (Plants)
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https://sciencing.com/why-do-plants-need-sun-4572051.html
•
•

Without the sun, plants cannot get the food they need to grow, reproduce and survive. Unlike animals, plants are autotrophs, meaning
they create their own food source. They use energy from light or from the sun, water and gases from the air to create glucose. This
process is photosynthesis, and all plants, algae and even some microorganisms use it.

•
•

Benefits of Sunshine (Animals)
https://sciencing.com/the-effect-of-sunlight-on-animals-plants-13427960.html

•

The energy from the sun is transferred from plants to animals when animals eat the plants. Animals also benefit from the sun's effect on their
bodies, because sunlight on skin produces vitamin D, which is essential in the formation of strong bones. Animals also get vitamin D by
eating plants.
RW 1.2
How Persons in the Community/Specific Regions Protect Themselves from Challenges of the Climate
Rainstorms
Communities in Guyana have developed several ways to cope with the effects of harsh climatic conditions, particularly rainstorms. In many
cases, persons have sandbags in their storage, other persons where possible have high concrete walls at their entrances to prevent water from
entering their homes. New homeowners build their houses elevated from the ground in hopes of preventing floods waters from entering their
homes.
At the community level, canals and drains are cleaned and cleared frequently so that the waters would flow, thus, reducing the chances of
flooding when it rains.
Also, kokers, sluices, and culverts were constructed and are maintained by Neighbourhood Democratic Council (NDC), these control water
levels and flow rates in rivers and canals.
Farmers, along with the NDC work tirelessly to improve drainage and irrigation.
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Persons wear long boots, raincoats, and huge umbrellas during the raining seasons.

Firemen placing sandbags at the door to prevent water from entering the house
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Coping With The Heat
Coping with an extremely hot climate, persons have bought electric fans and Air Conditioning units where possible.
Persons wear sunglasses to prevent the sun rays from having direct contact with the eyes. Umbrellas are also used. Also, persons dress in
cotton clothing and singlets and shorts whenever possible.
Most homes have barrels or water tanks to store water during the dry season. In some cases, water has to be taken to communities by trucks,
other times villagers fetch water in bucks from nearby rivers, streams, lakes or canals.

RW 1.3

Rainstorm- an Arawak story
By Dmitri Allicock
A nostalgic story of childhood in Guyana… for rainy days

Outside the hut, the rain was beginning to fall. Inside, the old Arawak sat with his grandchildren. “Ah! Said the old man,
Rainstorm is weeping.” “Who is Rainstorm?” asked the boy. “Why is Rainstorm weeping?” asked the girls.
This is the story that the old man told…
Long, long ago, before men lived on the earth, there was a great land among the clouds called Skyland.
No one had ever seen the earth.
People lived in Skyland just as they live on the earth today. The men and boys hunted and fished. The women and girls cooked and
washed.
After a great hunt, there would be a great feast. Then the Great Hunter would sing:
Ya-ho!Ya-ho!
Ya-ho!Ho-ho!
And all the mothers of girls and boys would join and sing:
Ya-ho! Ho-ho!
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One day, the Great Hunter was out hunting when he saw the biggest bird he had ever seen. It was sitting on the edge of a cloud talking
to the sun.
The Great Hunter crept close to listen.
“Good morning, Brother Sun,” said the bird. “Is all well with you?”
“Yes,” said the sun, “but all is not well with you! I see the Great Hunter hiding near you!” Before the bird could escape, the Great
Hunter fitted an arrow to his bow and shot the bird. The Great Hunter saw where it fell and rushed to pick it up.
But when he reached the place, all he could see was a deep hole. “Ah!” he said, “the bird has fallen down that
deep hole.”
He knelt at the edge and looked down, but the hole was so deep and dark that he could see nothing.
Then he lowered himself over the side and climbed down.
Down, down, down. It was deeper than he thought, but at last, he saw some light below him. As he went on, the light grew larger and
brighter, until at last he came to the end of the deep, deep hole and found himself in Earthland!
The Great Hunter looked around him in wonder. He walked through the long green grass. He splashed in the cool rivers. He hunted, and
he fished. Then he took as much food as he could, went back to the hole, and climbed up, up, till he came again to Skyland.
“Where have you been?” asked his wife. “Where did you find all that food?” asked his son. “Is there any more meat there?” asked his sister.
But the Hunter was too tired to talk. All he said was “Ah!” Then he got in his hammock and fell asleep.
Later, the Hunter woke up. He told the men and women in Skyland all about the big bird that he shot, about the deep dark blue hole, how he
went down the hole, and how he came to Earthland. Then he said, “When the moon is full, we will all go down the deep hole, and we will
hunt in Earthland.”
At last, the time came when the moon was full. The men and boys took their bows and arrows, the women and girls took their baskets, and
they all went to the deep hole.
It looked very dark and very deep, but they all said to the Great Hunter “We are brave. We will come with you.”
Then the Great Hunter laughed. He said: “Earthland is a good place. “In Earthland there are many turtles, O my
sons!
“In Earthland there is much corn, O my sisters!
“In Earthland there are rabbits and coneys, O my brothers! ”Then they all laughed and went down the deep
hole.
Only the old women and the old men stayed behind. How happy they were in Earthland!
The girls looked for guavas and plums. The boys splashed in the water and looked for turtles. The women looked for corn. The men
hunted for rabbits and coneys.
Only one woman was sad. Her name was Rainstorm. She sat on the grass and she kicked up the earth with her toes.
She said, “Earthland is dirty. I see the dust and I see mud. I will go back for my brooms and I will make Earthland clean.”
So Rainstorm ran back to the hole and climbed back to Skyland to find her brooms.
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She took some cloths to wipe away the dust from Earthland and some brooms to sweep away the mud. She had big cloths and little cloths,
soft brooms and hard brooms.
Then she ran back to the hole.
Rainstorm began to go down the hole as fast as she could, but she went too fast.
One big broom stuck across the hole. Rainstorm tried to go past the big broom but she was too fat. So she got stuck too.
Try as she would, Rainstorm could not move.
She could not go up. She could not go down. She began to cry.
The old men and the old women in Skyland heard her and said: “that is Rainstorm. She has stuck in the hole. We must pull her up.” The
men and women of Earthland heard her and said, “That is Rainstorm. She has stuck in the hole. We must pull her down.”
So the people in Skyland ran to the hole and tried to pull Rainstorm up. At the same time, the people in Earthland ran to the hole and tried to
pull her down.
They all pulled as hard as they could. Rainstorm stuck harder than ever.
At last, they had to leave her. And there she is still.
The people in Skyland cannot come down, and the people in Earthland cannot go back, because Rainstorm cannot go up, and she cannot
come down, so she weeps.
“now you know who Rainstorm is and why she weeps”, said the old Arawak.”Thank you for the story”, said the children. “When
Rainstorm stops weeping, we will go out and play.”
Inclusive Resources and Materials (texts, family &community knowledge and resources, web resources)
http://guyanachronicle.com/2017/09/17/climate-change-and-its-effects-on-guyana

Summarized article- Article from the Guyana Chronicle on September 17, 2017, about climate change and its effect on Guyana. Floods, heat
waves and strong winds are some of the things that will have an impact on Guyanese society almost every day. The very hot days that
Guyana have been getting will become more normal, as will flash floods and rising sea level. The dry spells in Guyana will become longer
because of climate change. Even though Guyana does not have extremely large factories that contribute so heavily to climate change, they
will still be negatively impacted by it.
Drought Effects
https://drought.unl.edu/Education/DroughtforKids/DroughtEffects.aspx
Integration:
Language Arts: Letter Writing, Sentence construction, Story writing, Story telling
HFLE: Caring for the environment
TVET: Puppets
Maths: Line Graphs, Bar Graphs
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Science: Climate, Recycling, Protecting the Environment
Information Technology: Digital Collage, Video Recording, Graphic Organisers, Colourful Scrapbook, T Chart
Creative Arts: Drawings, Murals, Poster, Montage, Role Play
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Strand: Resources and Wealth
Essential Learning Outcomes: To examine various worldviews about the use and distribution of resources and wealth in relation to the needs of
individuals, communities, nations, and the natural environment and contribute to sustainable development.
Grade 4 Level Expectations: 2. Investigate the importance of farming to the economy and culture in various regions of Guyana
Overarching Question: Why is farming important to the economy and culture of various regions of Guyana?
Specific Learning Outcome
Inclusive Assessment Strategies
Inclusive Learning Strategies
Product: Mapping
Anchor: Video Guyana Farm, Pigs, Ducks, Chickens
RW 2.1
https://youtu.be/lrKPE8N-t7w
Identify and locate on a map
Community Circle
various types of farms in a
In the community circle, discuss with learners that there
selected region of Guyana
are several types of farms in Guyana
Suggested Questions:
1. Have you ever visited a farm?
2. Can you explain what you saw on the farm?
3. What crops were grown on the farm?
4. Did you see animals on the farms?
5. Where is the farm located?

Administrative Map of Guyana
In pairs, trace an Administrative Map of Guyana on

Anchor Chart
Use an anchor chart to record learner’s responses to the
questions.

chart paper. Use crayons to identify and locate the

Type of Farm

farms in the administrative regions in which they

Poultry Farm

Location of
Farm
Kwakwani

live.
Note: All elements of a map must be displayed,

Map Work

title, border, key, north arrow.

Teacher draws a large outline map of Guyana on the
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Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners were knowledgeable about the
various types of farms in the region in
which they live?

board or chart paper. Shade the administrative region
where the learners live. Use an X or dot to identify and
locate where different types of farms are located in the
region.
Learners take turns to identify, locate and place farms,
found in the region they live, on a Map of Guyana.

2. Several examples of farms were identified
with their location
OR
Product: Sketch Maps
In small groups, learners create sketch maps of the
Administrative region on to which they belong to
show where different types of farms which are
located in their regions. Use pictures or drawing to
represent various types of farms.
(Refer to work that was done on relative and
absolute location).

Product: Dart Challenge
Teacher mounts a large map of the region on the
board using dots to represent various types of farms
in the region. Teacher divides the class into two
groups or teams (A & B). Learners in team A take
turn to throw a dart at the map. When the dart hits a
dot, he selects a member from group B to identify
the type of farm and its location.
: Teacher awards points for each correct location
and type of farm.
Points are also awarded for the hitting the correct
dots on the map.

Note
*Additional teacher research required related to
finding content from the local region.
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(Refer to work that was done on relative and
absolute location).
NB- Teacher should avoid using very pointed darts
for this activity
Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners were knowledgeable about the various
types of farms in the region in which they live?
2. Several examples of farms were identified with
their location
RW 2.2

Product: Brochure: Farmers Production Toolkit

Investigate production practices
of different types of crop and
livestock farms in a selected
region of Guyana.

Working in pairs, learners select one type of farm
in their region. Each pair creatively designs a
brochure showing appropriate production practices
for that particular type of farm.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners are knowledgeable about the
production practices of the type of farm
selected.
2. Several Examples of production practices
are evident in the brochure.
Product: Report Writing
Working with a partner, write a report to your head
teacher to inform him /her about your experience
on the farm visited.
Format of Report
Type of Farm Visited……………………………

Anchor: Video Solomon’s Mini Poultry Farm in
Kwakwani
https://youtu.be/mi8-aBYHBkM
Play video of a poultry farmer in Kwakwani or any other
suitable anchor. Use a guided sharing circle, to discuss
what was seen and heard in the video.
Suggested Questions:
1. What type of farm is shown in the video?
2. Can you see some of the things (production
practices) that Mr. Solomon did to have his farm
functioning well? Yes/No
3. What were the things (production practices) that
Mr. Solomon did on his farm?
4. Why do you think Mr. Solomon used these
things on his farm?
Use a graphic organiser to display learners’ responses
Graphic Organizer
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Date of Visit……………………………………..
Location of Farm……………………………….
Farming Practices observed:1.
2.
3.
4.
Include pictures of production practices that were
observed on the farm.

Poultry

•Chicks

Farm

Clean Water

•Potable
Water

Feed
Brand/Fine Rice

Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners can identify production practices
on farms
2. Learners reported several examples of
production practices on the farm.

•

Manure
Saw Dust

Product: Video production
Individually, learners produce a three-minute video
clip on production practices of the farm visited.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Does the video have at least four production
practices of a selected farm?
2. Is the information accurate and relevant?

Resource person
Invite a suitably qualified person to speak to the class on
production practices of different types of crop and
livestock farms. An agricultural officer, an experienced
farmer or an Agriculture Science teacher would be an

OR
Product: Jingle
Individually, learners compose a jingle on
production practices on a selected type of farm

ideal resource person.
Guide learners to prepare questions that would be posed
to the guest.
Suggested Questions:
1. Can you describe the nature of your job?
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Assessment Criteria:
1. Does the jingle have at least four production
practices of a selected farm?
2. Is the information accurate?

2. What are some production practices that can be
used on different types of farms? On Crop and
livestock farms
3. Are these practices common among all farms in
the region? What additional production practices
do farms use?
Field Trip
Organize a site visit for learners to observe the
production practices on a farm in their region. Where
possible have learners visit two different types of farms,
for example, a crops farm and a livestock farm.
On the farm, ask learners to observe keenly some of the
production practices and ask questions.
Suggested Questions:
1. How long have you been working on the farm?
2. What are some methods or practices that you use
on the farm to help in the production of crops or
livestock?
3. Are there other methods used by other farms that
you do not use?
Make journal entries of the farmers' responses to
questions. Seek permission to record the farmer’s
responses.
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Encourage learners to take pictures of the farms with
their Smartphone or tablets.
Community Circle
In the classroom, use the community circle to allow
learners to share their experience on the farm and talk
about the production practices they observed.
RW 2.3
Compile an inventory of one
region’s agricultural foods and
identify the most economically
beneficial products
(the region in which the child
lives)

Product: Portfolio
In groups of three, learners create a portfolio on
agricultural food products and by-products found in
the region in which they live.
Example: Region 8: Pataro Siparuni
Agricultural

By-Product

Food
Cassava

Cassava Bread
Cassava Pone
Cassava Chips

Sugar Cane

Sugar
Bagasse
Molasses

Select as many agricultural foods and by products
as possible. Use pictures or drawings to enhance
your portfolio.

Anchor: Video Coconut Product Quite Profitable in
Guyana
https://youtu.be/51AWbsemsDw
Play video on coconut product to the class.
Suggested Questions:
1. What agricultural food is shown in the video?
2. What are some things we can make with
agricultural food shown in the video?
3. How can persons benefit from coconut
production?
Community Circle
Ask each learner to name one agricultural food that is
grown in the region in which they live.
Record their responses on the board or chart paper under
the heading agricultural food.
Discuss that these agricultural foods can be used to make
other foods that are called by-products.
Mention an example of a by-product of agricultural food
and then ask learners to name more examples. Record
learners’ responses on the board under the heading by122

Note: Write simple sentences to identify the most
economically beneficial products to their region.

products.

Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners were knowledgeable about
agricultural food and by products
2. Several examples of agricultural crops and
by-products were presented.
3. Pictures or drawings were pertinent to the
topic
4. Sentences identified the by-products that
were most economically beneficial to the
region.
Product: Cinematograph

Play video https://youtu.be/51AWbsemsDw.
Suggested Questions:
1. Which agricultural food was shown in the video?
2. How many by-products did you see?
3. What are their names?
4. Which products do you believe are the most
economically beneficial to the region?
Give reasons for your answer.
Agricultural Food

By Products

Coconuts

Coconut Oil

In groups of three, learners construct a
cinematograph to depict agricultural foods and their
by-products found in the region to which they
belong.
Oral Presentation
Each group identifies and presents orally the
products that are most economically beneficial to
the region.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners were knowledgeable about agricultural
food and by-products
2. Several examples of agricultural crops and by
products were presented.

Coconut Milk
Sugar Cakes
Coconuts Bun
Choose additional agricultural food to talk
Class Debate
Place learners into groups of four. Each group would be
assigned an agricultural food. For Example:
- Doctor Cabbage
- ‘Hot’ Peppers
- Teacher Tomatoes
- Inspector Ginger
- Rice Security
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3. Pictures or drawings were pertinent to the topic
Product: 5X5 Journal
Individually, the learner journals about the FIVE
most interesting agricultural foods and their byproducts found in the region in which they live.
Next, identify FIVE things that resonate with them

Once in the group, they would present their food and all
its by-products.
Each group would present an argument that their byproducts are the most economically beneficial to the
region.
For example, we are too hot not to be the most
beneficial- we add flavour and colour to everyone’s food,
therefore, we are most important.

about each agricultural food and their by product
and explain why.
Learners can read aloud their journal entries to the
class.
Assessment Criteria:

Show and Tell
Ask learners to bring agricultural foods and by-products
of each food for a class display. Label each agricultural
food and by products must be appropriately labelled.
Peanuts

1. Learners were knowledgeable about agricultural
food and their by-products.
2. Learners and identify and justify the most
economically beneficial products of the region.
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Talking Ball
Use the Talking Ball, to allow learners to take turns to
show and tell their products.
Ask each learner to identify which product is the most
economically beneficially to the region
*Note to Teacher
Additional teacher research required related to
finding content from the local region.
RW 2.4

Product: Research

Trace the steps of a food product
from the farm to the plates of
consumers, identify the various
careers that contribute to this
process in the agriculture and
food processing industry

In pairs, learners collect wrappers from food that
they eat. Record and explore the ingredients to
determine which foods are agricultural products.
Research how a particular food product is made,
illustrating the process from the farm to the plate of
the consumer.
Find out the various careers that contribute to the
process of agriculture and food processing industry.
Present information from their research to the class.

Anchor: Made in Guyana: Virgin Coconut Oil
https://youtu.be/BSwg7nDiwuM
https://youtu.be/QDr1y_oWaoA
Play video to the class. As the video is being played
teacher sketches a graphic organiser showing each step in
the process of making coconut oil.
The Steps in Coconut Oil Production
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Assessment Criteria:
1. Did learners demonstrate knowledge of
agricultural foods that are food products?
2. Did learners demonstrate an understanding
of the steps that food products must go
through before reaching consumers?
3. Were the steps/processes presented
sequentially?
4. Did learners list examples of careers that are
involved in the process of agriculture and
food processing industry?
Product: Step By Step Chart
Working in Pairs, learners select one agricultural
food found in their region and complete the step by
step chart.
Note: Use the information on the poster as a guide
to complete the chart.

Community Circle
In the community circle, discuss the jobs that people do
at each part of the process. Make a list of careers that can
be considered part of the agricultural industry in your
region.
Resource Person
Invite a suitably qualified person from the agricultural
sector to speak to the class on careers in agriculture and
food processing industry.
Guide learners to prepare questions to ask the guest.
Suggested Questions:
1. Can you explain the steps or process of any
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Product: Step By Step Chart

agricultural food passes through before getting to
the plate of the consumer?
2. Can you identify and explain some of the various
careers that are involved in the food processing
industry in the region.
Field Trip
Organise a trip to a farm or factory in the region. On the
trip, learners take pictures of the processes or steps the
agricultural food goes through.
Make notes in your journals about the steps.
Suggested Questions:

Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners demonstrated good knowledge

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How did the food get there?
Who brought it?
Where does the food go?
Does it have to be processed?
What jobs do you have on this farm or factory?

about the steps that food products pass

Think Pair Share

through before getting to the consumers

Use the think pair share strategy to talk about your
experience on the farm or factory. Discuss the steps that
were taken during and after production.
Talk about some of the jobs you learned about during the
trip.
Make arrangements for learners to share their experiences
and information garnered from the trip at the school
assembly.

2. Were the steps consecutively displayed?
3. Arrows showed the progression of the
process?
4. Learners identified the various careers for
each of the production processes
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Product: Portfolio
Individually, trace the steps of a food product from
the farm to the plates of consumers learners and
create a portfolio of various careers that are
involved in the agricultural and food processing
industry.
Use pictures or drawing to enhance your portfolio.

Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners demonstrated good knowledge
about the steps that food products pass through
before getting to the consumers
2. Several examples of careers that contribute
to this process in the agriculture and food
processing industry were displayed.
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3. Pictures and drawings are appropriate and
relevant.
RW 2.5

Product: Cinematograph

Anchor: Video

Select examples of challenges
farmers experience (e.g., water
supply, air quality, weather
conditions) and solutions they
employ to address the problems
they encounter, focusing on the
region to which they belong.

In groups of three, learners create a cinematograph

https://youtu.be/AKT1uA2H_2Q

to display challenges farmers experience and

Round-Robin

solutions they employ to address the problems they

Play video to the class. Use the round robin technique to

in the region in which they live.

discuss some of the challenges farmers’ experience. Ask

Assessment Criteria:

learners to identify challenges mentioned in the video.

1. Were learners knowledgeable about the

Suggested Questions:

challenges faced by farmers?

1. Do you know of other problems farmers face in

2. Did they list several examples of challenges

the region?

faced by farmers were displayed on the

2. What do you think farmers can do to overcome

Cinematograph?
3. Learners demonstrated understanding of

these challenges?
OR

solutions farmers employed to deal with
challenges
4. Several examples of solutions employed by
farmers were displayed

Jig Saw
https://guyana.hoop.la/topic/guyana-s-farmersimprove-drainage-to-avert-flood-damage
Summarized in resources

Product: Poster

Divide the class into six (6) groups. Distribute reading

In pairs, design a poster highlighting some of the

materials on challenges farmers’ experiences to three (3)

challenges experienced by farmers and some

groups and reading materials on solutions to challenges

solutions they employed in the region. Use pictures

to the other three (3) groups. Each group takes time to
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or drawings to enhance your poster.

read and become experts on their issue.

Take turns to share your poster with the class.
Community Circle
Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners are knowledgeable of the concept

In the community circle, learners take turns to present
their part to the class

challenges faced by farmers
2. Several examples of challenges faced by
farmers were displayed on the poster
3. Illustrated solutions employed by farmers to

Interviews
Asks learners to interview farmers in their community to
find out some of the challenge’s farmers in the region

deal with challenges they encounter in the

experiences and solutions they employed to overcome

region.

these problems.

Product: Farmers’ Solution Guide (Brochure)
In groups of three, design a colourful brochure
highlighting solutions farmers employed deal with
the challenges experienced by the farmers in the
regions.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners identified challenges faced by
farmers
2. Learners demonstrated understanding of
solutions farmers employed to deal with
challenges faced in the region.

Suggested Questions:
1. How many years are you in the farming business?
…………………………………………………
2. What type of farm do you have?
……………………………………………
3. What are some challenges you experience in your
farming business?
………………………………………
4. Explain the methods you have developed to solve
these farming related challenges?
……………………………………………
Pair -Share
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When learners are back in the classroom with their
completed interview sheets, use the Pair Share strategy to
present their findings to the class.
Make a list or chart with all the challenges and how they
were overcome.
Resource Person
Invite an officer from the agriculture sector to your class
to speak to the learners about problems that farmers
experiences and solutions employed to address the
problems encountered.
Suggested Questions:
1. How long have you been an agricultural officer in
this region?
2. What are some challenges farmers experiences in
this region?
3. Are challenges related to water supply, air quality
or weather conditions? Please explain.
4. What Solutions have farmers in the region
employed to address the problems encountered?
T Chart
Draw huge t- Chart on the board. Label each column as
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Challenges encountered by farms and Solutions they
employed
Challenges
Pest and Diseases

Solutions
Have the agriculture
officer inspect and
spray pants with the
correct herbicides

RW 2.6

Product: Paper and Pencil

Anchor: Video Young Entrepreneurs (Coconut Man)

Evaluate the economic and social
benefits of farming, in a specific
region of Guyana

Individually, learners write at least three economic
and social benefits of farming to their region.

https://youtu.be/6tWrNjLBrH4

Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners understood what the economic and
social benefits are
2. Examples of both social and economic
benefits were given.
Product: Essay-Writing
Working in groups of three, learners write an essay
beginning with this statement., ‘Farming has
benefited our region economically and socially.’
In your story, provide evidence to verify this
statement.

Conver-Stations
Use Conver-Stations to have learners talk about the
video/story and evaluate the economic and social benefits
of farming. Teacher explains to the class that farming can
have both economic and social benefits to their region.
Suggested Questions:
1. How does farming benefit the region
economically?
2. How does farming benefit the region socially?
Questioning Prompters
In pairs, learners use the following questioning prompters
to evaluate the economic benefits of farming in the region
in which they live.

Learners take turns to read their essays to the class.
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3. What is the most important benefit of farming?
Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners have good knowledge of how
farming benefits the reason economically
and socially
2. Several examples of economic and social
benefits are narrated in the story.
3. Stories show evidence of economic and
social benefits of farming in the region.
Product: Role Play
Divide the class into four groups. Each group role
plays the economic and social benefits of farming
in the region.
Note: Where possible, learners use tablets or smart
phones to record each other’s presentations.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners were knowledgeable about the
economic and social benefits of farming in
the region.
2. Learners presented several examples of
economic and social benefits of farming in
the region.

4. What is your opinion of the economic and social
benefits of farming?
Talking Chip
Use the talking chip technique to allow learners to
discuss their answers with the class.
Resource Person
Invite a suitably qualified person from the agricultural
sector in the region to talk to the class about the
economic and social benefits of farming. Preferably an
agriculture officer or an Agriculture Science teacher or an
experienced farmer.
Suggested Questions:
1. Do you believe that farming is important?
2. Why do you think it is important?
3. Are there economic benefits for the region via the
farming industry? Can you explain your answer?
4. What is your opinion on the social benefits of
farming?
Use the community circle to discuss and draw
conclusions on the economic and social benefits of
farming in the region.
Give learners the opportunity to make notes in their
journals/exercise books.
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Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome: (Connected back to the Principles of Assessment)
RW 2.1 Types of Farms
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Poultry Farms
Livestock Farms
Mixed Farms ( crops and Livestock)
Dairy Farms
Fruits and vegetable farms
Crops Farms:
Rice Farms
Coconut farms
Peanut Farms
Fisheries

Peanut Farm
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Paddy Farm

Cassava Farm

Vegetable Farm
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Mixed Farm
An additional video useful for supporting students acquiring content knowledge about crop farming in Guyana can be found at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0lBP0w4E0c

The textbook that might also contain useful and age appropriate information on this topic is titled Social Studies Our Counry: Our Home –
Agricultural Resources.
RW 2.2 Production Practices of crops and livestock farms
One of the main practices that farmers use all the time is that of conservation. Conservation means trying to use fewer resources to obtain the same
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results. They try to use less water and have as little eﬀect on the environment as they can.
Some of these practices include: -1. They do not till the soil because leftover residue from harvested crops put nutrients back into the soil
2. They make sure that they have fences around any water supply areas that are on the farms
3.

They plant cover crops to prevent erosion of the soil

4. They collect water run-off and rainwater to use as sources of water for the crops and the animals
5. They rotate crops they plant
6. They rotate pasture lands
7. Some plots of land are not planted for several years to let the soil build-up in a natural way
8. They only use pesticides and herbicides when they absolutely must
9. Some farmers introduce insects to the farms that do not destroy the crops, but which do eat the insects that are harmful to the crops.
On farms where there is livestock, farmers also use good stewardship practices.
These include:
1. They make sure that the animals are fed and have water to drink
2. They make sure that the animals have shelter
3. They keep checks on the animals to make sure they are not sick, and if there are problems, the vet is called in
4.

They dehorn the animals to protect themselves and the animals

5.

Brands are placed on all cattle to identify which farm (owner) they belong to.

RW 2.4 Careers in Agriculture
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Examples of Careers In Agriculture and Food Production
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Farmers
Farm Hand- labourers
Drivers- machine operators
Seeders
Agronomist
Researchers

Farmers, Ranchers and other Agricultural Managers https://www.guyanaeducation.info/career-options/agriculture
Agriculture and farming industry offer an abundance of job opportunities right from operating your own farm to becoming a manager in diverse
settings. You should have mechanical aptitude and a keen interest in tools and machines used on the farms and ranches. Today farmers, ranchers
and other agricultural managers need formal academic training from agricultural colleges that teach technical knowledge of crops, growing
conditions, and plant diseases. It also enables them to work or specialise in the following areas:
Farmers and ranchers own and operate mainly family-owned farms.
Agricultural managers take care of the day-to-day operation of one or more farms, ranches, nurseries, timber tracts, greenhouses, or other
agricultural establishments for corporations, farmers, or owners who do not live and work on their farm or ranch.
Crop farmers and managers grow grain, fruits and vegetables, and other crops.
Livestock, dairy, and poultry farmers, ranchers, and managers feed and care for animals. They keep livestock in barns, pens, and other wellmaintained farm buildings.
Horticultural speciality farmers and managers oversee the production of fruits, vegetables, flowers, and plants (including turf) used for
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landscaping.

Aquaculture farmers and managers raise fish and shellfish in ponds, floating net pens, raceways, or recirculating systems.
Role of Farmers, Ranchers, and Other Agricultural Managers
Farmers, ranchers, and other agricultural managers typically do the following:
•

Involved in all the steps of the crop production and ranging process, including planting, fertilising, harvesting, and herding

•

Determine how to raise crops or livestock according to factors such as market conditions, federal program availability, and soil conditions

•

Select and purchase supplies, such as seed, fertilisers, and farm machinery

•

Operate and repair farm machinery, so it cultivates, harvests, and hauls crops

•

Adapt what they do as needed for weather and where the crop is in its growing cycle

•

Maintain farm facilities, including its water pipes, hoses, fences, and animal shelters

•

Serve as the sales agent for livestock and crops

•

Keep financial, tax, production, and employee records
RW 2.5 Challenges faced by farmers
Some problems faced by the farmers are:
1. Crop infestations
2. Pests and diseases
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3. Massive loss of crop and animal (E.g. Theft)
4. Natural disasters (E.g. Flooding, droughts)
5. Small size making it hard to get the best terms of sale for crops
6. Transport of produce
7. Limited land area and uncertain weather
8. Limited access to capital (Money) for improvements.
They use simple agricultural products to help the plants grow and prevent these problems from occurring. Most of today's farmers are peasant
farmers
Guyana Rice Farmers Facing Severe Hardships.
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=10&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjw6erQ6uHkAhUSj1kKHe7jCnYQF
jAJegQIAxAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.inewsguyana.com%2Fguyanas-rice-farmers-facing-severehardships%2F&usg=AOvVaw35MQEybAp5cKj_9zTBhrmX
Linden farmers Battered By Recent Floods
https://guyanachronicle.com/2017/07/03/linden-farmers-battered-by-recent-floods
Guyana's farmers improve drainage to avert flood damage
https://guyana.hoop.la/topic/guyana-s-farmers-improve-drainage-to-avert-flood-damage
Article from Thomson Reuters Foundation published July 31, 2013. Worsening flooding along Guyana’s coast has driven Bonita Elias and her
husband to make big changes to their lives. They lost cash crops like boulangers (eggplant) and ochros (ochra) in 2011 that caused them to leave.
They still plant bora (Chinese long beans), boulangers and peppers to sell outside the community. But for now, they have opted out of livestock
farming because of the losses they suffered. Many people are using new farming techniques to protect their livelihood from the ravages of
increasingly extreme weather and rising seas. This is because much of the Caribbean coastline of Guyana, lies below mean sea level and suffers
from flooding often. She and others have received some assistance from the government to clean out drainage canals and build higher dams so they
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will not flood as often.
Solutions
For Plant Diseases
http://guyanachronicle.com/2019/06/09/soil-borne-diseases
Article from the Guyana Chronicle from Jun 9, 2019 about soil-borne diseases. All gardens have soil-borne disease organisms which are not active
in a balanced soil environment. A balanced soil environment is where organisms, soil conditions, and hosts interact together positively. When this
balance is changed garden plants can show symptoms of disease. There are 2 types of soil-borne diseases. First is pre-emergence damping-off is
where young seedlings decay in the soil before they appear above the soil surface. Second is post-emergence damping-off is where stems and roots
of tender seedlings are attacked at the soil line and the seedlings fall over. To prevent this by your seeds from reliable sources with no history of
disease, sterilize second-hand tools and dispose of diseased plant material by burning or composting.
Farmers can overcome disease by improving plant conditions, creating a hostile environment for the disease and by stimulating the growth of
beneficial soil organisms.
Inclusive Resources and Materials (texts, family &community knowledge and resources, web resources)
http://www.fao.org/3/a-ac349e09.html
http://www.funtrivia,com/askft/question81915.html
Navindra Ramsaroop Environmental Science for the Caribbean Unit 1 and 2 pages. 135-137
http://www.sciencezoneja.wordpress.com
https://www.guyanaeducation.info/career-options/agriculture
Social Studies for our Children Book 5. P: 45-64

Integration:
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HFLE: Respect and appreciation for all categories of workers
Language Arts: Speaking and listening- Oral Presentations, Debates
Reading and viewing- Reading of stories, viewing of videos and pictures, writing of sentences, composing Poems, letter writing,
Math- Angles, Perimeter
Science- Structure, Function, and Information Processing
Earth’s Systems: Processes that Shape the Earth
Creative Arts- Poster, Cartoons, Drawings, Jingle,
IT- Graphic Organizers, Pictorial Scrapbook, Digital Collage, charts, video, brochure
TVET- Creating poster, Cinematograph
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Essential Learning Outcomes: To examine various worldviews about the use and distribution of resources and wealth in relation to the
needs of individuals, communities, nations, and the natural environment and contribute to sustainable development.
Grade 4 Level Expectations:
3. Investigate the importance of mining to the economy and culture on various regions of Guyana
Overarching Question: Why is mining important to Guyana’s economy?
Specific Learning Outcome
RW 3.1
Identify and locate on a map
various types of mines (e.g.,
bauxite, copper, gemstones,
gold, manganese, platinum,
silver, uranium) in a selected
region of Guyana

Inclusive Assessment Strategies

Inclusive Learning Strategies

Product: Map Work
In pairs, learners use pictures, dots or a key to
identify and plot the location of various types
of mines in the region in which they live.
(Teacher can select another region in cases
where no mines can be found in the region
where the learner lives)

Anchor: News Article
(see resource below in Inclusive Resources and Materials
titled Mining Information)
In the community circle, the teacher can read some
sections aloud and discuss the article.
Suggested Questions:
1. What types of mines can be identified from the
article?
2. Can any of the examples of mines be found in the
region in which you live?
3. Which ones can we find there?
Anchor Chart
Use an anchor chart to record learners’ responses to the
questions.
Type of Mines Location of Mines
Gold Mines
Cuyuni Mazaruni
Bauxite Mines Upper Demerara
Berbice
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Assessment Criteria:
1. Were learners able to accurately
identify and locate various types of
mines in the region in which they live
or another region?

(Use only mines found in the region in which the students
reside.)

Mapping
Draw a huge outline of a map of Guyana on board. Shade
the administrative region where the learners live. Use an
X or dot to identify and locate where different types of
mines are located in the region.
Product: Sketch Maps
Learners take turns to place, identify and locate mines in
Teacher provides learners with an outline map the region being studied.
of their region.
In groups of three, learners label the different
types of mines located in their region or the
region being studied. (Refer to work that was
done on relative and absolute location).
Assessment Criteria:
1. Identify different types of mines in the
region studied
2. Did learners accurately insert the location
of the mines on the map of Guyana?

*Additional teacher research will most likely be
required related to finding content from the local
region.
RW 3.2
Investigate production
practices used for different

Product: Mines Production Kit (Pamphlet)
Working in pairs, learners select one type of
mines in their region. Each pair creatively
design a pamphlet showing appropriate

Anchor: Video Guyana Diamonds Edited Version
https://youtu.be/OMvolwYGxb
Play video on gold mining or any other suitable anchor.
Using a guided sharing circle, discuss what was seen and
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types of mines in a selected
region of Guyana and consider
the mining cycle.

production practices for that particular type of
mines and the mining cycle.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners are knowledgeable of the
production practices of the type of
mines selected.
2. Did learners list at least three examples
of production practices in the
pamphlet?
3. Did learners identify the mining cycle
correctly?
Product: Cinematograph

heard in the video.
Suggested Questions:
1. What type of mine is shown in the video?
2. Can you see some of the things (production
practices) that the men did to extract gold? Yes/No
3. What were the things (production practices) that the
miners used?
Teacher uses information provided by learners to sketches
a simple graphic organiser to show the stages in the
production practices of diamonds.
Example of Graphic Organiser:

In pairs, learners create a cinematograph to
show the production practices and the mining
cycle of a particular type of mines in their
region or the region being studied.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners can identify production
practices of the type of mines selected
2. Learners present pictures or drawings
of production practices
3. The mining cycle is identified
Product: Pencil and Paper
Individually, learners write sentences to
describe the production practices of mines in
the region to which the learner lives or the
region being studied. Learners can draw
images to enhance their understanding.
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Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners are knowledgeable about the
production practices of the mines in
the region
2. Several examples of production
practices were identified and
described.
3. The mining cycle was described
accurately.

Resource Person
Invite a suitably qualified person to speak to the class on
production practices of the different types of mines. An
officer from Geology and Mines, pork knocker, dredge
owner, bauxite worker, an experienced Geography or
Science teacher would be an ideal resource person.
Guide learners to prepare questions that would be posed to
the guest.
Suggested Questions:
1. Can you describe the nature of your job?
2. What are some production practices that can be
used on mines that you worked on or are
knowledgeable of? Gold, diamond, bauxite
3. Are these practices common among all mines in the
region? What additional production practices do
miners use?
Gallery Walk
Post several pictures of different types of mining fields in
the Social Studies corner.
Use the talking chip method to have learners identify and
discuss the various production practices seen in the
pictures.
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Drilling and Blasting
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Exploration

Separation
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Refining
Journaling
Encourage learners to make journal entries of their
observation.
Type of Mines……………………
Examples of production practices:
1………………………………………
2………………………………………
*Additional teacher research required related to
finding content from the local region.
RW 3.3

Product: Portfolio

In pairs, learners create a portfolio on one
Compile an inventory of one
mined product found in the region in which
region’s mined products and
identify the most economically they live.
beneficial products
Use information from the 4W’s &1H to
complete the portfolio.
What is the Mined product?

Anchor: Videohttps://youtu.be/ef6TTp0TMDQ
Play video on bauxite mining for the class. In the
community circle, develop a rapport with learners about
the video.
Suggested Questions:
1. What mined product is the video talking about?
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…………………………………..
Where can it be found?
……………………………………
Why is it mined? What is it used for
………………………………………….

2. Where is the bauxite mine located?
3. What is the mined product used for?
4. Is it economically beneficial to the region?
Mindmap
Teacher creates a mindmap with learners’ responses.

Who mines/searches for it?
………………………………………

Bauxite

How is it found?
…………………………………………….
Use pictures or drawings to enhance your
portfolio.

Upper Demerara
Berbice

Sentence Construction
Write simple sentences to identify the most
economically beneficial mined products to
their region.

Aluminum Products

Assessment Criteria:
1.

Learners were knowledgeable about
the mined product in the region.
2. Learners can explain details of the
mined product for example: where it is
found and its economic benefit to the
region
3. Pictures or drawings were pertinent to
the topic
4. Sentences identified the products that
were most economically beneficial to
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the region.
5. Portfolio was creative and neat
Product: Journaling/ Miners Log Book
Individually, learners create a Miners Log
Book on a mined product in the region.
For Example: Gold, Bauxite, Diamond
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the name of the mined product?
How is this product mined?
What is it used for?
Is it valuable to the region? What is the
reason for your opinion?

Journaling
Identify and write in journals which mined product is
most economically beneficial to the region.
Class Debate
Divide the class into four groups. Each group is assigned a
particular mined product in the region. Groups take turns
to present a case in favour of the moot.
For Example: “Bauxite is the most economically
beneficial mine product in our region.”

Note: Write simple sentences to identify
which mined product is most economically
beneficial to the region.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners were knowledgeable about the
mined product in the region.
2. Learners can explain details of the mined
product for example: where it is found and
its economic benefit to the region
3. Sentences identified the products that
were most economically beneficial to the
region.

Summary Writing
Teacher summarizes reading materials on one type of
mined product found in the region which the child belongs
to. (See useful content for reading materials)
Use the 5 W and 1 H to guide your summary writing.
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Round Robin
Use the Round Robin technique to discuss summary with
learners.
Four Corners
Teacher labels each of the four corners of the classroom
with a different response (strongly agree, agree,
disagree, and strongly disagree).
Present statements to the class?
Suggested Statements:
1. Gold is the most economically beneficial mined
product in the region.
2. Bauxite is the most economically beneficial mined
product in the region.
3. Some people in believe that diamond mining is
most economically beneficial to our region.
Note: After each statement is read, learners move to the
corner of the class that is labelled their response to the
statement.
*Additional teacher research required related to
finding content from the local region.
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RW 3.4

Product: Cinematograph

Select examples of challenges
associated with mining in a
selected region of Guyana
(e.g., land reclamation,
pollution, geographical
features) and solutions
employed to address the
problems

In groups of three, learners create a
cinematograph to display challenges miners
experience and solutions they employ to
address these problems in the region in which
they live.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners are knowledgeable of the
concept challenges faced by miners

Interviews/Survey
https://youtu.be/NY_vlm9wvO0
Play video for the class.
Asks learners to pretend that they are miners and
interview each other to find out some of the challenges
miners in the region experiences and solutions they
employed to overcome these problems.
Suggested Questions:
1. How many years are (were) you in the mining
business?
…………………………………………

2. Several examples of challenges faced
by miners were displayed on the
Cinematograph
3. Learners demonstrated an
understanding of solutions miners
employed to deal with challenges
4. Several examples of solutions
employed by miners were displayed
Product: Poster
In pairs, design a poster highlighting some of

2. In which miner sector did you work or presently
work?
a) Gold
b) Bauxite
c) Granite
3. What are (were) some challenges you experience
in your mining business?
……………………………………………
…………
4. What methods have you or other miners

the challenges experienced by miners in the

developed to solve these mining related

region. Use pictures or drawings to enhance

challenges?
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your poster.

……………………………………………

Take turns to share your poster with the class.

…………
Pair- Share

Assessment Criteria:

(This activity is based on the interview that was done with

1. Learners are knowledgeable of the
concept challenges faced by miners
2. Several examples of challenges faced
by miners were displayed on the

the miners)
When learners are back in the classroom with their
completed interview sheets, use the Pair Share strategy to
present their findings to the class.

poster
Jig Saw
Product: T-Chart

https://guyanatimesgy.com/hardships-facing-miners-

Use information from Think Pair Share to
complete a T Chart on Challenges faced by
miners and Solutions employed to deal with
the challenges.

govt-to-review-gold-processing-fees/
Divide the class into four (4) groups. Distribute reading
materials on challenges miners’ experiences to three (3)
groups and reading materials on solutions to challenges to
the other three (3) groups. Each group takes time to read

Challenges
Water Pollution
Land
Reclamation
Mosquito
Infestation

Solutions
Secure drinking
water in large
bottles or barrels
Miners would
seek to find new
lands to work.
Fumigate the
entire area with
poisonous
substances to kill

and become experts on their issue.
Community Circle
In the community circle, learners take turns to present
their part to the class
Resource Person
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mosquitoes.

Invite an officer from the mining sector to your class to
speak to the learners about problems that miners

Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners are knowledgeable of the
concept challenges faced by miners
2. Several examples of challenges faced
by miners were displayed on the T
Chart
3. Learners demonstrated understanding
of solutions miners employed to deal
with challenges
4. Several examples of solutions
employed by miners were displayed

experience and solutions employed to address the
problems encountered.
Suggested Questions:
1. How long have you been a mines officer in this
region?
2. What are some challenges miners experiences in
this region?
3. Are challenges related to land reclamation,
pollution or geographic features? Please explain.
4. What solutions have miners in the region
employed to address the problems encountered?
Draw huge table on the board with two columns.
Label each column as Challenges encountered by
miners and Solutions they employed.

Challenges
Water
Pollution
RW 3.5

Product: One Minute Paper

Solutions
Secure drinking water
in barrels

Anchor: Newspaper Article
Guyana Seeing Bulk of Negative Mining Impact
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Reflect on the positive and
negative impact (i.e.,
economic and cultural) of
mining in a selected region of
Guyana

Individually, learners write one-minute papers
on the positive and negative impact of mining
to their region. ‘Mining impacts the region
both economically and culturally.’

https://www.stabroeknews.com/2015/11/02/news/guyana/
guyana-seeing-bulk-of-negative-mining-impact-in-guianashield-study/
Summarized in resources

Assessment Criteria

Discuss with class that mining can impact the region both
negatively and positively.

1. Learners understood what the positive
and negative impacts are
2. Examples of both positive and
negative impacts were given.

As a whole class activity, learners listen as teacher reads
an article on the negative impact of mining.
Suggested Questions:

Product: Plus Minus Interesting (PMI)
Learners use information from a Think Pair
Share activity to write the positive and
negative impact of mining to the region in
which they live or the region being studied.
Pairs take turns to present their charts to the
class orally.
Positive
(Plus)
Employm
ent
Foreign
Exchange

Negative
(Minus)
Erosion
Deforestat
ion
Mosquito
Infestation

Interesting
Gold
mining
provides
the raw
material for
the
manufactur
e of
jewellery.

1. What good things can the region gain from mineral
mining?
2. What negative (bad) things can happen in the region
when mining is done?
3. Do you think there are more good things than bad
things that could happen in the region when mineral
mining is done?
Talking Chip
Use the talking chip technique to have learners respond to
the questions.
Jig Saw
Divide the class into four groups. Two groups will study
and become experts on the positive impact of mining, and
the other two groups will become experts on the negative
impact of mining in the region. (Refer to Content)
Community Circle
In the community circle, learners share their learned parts
with the rest of the class.
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Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners demonstrated an
understanding of the concepts positive

Anchor Chart
Create anchor chart on the chalkboard with learners’
responses
Positive Impact
Employment

Negative Impact
Erosion

and negative impact of mining in the
region.
2. Learners provided several examples of
negative and positive impacts of
mining in the region

Product: Poster/Montage
In pairs, learners create a poster or montage to
depict positive and negative impact of mining

Research/Survey
In pairs, learners conduct a survey to ascertain the positive
and negative impact of mining in the region in which they
belong or the region being studied.
Suggested Questions:
1. How does the region benefit from mining?
2. Does the region benefit culturally from mining?
Yes/No
3. What negative impacts does mining have on the
region?

which the learner belongs).

Talking Ball
Use the talking ball technique to allow pairs to discuss
their findings with the class.

Rating: 5-Excellent 4- Very Good 3-Good 2-

Resource Person
Invite a suitably qualified person in the community to talk

Fair

to the class about the negative and positive impact of

in specific regions in Guyana (the region to

mining in the region. (Geologist, Geology and Mines
1. Poster/Montage shows understanding
of the concepts positive and negative

Officer, Dredge Owner, Pork Knocker, Environmental
Officer)

influence of mining in the region.
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2. Several examples of negative and
positive influences are shown.

Suggested Questions:
1. Which mining sector do you work?
2. How does this sector benefit our region?
3. Do you think this type of mining or any other form of
mining can have a negative influence on the region?
4. Please explain your answer.
Community Circle
Use the community circle technique for learners to talk
about the negative and positive impact of mining in the
region that was discussed by the guest speaker.
Encourage learners to write thank you cards to present to
the guest speaker.
*Additional teacher research required related to
finding content from the local region.

Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome: (Connected back to the Principles of Assessment)
RW 3.1 Map of Guyana Showing Various Types of Mines
Source- Greene., S.M and Emanuel., S (2007) Social Studies Guyana
Our Country Our Home Levels 5 and 6
Caribbean Educational Publishers, Trinidad W.I
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The mineral resources of Guyana are found in the earth. They include gold, diamonds, bauxite and granite.
Gold
Gold is one of Guyana’s foreign exchange earners. It is also used as a system of exchange and trade. In addition, it is used for making
ornaments. Gold is highly priced because it is a rare commodity. The Essequibo is the main gold producing county, and pork-knockers
work long hours to mine metal.
Gold is obtained at places like Omai, Mahdia, Matthew’s Ridge, Kuruoung, Issano and Barama.
Gold can be mined by different methods. The larger companies practice the dredging method which involves the use of machinery, while a
few private individuals with small holdings, mine by hand, using a method known as panning involving the use of a batell.
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Diamonds
Diamond is mined at Orinduk, Kamarang, Bartica and Enchu. The largest and most valuable deposits, however, are found in the Pakaraima
area. Diamonds are found mainly in the sands and gravels of creeks and rivers. A process known as diamond diving, mines and metal. Like
gold, diamonds are a foreign exchange earner. The product is used to make jewellery and industries, to cut hard substance, e.g. glass.
Bauxite
The bauxite ore is found under the earth’s surface. In Guyana, before the bauxite can be obtained large amounts of earth known as
overburden have to be removed. This earth is scooped up by walking draglines and is dumped in high mounds at the end of the mines. The
bauxite ore is then blasted loose by explosives. It is transported from the mines to the processing plant by means of ore cars. When the
bauxite reaches the plant, it is crushed, washed and dried before being placed into large storage tanks called silos. This is now known as
calcined bauxite. It is exported to European countries. Aluminium, a light metal that is used in industries, is a by-product of the bauxite
industry.
The areas where bauxite is mined include:
Ø Linden
Ø Ituni
Ø Kwakwani
Granite
This stone is used in the construction industry to build houses and seawalls. Stone quarries are located at Baracara on the Canje River and at
Itabu/Teperu and Monkey Jump on the Essequibo River. The rock is blasted away by explosives and loaded into barges for shipment to the
coastland.
RW 3.2 Production Practices in Mining
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Production Practices Used by Small Scale Miners
https://youtu.be/-aMv7Jo2Vaw
Ø Planning/Sluicing
The gravel which is removed from the ground using pickaxes and shovels is passed through a hand held pan (battel) or sluice box. Water is
usually added to the material in the pan or sluice box. As gold is much denser than gravel or rock, it settles to the bottom of the pan or sluice
box.
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-

A deep pit is dug in a gold bearing area. A power dredge is then used to pump creek water that washes the sides of the pit, sending a
slurry of gold bearing must into a series of sluice boxes, the heavy matter, including gold, settle and are trapped on a rigged mat in
the sluice box, the remaining tailings ( mud), is released back into the creek. This is usually trapped in materials that we referred to
as ‘black sand.’
Mercury is then poured into the sluice box to separate the gold from the ‘black sand.’ The gold mercury amalgam us heated to burn
off the mercury, leaving pure gold.

Ø Hydraulic Mining
Water power is used to blast out the gold-rich overburden and gravel. This gold-rich material (slurry) is then pumped into the sluice boxes
and washed. The gold and heavy material settle and are trapped on the rigged mat in the sluice box.
Ø Suction Dredging
This is another technique used in the extraction of gold. This technique is not as old as the previous three. A suction dredge could be
described as an underwater vacuum cleaner. It sucks up rock, sand, gold, gravel from the bottom of the creek or river and passes it through a
suction hose to the sluice box to be processed; the sluice box is usually supported by pontoons on the surface of the creek or river.
Ø Open Pit/Cast Mining
This type of mining is usually done by large scale operators. This technique is used when gold is trapped in rock, rather than loose particles.
Once the ore is extracted from the ground, it is taken to a mill where it is crushed, and the gold is extracted in a chemical process using
cyanide.
RW 3.5 Positive Impacts (Benefits) of Gold Mining
Ø Employment
Many Guyanese from coastal and hinterland communities, who might otherwise be unemployed, engage in small and medium scale mining.
Ø Foreign exchange
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The mining sector, in general, is very important to Guyana’s economy and gold, in particular, is one of Guyana’s main foreign exchange
earners.
Ancillary Industry: Gold mining provides the raw materials for the manufacture of jewellery.
-

Gold smiths

-

Jewellers

Effects of Gold Mining on the Environment and Health
Ø Increase in the sediment content of rivers
When the gold bearing material (top soil/gravel) is processed in the sluice box, the remaining mud (tailings) is released into the creek/river.
This practice results in a vast increase in fine particles of sediments suspended in rivers on which mining operations are located. The
sediments cause the river water to become yellowish and opaque. This water is no longer suitable for domestic purposes.
Ø Deforestation
Large tracts of forests are usually cleared away for mining. Deforestation has a negative impact on nearby Amerindian communities as the
animals which they hunt for food are deprived of their natural habitats.
Deforestation in mining areas also contributes to greater erosion of mercury laden soils into nearby rivers and creek.
Ø Mosquito Infestation
When mining operations cease in a particular area, miners often fail to cover up mining pits. These pits become filled with water which
becomes stagnant during the rainy season. These pits are breeding mosquitoes which spread
+malaria; both miners and residents of nearby communities are affected by malaria. In addition, some mining operations divert creeks and
turn parts of them into stationary ponds. This is another breeding ground for mosquitoes.
Ø Mercury pollution – Pollution of watercourses occurs in the same way as that described for river dredging.
Social Effects of Gold Mining
Ø Prostitution
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Women from coastal and hinterland communities are drawn to mining areas as a means of making money. Many of these women become
exposed to sexually transmitted diseases, like HIV.
Some of the women engaged in prostitution in mining areas were tricked into becoming involved in the activity and are prevented by
poverty or violence from leaving that way of life (International Human Rights Clinic, 2017)
https://www.stabroeknews.com/2015/11/02/news/guyana/guyana-seeing-bulk-of-negative-mining-impact-in-guiana-shield-study/
Article from Stabroek News published on November 2nd, 2015 about negative impact of mining on Guyana. Guyana has experienced the
bulk of the region’s negative environmental impacts from mining but is not enjoying the benefits. Guyana has experienced the bulk of the
region’s negative environmental impacts from mining with 50% of the total deforestation, versus 34% in Suriname, 15% in French Guiana
and 1% in Amapá, Brazil.

Inclusive Resources and Materials (texts, family &community knowledge and resources, web resources)
Greene., S.M and Emanuel., S (2007) Social Studies Guyana
Our Country Our Home Levels 5 and 6
Caribbean Educational Publishers, Trinidad W.I
Mining Information:
https://www.privacyshield.gov/article?id=Guyana-Mining-and-Minerals In addition to its well-known deposits of gold, bauxite, and diamonds,
Guyana’s mineral heritage includes deposits of semi-precious stones, kaolin, silica sand, soap stone, kyanite, feldspar, mica, ilmenite, laterite,
manganese radioactive minerals, copper, molybdenum, tungsten, iron, and nickel, among others. In the last year, discoveries of lithium, manganese,
and coltan have led companies to consider investing in mining operations.
https://www.privacyshield.gov/article?id=Guyana-Oil-and-Gas Guyana Oil and Gas: In 2000, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) identified the GuyanaSuriname Basin as having the second highest resource potential among unexplored oil basins in the world and estimated the mean recoverable oil and
gas reserves at more than 13.6 billion barrels of oil and 32 trillion cubic feet of gas. Several international oil and gas companies (IOCs), including
ExxonMobil (U.S.), Esso (U.S.), Hess Corporation, Repsol (Spain), Anadarko (U.S.), Total (France), Tullow Oil (UK), and CGX Energy (Canada), have been
participating in exploration and drilling activities. Guyana’s Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) continues to process additional companies’
exploration applications. The number of actors in the upstream sector is expected to increase.
ExxonMobil’s May 2015 discovery with the Liza wells in its Stabroek block will likely signal a new era for the country’s energy sector and
economy. There are already more than 5.5 billion barrels of confirmed oil and gas reserves and more is likely to be found. It presents a transformative
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opportunity to put in place the structures and capacity needed to oversee the sector’s long-term development, effectively manage revenue streams,
and ensure proper stewardship of what are finite hydrocarbon resources for future generations of citizens in Guyana. ExxonMobil already submitted
production plans for Liza-1 and Liza-2, both signed by the current administration. These two projects alone should produce an estimated 340,000
barrels per day, with future production plans expected. By 2025, ExxonMobil could be extracting 750,000 barrels per day, equivalent to the entire
population of Guyana. ExxonMobil plans additional exploration in its block in 2019 citing favorable geology and promising production sharing
agreement (PSA) terms.

https://youtu.be/-aMv7Jo2Vaw
Social Studies for Our Children Book 5: p 52, 54-55
Easy Path Series- Social Studies For Our Children Book 5, Pages 37- 44
Integration:
HFLE: Respect and appreciation for all categories of workers
Language Arts: Speaking and listening- Oral Presentations, Debates
Reading and viewing- Reading of stories, viewing of videos and pictures
Writing of sentences, Composing Poems, letter writing, report writing
Creative Arts- Poster, Cartoons, Drawings, Montage
Math- Area, Angles, Measurement
IT- Graphic Organizers, Pictorial Scrapbook, Digital Collage, charts, video, brochure, mind map, T chart
TVET- Creating poster, Cinematograph

Strand: Power and Authority
Essential Learning Outcomes: To investigate the processes and structures of power and authority, and the implications for individuals,
communities, and nations.
Grade 4 Level Expectations: Analyse the relationship between governance institutions in administrative regions of Guyana and the
quality of life of people in the nation
Overarching Question: What is the relationship between governance institutions in administrative regions of Guyana and the quality of
life of people in the nation?
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Specific Curriculum Outcomes

Inclusive Assessment Strategies

Product: Paper and PencilIndividually, learners study the scenario
below then answer the questions which
Identify the ways in which the
people in the local Administrative follow.
Region can be involved in making Scenario
Melanie wants to be part of the decisiondecisions that affect local
communities (e.g., serving in local making process in her community as she
believes she can make a meaningful
government, voting, attending
contribution.
regional forums related to
community concerns,
Suggested Questions:
communicating with local
1. What are three things she can do
politicians).
to ensure she is a part of this
process?
2. Give two reasons why it is
important to be involved in the
making of decisions at the local
government level.

PA 1.1

Product: Brochure
In groups of three, prepare a brochure
to show the following:
1.Ways in which the people in the local
Administrative Region can be involved in
making decisions that affect local
communities

Inclusive Learning Strategies
Anchor- Scenario
Dennis lives in the community of La Retraite on the
West Bank of Demerara, Region #3. He wants to see
development in his community and to contribute to that
development as well.
He decided to meet with the people of the community
to plan activities that can be done to develop the
community. They meet weekly to do clean-up activities
for the community and surrounding areas.
When there are public meetings, he would encourage
community members to attend and raise their concerns.
He also takes his plan along with the concerns of the
community members to the Regional Democratic
Council so that they can contribute in whatever way to
the development of the community. Because of his
interest and hard work, the people in the community
decided that he was suitable for Chairman of the
Neighbourhood Democratic Council of that area. They
decided to vote for him and encouraged others to vote
for him at the Local Government Elections.
He became the Chairman and continues to work to
develop the areas under his charge.
He holds meetings where he interacts with persons and
helps to have their concerns addressed.
Community Circle
Suggested Questions:
1. In what ways was Dennis first involved in the
decision-making process in his community of
La Retraite?
2. How did Dennis involve other community
members in making decisions for the
community?
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2. What advice you would give to a
person who wants to be involved in the
decision making at the local level.
Paper and Pencil -Art work
Draw to show how persons can be
involved in decision making at the
regional level and write a sentence
explaining what each drawing represents.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Did learners identify ways in which
persons can be involved in decision
making at the Local Government
level?
2. Did learners provide reasons why it
is important to be involved in
decision making at the Local
Government level?
3. Did the artwork depict involvement
of decision making at the regional
level?

PA 1.2
Demonstrate an understanding of
the organisation of the decisionmaking structure of the local
government system within one
specific Administrative Region
(e.g., regional development
council, municipalities,
neighbourhood democratic

3. How did the community take a decision to have
Dennis represent them at a higher level?
4. How did Dennis involve community members
at a higher level of decision making?
5. Based on the scenario, what are the various
ways that a person can make a decision at the
local level?
Concept Map
Have learners complete a concept map with the various
ways of making decisions in your region e.g.
Attending Meetings

Communicating
with politicians

Ways of
making
decision

Voting at
elections

Serving at Local
Government

Product: Artwork – Individual
Use a diagram to show in a creative way,
the structure of decision making in local
government in the Administrative Region
to which you belong.

Anchor: Role Play
Role playing a scene with the Department of
Education, the School and Classrooms.
One learner stands with a label of the Department of
Education. The learner steps forward with his/ her label
and identify himself/ herself and says what is his/ her
Group Demonstration- Role Play
responsibility within the region. (e.g. I am the
In groups of four, learners select a local
Department of Education. I am responsible for all
government organisation within the
schools in the region.)
region in which they live and demonstrate A few learners stand with labels showing the names of
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the decision-making structure of the local
government system.
Concept Map- Group Presentation
In groups, complete the concept map
below in relation to your region. Give the
name of the region, town or village.

Decision making Structure in
Administrative Regions

councils, Amerindian village
councils).

Region e.g. Upper
Takatu/ Upper Essequibo
Town e.g. Lethem

Village e.g. Tabatinga

schools within the region. One learner steps forward
and identify the team and state their responsibility with
regards to the Department of Education. (e.g. We are
all schools within the region. We fall under the
Department of Education. We have to send our reports
directly to the Department of Education in our region.)
A few other learners stand with labels of classes within
their particular school. One member steps forward and
states their responsibility in relation to the school and
the Department of Education. (e.g. We are classes
within the School. We report to the Head teacher of the
school who, in turn, reports to the Department of
Education)
Talking Chip
Suggested Questions to guide discussion based on
role play:
1. Which of the structure in the role play is
responsible for schools within the region?
2. Which structure is responsible for classes?
3. Which is the highest structure? Explain

Assessment criteria:
1. Learners demonstrated an
understanding, g that decision
making is a process and has
various levels/ stages
2. Did learners name/identify the
organisation?
3. Learners accurately arranged the
organization of the decisionmaking structure of the local
government system within one

4. Which is the lowest structure? Explain
5. What is the channel of reporting, starting from
the lowest to the highest?
Diagram Analysis
Map showing Administrative Regions
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specific Administrative Region.
4. Learners gave examples of names
of regions, town and villages
while depicting the decision
making structure in a particular
region.

Community Circle
Suggested Questions:
1. Point out the Administrative region to which
you belong.
2. What is the name of the town found in this
region?
3. What are some villages found in this region?
4. Arrange region, town and Villages beginning
with the highest.
Diagram Representation
A diagram will be used to show the structure of the
decision making in local government. Encourage
learners to give the name of their region, town and
villages.
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Region

•Regional
Democratic
Council

Town/City

•City/ Town
Council

Villages

• Neighbourhood
Democratic
Council/ Village
Councils

Think –Pair- Share
In pairs learners
1. Identify the various structures from the highest
structure to the lowest structure and make
comparison with the map of their particular
region. Justify the order for their choices.
2. Learners give reasons for their choices and the
order of the structures they choose.
Word cards
Individually, learners organize given word cards to
show the organisation of the decision-making structure
of different local government system within the
Administrative Region in which they live.
E.g.

Regional Democratic Council

City/ Town/ Municipal Council
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Neighbourhood Democratic Council

Village Council
*Additional teacher research required related to
finding content from the local region.
PA 1.3
Identify the titles and roles of
leadership positions within the
structure of the local government
system and the names of
individuals who currently serve in
those positions (e.g., councillors,
mayors, chairpersons) in a
specific Administrative Region.

Product: Organizational Chart
(Individual Work)
1. Using a diagram, illustrate the
Leadership positions within a
structure of the local government
system in the Administrative
Region in which you live.
2. Give a brief description of the
role/function of each person.
Paper and Pencil- Group Work
In groups of three, select a structure of the
local government system in the region
you live.
1. Name the leadership role taken of
persons within the community.
2. Give the names of the persons
playing each role highlighted.
Product – Portfolio (Group Research )
In groups of four, learners research on a
particular NDC within their respective
region and identify persons within those

Anchor: Role Play
Role Play - Town Council
Narrator: We are a group of persons appointed to
manage the Town of Mahdia. (use the town within the
Administrative Region or one they are familiar with)
Mayor: I am the Mayor. I was elected to take charge
of the Town. I am responsible for handling the daily
administration of the city. I cannot do it alone, so I
have persons who are elected to help me do so.
Deputy Mayor: I am the Deputy Mayor. I work
closely with the Mayor in carrying out the activities of
the town assigned to me by the Mayor. In the absence
of the Mayor, I take charge and lead.
Town Clerk: I am the town Clerk. I help to maintain
Council records, issue licenses and permits to
businesses as well as help in organising elections
within the council.
Councillors: We are all Councillors. We work along
with the Mayor and Deputy Mayor. We work along
with the entire city council to make policies, supervise
administrative officers of the city and work to ensure
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NDCs by their titles and names.
Make a presentation on their findings
using the following points:
- The name of the area/ village
- The titles of the Office bearers of
the Neighbourhood Democratic
Council, names and roles of
people holding each title within
the NDC.
Learners research information on the
Town within their administrative region.
Make a presentation on their findings
using the following points:
- The name of the town
- The titles of the office bearers of
the Town Council along with
names and roles of people holding
that title on the Town Council.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Were learners able to arrange the
leadership positions in order of
position?
2. Did learners identify the roles of
village leaders correctly?
3. Were learners able to get up
accurate information on leadership
of a selected village, relating to
titles, and names of individuals?

policies are carried out. We work as a group to make
the city better.
Talking Chip
Suggested Questions:
1. Who is the Head of the Town Council?
2. Who is the second in line, and what is his/ her
role?
3. How do the other councillors assist in the
Council?
4. What are some duties of the Mayor, Deputy
Mayor, Town Clerk and councillors?
Resource Person
Invite the Chairman from the Neighbourhood
Democratic Councils to enlighten learners about the
titles and roles and names of persons in the
Neighbourhood Democratic Council.
Learners:
1. Take note using their pencils and notebooks.
2. Ask and answer questions where necessary.
3. Thank the Resource Person for coming and also
present a token of Appreciation.
Game- Matching Partner
Give learners slips of papers with information. One set
of information will be based on the various positions
within Amerindian Village Councils or any other local
government system within the region.
The second set will be based on the roles of these
individuals.
Suggested Instructions:
1. The individual with the information on roles
will read the information from his/ her slip
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aloud.
2. The others will check their slip to see if it has
the leadership position.
3. The individual with the correct answer will step
over and stand next to the persons with the roles
then he/ she will announce his/her answer.
4. The remainder of the class says if the match is
correct and say why or why not.
OR
Field Trip
Field trip to visit the Town Council/ Town Hall within
their region or Neighbourhood Democratic Council
Office within the area to gain information.
Learners take note pads and pencils and ask questions.
Suggested Questions:
1. What is/are the area/s covered by this town
council/ Neighbourhood Democratic Council?
2. What are the titles of the office bearers on the
Council?
3. What are the names of the office-bearers?
4. What are the responsibilities of each
office-bearer?
Role Play
In groups, learners role-play the office bearers on the
Neighbourhood Democratic Council and explain the
roles without stating the names of the position.
Learners observe and name the office they hold.
*Additional teacher research required related to
finding content from the local region.
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PA 1.4
Investigate the methods the
Administrative Region employs to
raise revenue (e.g., taxes) to pay
for government services and
determine the impact these services
have on the quality of life of the
people in that region.

Product:
Concept Map
Complete the concept map showing how
the region raises revenues.
Taxes

Licenses

Revenue

Royalty

Utility Bills

Anchor: Resource Person
Invite a resource person to enlighten learners on the
methods used to raise revenues in the Administrative
Regions.
Suggested Questions:
1. How does the region raise revenue?
2. What is the revenue used for?
3. How do people benefit from services provided
by the region?
(any additional questions that learners may have)
Interview

At the bottom of the concept map,
learners write a paragraph on the impact
the revenue used to pay for services have
on the quality of life of the people in the
region.

In small groups, and with guidance from the teacher,
learners will construct an interview sheet and conduct
an interview to investigate the methods the
administrative region employs to raise revenue to pay
for government services

Journaling (Individual)
Write in your own words
- How the region raises money to
do its work.
- how revenue collected by the
region benefits the people in a
particular region

Learners determine the impact these services have on
the quality of life of the people in that region. Learners
document and report their findings to the class.

Assessment Criteria:
1. Identifies the methods of revenue
collection
2. Explains how the revenue benefits
persons in the region?

Community Circle

Encourage learners to use puppetry, role play, poetry,
song etc. when presenting their findings from the
interview to the class.

Learners take turns to answer questions based on the
different presentations.
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.

Suggested Questions:
1. What are some methods the Administrative
Region use to raise revenue?
2. Why is it important for the Administrative
Region to raise revenue?
3. What is the money used for that the
Administrative Region raise?
4. What strategies do you think the Administrative
Region can employ to increase the revenue
raise?
*Additional teacher research required related to
finding content from the local region.

Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome: (Connected back to the Principles of Assessment)
PA 1.1 Decision making at the Local Government Level
Persons can be involved in making decisions that affect local communities by serving in local government, voting for an individual to
represent them, attending regional forums related to community concerns, communicating with local politicians.
PA 1.2 Structure of Decision Making at the Local Government Level
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Region

•Regional
Democratic
Council

Town/City

•City/ Town
Council

Villages

•Neighbourhood
Democratic Council/
Village Councils

PA 1.3- Local Government
City/Town Councils
There are ten towns in Guyana.
In Guyana, we have our Chief town- Georgetown. The other towns are
Rosehall, Corriverton, New Amsterdam, Anna Regina, Linden, Mabaruma, Bartica, Lethem and Mahdia.
City Councils are responsible for a particular town or municipality.
Cities and towns are not directly a part of the regional government, but they work with the regions. They fall under Local Government
and are managed by a Mayor and Councillors. Each town in Guyana has its own Town or Municipal Council.
The Mayors and Councillors of these towns are the leaders who make important decisions for the people who live there. Some of the
duties of the Mayors and Councillors are:
-

Keeping the environment clean by providing garbage disposal services.

-

Repairing streets and bridges.

-

Maintaining parks, avenues and other recreational facilities
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-

Giving guidance and direction for the erection of new buildings and the renovations of old buildings.

-

Maintaining markets and abattoirs.

-

Inspecting eating houses or restaurants.

-

Providing health care and education e.g. Health centres and Daycare centres

Neighbourhood Democratic Councils
A Neighbourhood Democratic Council covers a small geographic area within each region and is tasked with responsibility for the
management and administration of these areas within its boundaries. It is made up of a Chairperson and Councillors.
The Chairperson is responsible for the day to day administration of the office and assisting in the execution of the council’s decisions.
The Neighbourhood Democratic Councils consist of a Chairperson, Deputy Chairperson and Councillors. Their responsibilities are:
1. To provide efficient services for the residents, as stated in the Laws. Services include sanitation, garbage disposal, road/dam
maintenance, market facilities, burial grounds, abattoirs, drainage, etc.
2. To maintain and protect public property
3. To levy and collect rates.
PA 1.4
Regional Government
Local Democratic Organs
The Local Democratic Organs is aimed at involving many persons as possible in managing and developing the community in which they
live. The purpose of the Local Democratic Organs is to manage and develop a specific area. Among their functions are maintenance and
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protection of public property, improving the living and working conditions of the citizens, promotion of social and cultural life within the
area, upholding law and order and safeguarding the rights of citizens. They are allowed by parliament to raise their own revenue and use
it for the benefit and welfare of the area.
How Local Government Collect Revenue
Local government is responsible for dealing with problems and for the development of projects and services within their areas.
To provide these services, local authorities need to collect revenue. The City Councils/ Neighbourhood Democratic Councils collect
revenue in the following ways.
1. Collection of rates and taxes.
2. Rental for stalls in markets and others.
3. Rental of sports facilities/ recreational grounds.
4. Rental from leased lands.
5. Cemetery Fees
6. Abattoir fees.
7. Waste disposal fees.

Inclusive Resources and Materials (texts, family &community knowledge and resources, web resources)
https://moc.gov.gy/neighbourhood-democratic-councils/
Neighbourhood Democratic Councils (NDC) cover a small geographic area within each region and is responsible for the management and
administration of these areas within its boundaries. They were put in place in 1994. Councillors for the NDC are elected in the local
government elections. NDC collect taxes from their population base to provide efficient services for the residents as stated in the Laws.
Services include sanitation, garbage disposal, road/dam maintenance, market facilities, burial grounds, abattoirs, drainage, etc. They also
protect public property. This article contains tables that list all the NDC’s, their address, number of council members, when they meet,
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where they meet and the telephone number.
Social Studies for our Children Book 5, page 27-28.
Social Studies for Our Children, Book 6, page 60.
Guyana Our Country Our Home Levels 5 and 6, pages 197-198
INTEGRATION:
HFLE- Conservation- Caring for the environment.
Language Arts-Listening and speaking- Group Presentation, Reading and viewing- Dialogues and Scenarios, Writing and RepresentingJournaling and Note taking.
IT- Concept maps, Graphic Organizers
Art: Drawing, Role Play

Strand: Power and Authority
Essential Learning Outcomes: To investigate the processes and structures of power and authority, and the implications for individuals,
communities, and nations.
Grade 4 Level Expectations:
2. Demonstrate an understanding of the regional systems of government.
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Overarching Question: How do the regional systems of government operate/work/function?
Specific Curriculum Outcomes

Inclusive Assessment Strategies

Inclusive Learning Strategies

PA 2.1
Define Rules

Product: Word Search-Group work
(See Resources for word search)
From a given word search, learners identify given
words that are associated with the definition of
rules.
Use these words from the word search to
formulate a definition for rules, including their
own words to the extent possible.
Example:
Find the following words in the word search.
Draw a line through the word to highlight the
word.
set
instructions
rules
state
way
should
things
allowed
done
are
Sentence Construction (Group)
Use the words from the word search to construct
a sentence to say what they understand by rules.

Anchor Video- Why there are Rules
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhWVQQQ5
hVU
Learners watch a video based on rules.
Community Circle
Learners talk about what they learnt from the
video
Suggested Questions:
1. What is the video about?
2. What are some rules highlighted in the
videos?
3. Why did the friends decide to leave?
4. What happened when they first left the
village?
5. What did they decide to do to ease their
troubles?
6. Would you say rules are important?
Explain

Think -Pair -Share
In pairs learners say what rules are based on the
video, and then share their thoughts with the
class.

OR
Use words from the word search to complete the
given sentence (s) on the definition of the word
rule.

Teacher writes the various responses on the chart
then have learners read over the responses and
use various parts to come up with a plausible
definition of rules.
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(This can be done written or orally depending on
the ability of learners)

Image Analysis
In groups of three, learners study the image
closely then answer a few questions.

Product:
Paper and Pencil-Group
In groups of three, learners write their
understanding of the term ‘rule’. Each group
reads its definition to the class.
OR
Paper and Pencil- Individual
Draw two images. One image will show what
rules look like while the other image will show
what rules are not.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Did learners demonstrate an
understanding of the word rule?
2. Did the sentence show a plausible
meaning or definition of rules?

PA 2.2
Define laws

Product: Jingle (Rap)
In groups of three, learners create a jingle to
define the concept law.
Product: Writing (Individual)

Suggested Questions:
1. What rules does the picture demonstrate?
2. Why would you say these are important?
3. Based on the picture, write in your own
words, what is your understanding of
rules.
Anchor: One Minute Reflection
Have learners close their eyes. Slowly read out a
scenario for learners and have them visualise the
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Write what you understand by the term ‘Law’
and give an example of a law.
(This can also be done orally depending on the
ability of the learners)
Product: Drawing (Individual)
Learners draw to show their concept of law and
write a short paragraph to explain their drawing.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Did learners demonstrate an
understanding of the meaning of the word
laws?
2. Were learners able to give an example of
a law?
3. Did the drawing demonstrate the concept
of law?
4. Did the explanation provide an accurate
description of the law in the image?

scene.
One day, while walking down the road, you saw a
bag of money. You looked around to see if
anyone was watching. Since no one was
watching, you picked up the bag, opened it and
put a parcel of money in your pockets. Out of
nowhere, a group of policemen approached you,
grabbed you and put a pair of handcuffs on your
hands. You have broken rules before, but you
were never treated in this manner.
Community Circle
Learners answer the following questions based on
the reflection.
Suggested Questions:
1. What is the situation about?
2. How were you dealt with when you broke
rules?
3. Why are you treated differently in this
instance?
4. Based on the reflection, say what happens
when laws are not obeyed?
Drama- Group
In groups of three, learners dramatise a scenario
which involves breaking a law.
Learners talk about the scenario
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Suggested Questions:
1. What was the scenario about?
2. What wrong was committed?
3. What was the consequence or penalty for
the wrong deed?
(Repeated for each group)
Think- Pair- Share
Based on activities done, in pairs, learners will
say in their own words their understanding of
laws.
Teacher uses learners’ responses to come up with
a plausible definition of laws which is agreed
upon by all learners and simple to understand.
Explains the concept of law and gives a definition
along with various examples then have learners
make the comparisons.
PA 2.3
Compare and contrast rules and
laws

Product: Paper and Pencil
Venn Diagram
Given a list of characteristics of laws and rules,
learners classify those common to laws, those
common to rules and those common to both and
complete the Venn Diagram using the
information.
1. Can be applicable at a particular time.
2. Made by the people in charge of the
environment

Anchor- Scenarios
Given two scenarios, learners say whether the
scenario demonstrates a rule or a law.
Scenario 1
Annalisa walks out of the classroom without
seeking her teacher’s permission. When she
returns, her teacher cautioned her about her
action and reminded her of what must be done.
Scenario 2
Jason was caught stealing from a shop in the
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Applicable at all times.
Fair for everyone
Applies to everyone
Create order
Less serious consequences and easily
changed
8. Keep you safe
9. Created and enforced by government
10. More serious consequences
11. More personal to a group of people
Complete the Venn Diagram
Law

Rule
Lighter
consequence
s

Applies to all
Promotes fairness

community. He was handed over to the police
and will be charged for his action.
Community Circle
Suggested Questions:
1. Which scenario represents a rule? Explain
2. Which Scenario represents a law? Explain
3. What is the difference between a rule and
a law?
4. In what ways are they similar?
Sorting Strips
Given strips with examples of rules and examples
of laws, learners will work in pairs to say whether
the strip represents a rule or whether it represents
a law. Present to the class and have learners say
whether they agree or disagree and why.
Examples:
Speak courteously to your peers at all times.

Do not willfully cause harm to others.

Assessment Criteria:
1. Were learners able to use given characteristics
to categorise a rule as against a law as well as
characteristics common to both?

Suggested Questions:
1. Which of the above represents a rule?
Why do you think so?
2. Does everyone agrees that it is a rule? If
yes, why? If no, why not?
3. Why is it important to obey laws?

2. Did learners identify similarities and
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PA 2.4
Demonstrate an understanding of
rights and responsibilities by
selecting examples of each

differences between rules and laws?

Rally Robin
Learners brainstorm the definition for a rule and
the definition for a law. They are then encouraged
to come up with the differences between a rule
and a law and share with the class.
Teacher takes note of the similarities and
differences and writes them on a chart. Those that
are not given by the learners are added to the list
by the teacher. Learners read through the
differences between a rule and a law.

Product:
Paper and Pencil (Individual)

Anchor: Poem-My Rights Go Hand In Hand
With My Responsibilities - Poem by Young
Church

“As humans, we have
many rights but along
with these rights, we
have responsibilities to
ourselves as well as to
others.”

-

Select and write five rights that you have
and enjoy.
Select and write five corresponding
responsibilities that go along with the
rights you enjoy.

OR
Drawing

My rights go hand in hand with my
responsibilities
My rights to having a perfect childhood
My responsibility is to be a good child
A brighter and an excellent way to my adulthood
As a child, it is not acceptable to be wild
My rights go hand in hand with my
responsibilities
This is marvellous for my future
This is good for my future.
My rights go hand in hand with my
responsibilities
My rights to quality education
My responsibility to study
A brighter future for our generation
This can be achieved by everybody
If we let our rights go hand in hand with our
responsibilities
This is superb for our future
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Individually, draw to show
- three rights that you have and enjoy
- three responsibilities that come with the
rights
(Write a sentence to explain each right and
responsibility)

This is good for our future.

Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners identified three to five rights that
responsibilities.
2. Learners represented in drawing at least
three rights that they enjoy along with the
corresponding responsibilities.

Community Circle
Suggested Questions:
1. What is the poem about?
2. What right can you identify in the first
stanza?
3. What responsibility goes with that right?
4. What right is found in the second stanza?
5. What responsibility goes with that right?
6. Do you think the responsibility that
corresponds with each right is fair?
Explain.

Organizing and Matching
In pairs, given a table with the heading ‘rights
and responsibilities’, learners use the information
on the table to correctly arrange the statements
under the correct heading matching rights to
corresponding responsibilities.

Round Table
In groups of four, learners select a right and a
responsibility from a given chart and study each
closely. They will discuss as a group, write down
their ideas on a piece of paper then report on
same

Rights

Responsibility

To come to
school ready to
learn

Listen when the teacher is
talking

To treat others
with respect

To have my own opinion

To respect the
opinion of
others

To be treated equally
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To learn while
in school

To treat classmates with
respect

To treat others
fairly

Not to distract others from
learning

To do my
homework

To be safe

To be treated
fairly

To participate

To use books,
materials and
equipment at
school

To follow safety rules

To do my best

To take care of all school
materials

Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners arranged rights and
responsibilities under the correct heading.
2. Learners matched responsibilities
correctly to the corresponding rights.

PA 2.5
Describe the relationship among

Product: Drawing- Individual
Draw a diagram to show the relationship between

Suggested Questions:
1. What is the right you have?
2. What does the responsibility mean for
you?
3. Would you consider the responsibility
fair? Why? Or Why not?
Learners say what they understand by ‘rights’ and
what they understand by ‘responsibilities’ based
on the activity.
Anchor- Scenario
In Aishalton Primary, there is a Headteacher Mr.
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the three levels of government:
national, regional and local

the levels of government and explain the
diagram.
Journaling (Individual)
Write a paragraph explaining the relationship
between the three levels of government.
Research and Presentation (Oral)
Have the class divided into groups and assign a
level of government to each group.
Each group will
1. Research and present information on the
assigned level of government.
2. Identify and state the relationship they
share with the other two levels of
government.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners illustrated the three levels of
government using a diagram.
2. Learners used arrows to depict the power
relationship and provide a written
explanation of the power dynamic.
3. Learners explained the relationship
among the levels of government.

Sam. He is responsible for ensuring the smooth
functioning of the school.
There are eight class teachers. Each teacher is
responsible for a class within the school. The
teachers report to the head teacher.
Each class has a Prefect/ Monitor who is
responsible for ensuring that the class is well
organised. The Class Monitor reports to the Class
teacher.
Round Robin
Suggested Questions:
1. Who is Mr. Sam?
2. What is the role of the teachers and to
whom do they report?
3. What is the responsibility of the Monitors
and to whom do they report?
Draws a chart showing the chain of command in
the school.
Narrative and Role Play
Narrator: Today, we will meet three Super
Heroes who have different levels of
responsibilities in our country Guyana.
National Man
Regional Woman
Local Boy
Narrator: In Guyana, these three have their own
special powers and are named after the three
levels of government.
National Man: I deal with taking care of the
entire country. My job is to ensure the country is
protected and deal with other countries. I handle
foreign matters, money, taxes, communication
and the environment.
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Regional Woman: Guyana has ten
Administrative Regions. I deal with each of the
Administrative Region. In fact, there are ten
regional women. I take responsibility for health,
education, agriculture and mining. I also keep a
close eye on the Police Force, roads and
transportation.
Local Boy: I may not be powerful as my friends
National Man and Regional Woman, but I do a
lot of work. I work at the town and village level. I
work on ensuring roads are maintained, garbage
is collected, pets are taken care of, and the
environment is clean.
Regional Woman: Local Man and I both get our
powers from National Man.
National Man: We work together to ensure the
country functions smoothly.
Talking Chip
Suggested Questions:
1. Who are the three important
characters in the dialogue?
2. What does each character represent?
3. What is the function of each
character?
4. How are they similar to that of the
school?
5. Name the three levels of Government
found in Guyana.
Value Line
Give statements on the functions and
relationships of Government. e.g.
- Central government looks into the affairs
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-

of a small sections of a country.
There are three main levels of
government.
In terms of structure, Regional
government is the second level of
government.
Regional Government depends on the
central government for funding.
Local Government functions freely
without the two other levels.

Have learners listen to the statements above then
decide if they agree, disagree or undecided for
each statement.
Learners stand at different positions on the value
line to demonstrate how they feel about the
statements.
Identify learners and ask them to explain why
they decided to stand at a particular position on
the value line
Note: Teacher takes note of learner’s position on
the line then provide additional guidance to assist
in understanding where necessary
*Additional teacher research required related
to finding content from the local region.
PA 2.6
Identify elected national, regional
and local heads of government

Product: Written Work- Individual
Learners reread excerpt given as anchor and
answer the following questions based on same.
1. Which official is the head of Central or
National Government? Who makes up
Central or National Government?

Anchor: Excerpt
Example of excerpt teacher can read to learners
Central Government comprises the President the
Prime Minister and other ministers of
government who are appointed by the President.
Members of central Government are elected at
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2. Which level of Government has a Mayor?
3. Who is the head of Regional government?
Matching (individual)
Match the level of government in column A with
the official responsible in Column B.
A
B
Village
Regional Chairman
Country
Mayor
Region 8
NDC Chairperson
Town
Toshao
Amerindian Village
President
Portfolio
Prepare a pictorial portfolio of elected national,
regional and local heads of government.
(This can be done using cut out of pictures or
electronically using the computer).
Assessment Criteria:
1. Did learners identify the head responsible
for each level of government?
2. Did learners match the head with their
respective levels correctly?
3. Were learners able to represent the heads
of the various levels of government using
pictures?

National Elections which is held every five years.
Regional Government comprises the Regional
Chairman, Regional Vice Chairman and Regional
Councilors. Members of Regional Government
are elected at Regional Elections that are held the
same time as National Elections.
Local Government comprises a Mayor, Deputy
Mayor and Councilors. At the level of Villages,
there are Neighbourhood Democratic Council
Chairman, Vice Chairman and councillors.
Town and Village leaders are elected at Local
government elections which are held every five
years.
Game- Pull-Deliberate-Respond
Information on the cards will be in the form of
questions based on the anchor.
Rules of the game.
1. Place learners into two teams. Each team
is given a plastic bag with the title of
officials from the three levels of
government.
2. Team one will step forward with the
plastic bag and have a member of team
two steps forward and pull a piece of
paper from the bag.
3. They will be given five seconds to
deliberate with other team members. They
will then give the name of that official.
Note: For Regional and Local government, the
questions must be structured to involve the
officials from their Administrative Region.
Rally Robin
Suggested Questions?
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1. Who is the head of the Central
Government?
2. Who is the head for Regional
Government?
3. Who is the head of local government
representing?
- A Town Council?
- A Neighbourhood Democratic Council?
- A Village Council?
Game- Perfect Match
Rules
1. Learners will be given statements on
pieces of paper. Some papers will contain
questions, while others will have
statements consisting of answers to the
questions.
2. One learner will read the question while
the rest of the class listens.
3. The learner with the answer will join the
child with the question; then, give the
answer.
4. The rest of the class will say if the answer
is correct then certify the pair as a perfect
match.
Suggested Questions:
1. Which is the highest level of government
and who is the elected official?
2. Which is the second highest level of
government and who is the elected
official?
3. Which is the lowest level of government
and who is the elected official?
4. Do you live in a town or a village?
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5. Who is the elected official for your area?
6. Under which level of Government does
your community fall?
(Teacher listens and observes to ensure
that the answers are correct and provide
guidance where necessary.)
*Additional teacher research required related
to finding content from the local region.
PA 2.7
Compare how decisions are made
at the local and regional levels of
government

Product: Poster Presentation (Group)
Have learners create a poster to present
information on how decisions are made at the
Regional Level of Government and at the Local
Level of Government.
(the poster must highlight similarities and
differences in decision making)

Jig Saw- (see resources for strips of
information)
Instructions
1. Teacher constructs four base groups, and
each group will be assigned a reading
strip.
2. Learners will be placed into a group and
given ten minutes to read, ask and answer
Assessment Criteria:
questions and discuss information from
The information on the poster clearly highlights
the assigned strip.
how decisions are made at both local and regional
3. They will then switch to another group
levels of government
where they are given four minutes to
share the information with the new group.
Suggested Questions:
Puppetry
1. At what forums are decisions taken?
In groups, learners select a level of government
2. How are decisions made at Regional
and use puppets to present information on how
Government?
decisions are made at that particular level of
3. How are decisions made at local
government. During the puppet show, learners are
government?
expected to name two similarities, and two
4. What do the levels of government have in
differences between the way decisions are made
common?
at the Regional Government and the Local
5. What is done differently at the two levels
Government levels
of government?
Role Play
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Assessment Criteria:
Divide the class into Groups
1. Learners identified from puppetry, how
• Using the information from the Jig Saw,
decisions are made at the regional level of
have one group role play decision making
government, and how decisions are made at the
at the Regional Level of Government
local government level.
while the other role play decision making
2. Learners highlighted the similarities and
at the Local Government level.
differences in decision making between the
two levels.
• Have the class identify what they find
similar in decision making between the
two levels and what they find different.
Venn Diagram- Group
Use a Venn Diagram to show the similarities and
differences on how decisions are made at the
local and regional levels of government
Assessment Criteria:
1. The Venn Diagram depicts similarities and
differences in decision making at the Regional
and Local levels of government.

Chart Completion
Learners complete a chart to show the similarities
and differences in decision making between the
Regional and Local levels of government.
Regional
Regional
Chairman

Both
Statutory
Meetings
Everyone has
a voice

Local
Neighbourho
od
Democratic
Council
Chairman

Decision
affects more
people

Decision
affects fewer
persons
*Additional teacher research required related
to finding content from the local region.

Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome: (Connected back to the Principles of Assessment)
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(PA 2.1) Definition of Rules
Rules are a set of instructions that state the way things should be done and tell you what you are allowed or are not allowed to do.
(PA 2.2) Definition of Law
Law is a set of rules decided by a particular community or country meant for keeping the peace and security of society and
may be enforced by imposing penalties.
PA 2.3 Comparison of rules and laws
They both help to maintain order.
Rules apply to some people at particular times /places; e.g., when playing a sport, when attending school, at home while laws apply
to apply people at all times; e.g., you cannot take things that belong to other people; you must follow/obey traffic signs.
(PA 2.3) Rules vs Laws
The main difference between rules and laws is the consequences associated with breaking them. While each is developed to invoke
a sense of order, fair play, and safety, the weight of a law is much heavier than the weight of a rule.
Laws are like the legal version of rules. When you are a child, a parent sets rules to be followed. When you are in a society, the
government sets laws to be followed. When a rule is broken, the consequences tend to be uncomfortable but mild in comparison to
the breaking of a law.
Laws are enforced by a higher governmental office, usually the police and the prosecutor’s office. Laws are written in specific code
so that they can be interpreted as needed. When you break a law, there is a legal action that follows, provided that you are caught.
Rules are more flexible and carry low-end consequences. You can set up rules for games, rules for the home, even rules for fighting
or being intimate with a partner. Rules are personal in nature, and they are often adjusted as the conditions and circumstances of the
home change.

(PA 2.3) Similarities and differences between rules and laws
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Rules

Both rules and laws

Laws

More personal to a group of people

Fair for everyone

Applies to everyone

Less serious consequences and easily
changed

Keep you safe

More serious consequences

Made by the people in charge of the
environment

Create order

Legal consequences or versions of
rules
Created and enforced by government

Can be applicable at a particular time

Applicable at all times.

(PA 2.4) Rights persons should have
Everyone has the right to have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

safety
education
shelter (somewhere to live)
warmth
food
clothing
personal space
freedom of speech
to be different
to feel comfortable
equal opportunities (given a chance to be what you want to be whether you are rich or poor, whatever religion, culture or
race)
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(PA 2.4) Some of our responsibilities
1. To follow the rules at home, at school and in the community. After all, they are there for our safety and to protect our
rights and the rights of others
2. To stand up for our rights and the rights of others as much as we can
3. To be the best person that we can be
4. To take care of our own bodies as best we can
5. To respect the rights of others
6. To look after our own belongings and respect the belongings of others
7. To learn as well as we can
8. To care about others who are not as strong in some ways as we are.
PA 2.5 Levels of Government
There are three levels of Government in Guyana. These are National Government, Regional Government and Local Government.
Each level of government has its own elected officials who have specific jobs to do.
All citizens have a voice at all levels of government. Their voice is their vote. Each individual vote for a person to represent or work
for them at all three levels of government.
National Government and Regional Government are elected at General elections. General elections are conducted every five years
in Guyana.
Municipal/ Local Government Elections are held every three years in Guyana.
Regional Government and Local Government get their powers from the National Government.
At the local government level, people elect a Mayor and City Council members for cities and towns. At the village level, there are
Chairpersons for the Neighbourhood Democratic Council And Toshaos for Amerindian Villages.
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Regional Governments are headed by a Regional Chairman and are responsible for enforcing laws and making decisions at the level
of the Administrative regions. Special Departments within the region handle issues in that area for the region.
The National Government is responsible for writing laws for the people of Guyana. The National Government has the authority to
do things other levels cannot do.
PA 2.5 Levels of Government in Guyana
National Government

Various Ministries of Government
Regional Government

Regional Democratic Councils/ Heads of Departments
Local Government

City or Town Councils/ Neighbourhood Democratic Councils

PA 2.5 Relationship between the three levels of Government.
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National Government
e.g various ministries

Local Government

Regional Government

e.g. City/ Town Council,
Neighbourhood Democrativ
Council.

e.g Regional Democratic
Council

National Government is the government that controls the country. It is responsible for running and protecting the entire country. It is
made up of the President and ministers of government.
Regional Government has some powers given to it by the Central Government. Regional Government is made up of Regional
Democratic Councils. The Regional Chairman or Woman is head for the Regional Democratic Council. Its functions are to provide
services for the people within the region such as health, education, agriculture as well as develop regional facilities and identify
economic projects for the development of the region.
Local government is made up of City/ Town or Municipal Councils in areas where there are towns and Neighbourhood Democratic
Councils in Villages on the Coast. These are responsible for collecting taxes and with managing and developing communities by
taking care of services such as waste disposal, potable water and drainage facilities.

PA 2.7- Structure of Decision making at Regional Government
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Regional
Chairman

Regional Vice
Chairman

Regional Education
Officer

Regional Health
Officer
Regional Councillors

Regional Councillors

Regional Agriculture
Officer
Regional Councillors

Regional Executive
Officer

Regional Veterinary
Officer
Rgional Councillors

Regional Councillors

(PA 2.7) Decision making at the Local Government
At the Local Government level, decisions are made at the Statutory Meetings of the Town Council, the Neighbourhood Democratic
Council or the Village Council, in the case of Amerindian communities.
Like Regional Government, there are Councillors representing each of the various services, e.g. Health, Education, Agriculture.
After deliberations and shared views among councillors, decisions are made. If there is disagreement on the decision, it is taken to a
vote after which the decision is taken
Inclusive Resources and Materials (texts, family &community knowledge and resources, web resources)
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Chart on Rights and Responsibilities (PA 1.4)
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(PA 2.7) Text Strips- Decision Making at Regional Government and Local government
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Regional Government
At the Regional Level of Government, the regional Chairman and Heads of Departments are part of the decision
process for matters that fall directly under their department. Decisions are taken at statutory meetings held by the
Regional Democratic Council. There are Committees for each Head of the various Department e.g. Health, Education,
Agriculture.
Before decisions are made, committee heads consult with other members to gain useful information.
The decision and reason is put forward to the meeting by the Chairperson.
After deliberations and shared views among councillors, decisions are made. If there is disagreement on the decision,
it’s taken to a vote after which the decision is taken.

Local Government (Towns)
At the Local Government level for towns, the Mayor, Deputy Mayor, Town Clerk and councillors are part of the
decision making process. Decisions are made at the Statutory Meetings of the Town Council.
Like Regional Democratic Council, the Town Council has the responsibility for solid waste collection and disposal,
maintenance of infrastructure services (roads, bridges, etc.), market facilities, and child welfare services among others.
Before decisions are made, the Mayor consults with councillors to gain useful information.
The decision and reason is put forward to the meeting by the Mayor.
After deliberations and shared views among councillors, decisions are made. If there is disagreement on the decision,
it’s taken to a vote after which the decision is taken.

.
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Local Government (Villages)
At the Local Government level for villages, decisions are made at the Statutory Meetings of the Neighbourhood
Democratic Council.
Like Regional Democratic Council, there are Councillors representing each of the various services e.g. Health,
Education, Agriculture.
Before decisions are made, the Chairperson consults with councillors to gain useful information.
The decision and reason is put forward to the meeting by the Chairperson.
After deliberations and shared views among councillors, decisions are made. If there is disagreement on the decision,
it’s taken to a vote after which the decision is taken.
Local Government (Amerindian Villages)
At the Local Government level for Amerindian villages, decisions are made at the Village General Meetings of the
Village Council.
Like Neighbourhood Democratic Council, there is a Chairman or Chief called the Toshao, and Councillors
representing each of the various services e.g. Health, Education, Agriculture.
Before decisions are made, the Chairperson consults with councillors to gain useful information. However, before a
decision is made all the villagers or most of the villagers must be in agreement.
The decision and reason is put forward to the villagers by the Chairperson.
After deliberations and shared views among villagers, decisions are made. If there is disagreement on the decision, it’s
taken to a vote after which the decision is taken.

(PA 2.1)- https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/rule
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(PA 2.2) -https://www.dictionary.com/browse/law
(PA 2.3) -http://www.differencebetween.net/language/difference-between-rules-andlaws/#ixzz5rNsOLHfu
(PA 2.4) -https://www.poemhunter.com/poem/my-rights-go-hand-in-hand-with-my-responsibilities/
(PA 2.5) Social Studies For Our Children Book 5 pages 27-29

INTEGRATION:
HFLE- Decision Making, Social Skills- Games
Language Arts-Reading Comprehension, Oral Presentation, Instructions, Scenarios, Writing and Representing
Math-Venn Diagram.
IT- Concept maps, Tables, Charts
Art: Puppetry, Role Play
TVET: Drawing, Creating Poster
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Strand: Power and Authority
Essential Learning Outcomes: To investigate the processes and structures of power and authority, and the implications for
individuals, communities, and nations.
Grade 4 Level Expectations:
3. Demonstrate an understanding of the Amerindian (Indigenous peoples) systems of governance.
Overarching Question: How does the Amerindian System of Governance work?
Specific Curriculum Outcomes

Inclusive Assessment Strategies

Inclusive Learning Strategies

PA 3.1
Identify the ways in which Amerindian
peoples are involved in making
decisions that affect local communities
(e.g., 2006 Amerindian Act)

Case Study (Group)
In groups of three learners will study a
given scenario

Anchor: Scenario
A logging company wants to do logging in an
Amerindian village. A letter was sent to the
Village Council seeking permission to come to
the community to extract logs from the
community lands. The letter has all the
conditions under which the logging will be done.
(Learners will carry on the dialogue)

Oral Presentation
Suggested Questions:
1. In what way was the community
involved in the decision-making
process in the scenario?
2. Why is it necessary that
Amerindians be part of the
decision-making process?
3. Give other ways in which
Amerindians can be part of the
decision-making process.
Artwork- Group
Create a mural/diorama to show
involvement and non-involvement in
the decision-making process in
Amerindian Communities.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Were learners able to identify

Dialogue 1
Toshao: Good morning Councillors, I have a
letter from Arrow Logging Company seeking
permission to do logging in our community.
What do you think about it?
Vice Toshao: I think that’s a good idea. We
don’t have the capacity to do logging here, and
we have so much of forests.
Senior Councillor: I agree. We have a lot of
wood. At least we can ask them to give
something to the community, which would be
better than nothing.
All Councillors: Let’s grant them permission to
come. We will all benefit.
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the decision-making process
from the scenario?
2. Were learners able to identify
other ways in which Amerindian
peoples are involved in making
decisions that affect their local
communities
3. Were learners able to portray
involvement and noninvolvement in the artwork?
Paper and Pencil-Journaling
Individually, write at least three ways in
which Amerindian peoples are involved
in making decisions that affect local
communities.
Assessment Criteria:
1. List at least three ways in which
Amerindian peoples are involved in
decision making
2. Explain how being involved in
decision-making affect local
communities.

Dialogue 2
Toshao: Good morning Councillors, I have a
letter from Arrow Logging Company seeking
permission to do logging in our community.
What do you think about it?
Vice Toshao: I think that’s a good idea. We
don’t have the capacity to do logging here, and
we have so much of forests.
Senior Councillor: While we may agree that
this is a good idea, we need to call a Village
General Meeting to hear from the villagers as
this is not a decision we can make on our own.
Councillor: I agree with the Senior Councillor.
The Amerindian Act clearly states that we must
allow the villagers to have a voice in decisions
that will affect them. We must hear what they
think about it.
All Councillors: We fully agree. Let’s have a
meeting and have the voice of the villagers
heard.
Community Circle
Suggested Questions:
1. What are the two approaches to decision
making as highlighted in the dialogues?
2. Which one of the approaches would you
say is the better approach?
3. Why do you think this is the better
approach to make decision?
4. What document indicates how decisions
should be made according to the second
dialogue?
5. If you were the leader of the village,
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which approach would you use and why?
Concept Map
From the second dialogue, what must be done in
order to make decisions in Amerindian
communities?
Puts information given by learners on a concept
map, e.g. consultation, consent, voting, meeting.
Consultation

Deliberation

Decision
Making

Consent

Vote

Suggested Questions:
1. What are the steps in making decisions?
2. Why is it necessary to take those steps?
*Additional teacher research required related
to finding content from the local region.
PA 3.2

Product: Art (Group or individually)

Demonstrate an understanding of the
organisation of the decision-making
structure of the Amerindian village
councils in a specific administrative

Demonstrate in a creative way, the
organisation structure of decision
making in Amerindian communities.

Anchor: Case Study- Newspaper Article (See
Resources)
Indigenous people of Baramita Village,
Region 1 are suffering (Adapted)
In groups of three, learners will read the article
given and do an Oral presentation on the same.
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region of Guyana

Observation: Creative Presentation
(Group)
1. Use creative presentation of
information to show the
organisation of decision making
within Amerindian villages.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Were learners able to use art to
show a creative organisation of
the decision-making structure in
Amerindian villages?
2. Did the role play demonstrate an
understanding of how decisionmaking structure works in
Amerindian villages?
Organization-Information Cards
Give Learners a set of cards, each
depicting aspects of the decisionmaking structure. Have learners
organise cards to show the structure of
decision making.
Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners use art to show
creatively the organisation of
decision-making structure in
Amerindian villages
2. Learners demonstrate an
understanding of how decisionmaking structure works in
Amerindian villages.

Suggested Questions:
1. What are the problems facing the
community of Baramita?
2. Who did the villagers first approached for
help?
3. What was the next level the issue was
taken to?
4. Which level was it finally forwarded to?
5. What do you notice about the levels?
6. Give an organization of the levels
beginning with the lowest.
Concept Map- Pyramid
In groups of three, have Learners look at the
information in the newspaper article and decide
on the organisational structure based on the
channel of communication used to report the
issue
e.g.
Ministry of
Indigenous
People's
Affairs
National
Toshao's
Council
Moruca District
Council
Baramita Village Council

Oral Presentation- Group
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Each group presents their concept map and give
reasons for the organisational structure while the
rest of the class ask questions and give
suggestions based on their presentation.
*Additional teacher research required related
to finding content from the local region.
PA 3.3
Identify the titles and roles of
leadership positions within Amerindian
village councils and the names of
individuals who currently serve in those
positions (e.g. councillors, mayors,
chairpersons) in a specific
administrative region.

Organisation Chart (Individual
Work)
1. Using a diagram, illustrate the
Leadership positions in an
Amerindian community in your
Administrative Region.
2. Give a brief description of the
role of each person.
Paper and Pencil- Individual
Select an Amerindian Community in
your Administrative Region
1. Name the leadership role taken
of persons within the
community.
2. Give the names of the persons
playing each role highlighted.
Game- Matching Partner
Give learners slips of papers with
information. One set of information will
be based on the various positions within
Amerindian Village Councils.
The second set will be based on the
roles of these individuals.

Anchor-Role Play
We are a group of persons appointed to run the
Village
Toshao: I am the toshao. I was elected to take
charge of the village. I cannot do it alone, so I
have selected persons to help me to do so. I
report to the District Council in my region if I
need any guidance or help.
Vice Toshao: I am the Vice Toshao. I work
closely with the toshao in taking care of the
village.
Secretary: I am the secretary. I write letters on
behalf of the village council as well as listen to
and take minutes of village meetings.
Treasurer: I am the treasurer. I handle all
monies on behalf of the village and ensure these
are accounted for.
Councillors: We are all Councillors. Each of us
has responsibility for health, education,
agriculture, infrastructure and other things. We
work along with those at the top.
Villagers: We are at the bottom. We are
villagers. While those at the top help with
organising our affairs, we work along with them
so that our community can develop.
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Suggested Instructions:
1. The individual with the
information on roles will read
the information from his/ her
slip aloud.
2. The rest will check their slip to
see if it has the leadership
position.
3. The individual with the correct
answer will step over and stand
next to the persons with the roles
then he/ she will announce
his/her answer.
4. The rest of the class say if the
match is correct and say why or
why not.
Research- Group
Learners will work in groups of four to
identify a particular Amerindian
Community in their region and identify
the leadership positions that exist in that
community along with the names and
present same to be marked

Talking Chip
Suggested Questions:
1. Who is the Head of the village council?
2. Who is the second in line, and what is
his/ her role?
3. What is the role of the Secretary?
4. What is the role of the Treasurer?
5. How do the other councillors assist in the
Council?
6. What important role do villagers play?
Resource Person
Invite a leader from an Amerindian Village
within the Administrative Region to speak with
learners about the leadership arrangement within
their community (names of leaders and their role
in the community)
Learners:
1. Take note using their pencils and
notebooks.
2. Ask and answer questions where
necessary.
3. Thank the Resource Person for coming

Assessment Criteria:
1. Learners identified the
leadership positions in
Amerindian Village Councils.
2. Learners identified the roles of
village leaders correctly.
3. Learners researched accurate
information on leadership of a
selected village?
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Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome: (Connected back to the Principles of Assessment)
(PA 3.1) Decision Making in Amerindian Communities
Settlements, where Amerindians live, are called villages. Before decisions are made by outside organisations, there must be free
participation in the process, where persons are informed before the decision is taken. They must be given clear information on the
decision and the impact it will have on them. They will then decide if they will give permission or not for the decision to be taken.
This is referred to as Free Prior and Informed Consent. (Adapted)
(PA 3.1) Chapter 29:01 Amerindian Act
The Amerindian Act is a set of laws passed by the Parliament of Guyana that govern how Amerindian communities operate.
In Amerindian Communities, there are certain principles that must be followed when making decisions based on the Amerindian Act.
Amerindian Village Councils fall directly under the Ministry of Indigenous People’s Affairs.
In each Administrative Regions, there is a District Councils that is responsible for overseeing specific Village Councils within the
regions.
Decision Making (Amerindian Act 34.5, 34.6, 34.7, 34.8)
A Village Council may call a meeting on less than fourteen days’ notice if the Village Council considers that the situation amounts to
an emergency and requires an immediate response and- (a) the meeting shall deal only with the emergency and no other matter; and
(b) any decision taken at the meeting shall be put to the next Village general meeting for ratification or comment. (6) The Village
general meeting shall act by consensus but if consensus cannot be achieved a vote may be taken and a decision made on the basis of
the majority of votes cast unless this Act specifies otherwise. (7) All residents are entitled to amend a Village general meeting. (8) The
quorum. entitlement to vote and voting procedures shall be in accordance with the rules made by the Village Council.
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(PA 3.2) Structure of Decision Making
Ministry
National Toshao's Council
Of
Indigenous
People's
District Councils
Affairs
Village Councils
PA 3.3 Structure of an Amerindian Village Council

Toshao

Vice Toshao

Councillor

Councillor

Councillor

Councillor

Councillor

Inclusive Resources and Materials (texts, family &community knowledge and resources, web resources)
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Case Study- Newspaper Article
Indigenous people of Baramita Village, Region 1 are suffering (Adapted)
The Carib residents of the Baramita village, Matarkai sub-region, Region 1 (Barima-Waini) have bitterly complained that the root
cause of their current and ugly social ills is irresponsible mining activities taking place on their legally-titled village lands without
permission by a village general meeting called by the village council. The villagers are claiming that the Coastland miners are in total
control of their village council. They decide who they want for the new Toshao and village councillors at village elections and pay
people to vote for those persons. They also have the names of persons who are not residents added to the voters’ list.
The Baramita residents have also complained that the miners of their village lands are not paying the village tribute of at least seven
percent of the value of minerals obtained from village lands from small and medium- scale mining
The mine officers of the Guyana Geology and Mines Commission (GGMC) in Baramita do absolutely nothing about this. The Chief
Mines officer (CMO) and the GGMC Commissioners need to quickly dispatch a special team to Baramita so as to conduct
investigations and to take corrective actions.
The residents have approached the Moruca District Council for help. The Moruca District Council forwarded the cries of the Baramita
Villagers to the National Toshao’s Council. Village elections in Baramita were to be held in April, 2018 and residents were
demanding that the National Toshao Council (NTC) strictly monitor and observe the entire elections process.
The National Toshao’s Council brought the issue to the attention of the Ministry of Indigenous People’s Affairs. An investigation was
expected to be launched into the issues.
PA 3.1(http://www.fao.org/indigenous-peoples/our-pillars/fpic/en/)
Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) is a right of indigenous peoples and is recognized in the United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP). Free means that the consent was given voluntarily and without force, intimidation or
manipulation. Prior means that the consent was given well in advance of the beginning of the activity. Informed means that nature of
the activity and all other information should be shared before seeking consent and should be updated as the information changes.
PA 3.1(https://jacobsfotos.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/guyana-amerindian-act-of-2006.pdf)
PA 3.3 Amerindian Act 2006 section 51 (1)
PA 3.3 www.kaieteurnewsonline.com/2017/10/18/indigenous
INTEGRATION:
HFLE- Conflict, Conflict Resolution, Rules in Game
Language Arts-Listening and speaking- Group Presentation, Community Circle, Reading and viewing-Reading Case Studies,
Dialogues and Scenarios, Writing and Representing- formulating new rules,
Math-Sorting, matching, organising
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IT- Concept maps, Organisational Chart
Art: Mural/Diorama, Organisational Chart, Role Play
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